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DESIGN SruDV 

FOR A 

CV-7A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT MODIFICATION 

TO PROVIDE AN 

AUGMENTOR WING JET STOL 

RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 

By E. II. Kemper and D. J. Renselaer 

FOREWORD 

This report is a three-volume final report for Contract NAS2-5l39, "Design 
Study for Redefinition of Modifications to a C-SA Transport Aircraft to Provide 
Ausmentor-Wing STOL Research Aircraft." This program has been completed by the 
Los Angeles Division of the North American Rockwell Corporation for the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Ames Research Center, Moffett 
Field, California 94035. 

The 5-month study resulted in the preliminary design of a CV-7A Buffalo 
modified to a jet configuration and incorporating the augmentor wing. This 
aircraft is to be used by NASA-Ames Research Center for jet STOL flight 
research. 

A program plan and estimated costs to carry out detail design, hardware 
modification, and airworthiness tests were developed as part of the study. 
Minimum cost was the primary objective. 

The description of the study program and the backup data generated during 
the program is presented in Volume I of this report. Volume II presents the 
definition of the proposed modification and airworthiness flight testing. The 
estimated modification program costs are defined in Volume III. 
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INTHODUCTI~ AND SlIt+1ARY 

The Los Angeles Division of the North American Rockwell Corporation, with 
the assistance of the de lIavilland Aircraft C,'mpany of Canada, Lirli ted, has 
conducted a 5-month study to establish a design concept for a minimum cost 
program to provide an augmentor-wing jet SrOL flight research aircraft. 

Considerable effort has been expended over the past 7 years by the de 
Havilland Company and NASA-Ames, developing and testing the augmcntor-wing 
concept. The three-dimensional capability of the concept was demonstrated 
on a large-scale (42-foot wingspan) model in late 1966 and 1967 with very 
encouraging results. A 1 ift coefficient of 6.5 was achieved at a f] ap-blowing 
coefficient of 0.9. 

'Ihis highly successful test led to submittal of a proposal by de 
Havilland to the €:anadian Government and NASA for continued grolmd tests of 
the model and for fabrication of a flight research aircraft to further verify 
the capability of the augmentor wing tmder dynamic free-flight conditions. 
'Lhe program for additional wind tunnel model testing and for ground simulation 
of stability and control systems has been approvf:d. Ilowevp;r, the flight 
research aircraft program was not economically feasible at that time. 

'Lhe purpose of this study program, therefore, was to reassess the flight 
research aircraft and to achieve a minimum cost modification design, a program 
plan, and an estimate of the modification program costs. The aircraft de
signated for modification was the LV-7A de Havilland Buffalo to be furnished 
by NASA-Ames (figure 1). The desired srOL performance for the flight research 
aircraft is 1,000-foot takeoff and landing distance over a 50-foot obstacle. 

'Lhe NASA-Ames objectives for the flight research program to be conducted 
with the aircraft are as follows: 

I. Demonstrate and evaluate performrulce of the augmentor-wing concept 
in a large vehicle and develop data and experience which will serve 
as the technical fotmdation for the design of jet STOL operational 
systems 

2. Study environmental signatures (e.g., noise, downwash) 

3. Evaluate flight proce(h,lres for jet STOL terminal operations tmder 
VFR and simulated IFR conditions and to develop 'operational criteria 
for jet STOL aircraft 

3 .. 
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The principle employed in the augmcntor-wing concept i~ ~~,t of increas
ing circulation ,U'owld an airie ~ 1 by directing a primary jet through a span
wise slot along the wing trailing edge to cause flow entrainment (figure 2). 
This slot ~on5ists of the upper and lower surfaces of what is nonnally con
sidered wine flap area. 111e primary jet originates from the inner volume of 
the wing just forward of the flap hinge line. The flaps deflect the primary 
jet downward to create the supercirculation field in much the same manner as 
the jet flap. At the swne tilOO, through propel' contuur, location, and 
slotting of the forward flap segments, both upper and lower, auuitional air 
mass is induced to flow through the flap, augmenting the thrus t of the pri
mary jet and increasing the net lift/thrust generation. This latter effect 
gives rise to the name of the concept. 

'I11c primary nozzle is located in the region of the flap leading edge 
and includes the wing span from the fusclag,~ outboaru as far as uesired. 
Depenuing upon the air source for the jet issuing from this nozzle, it may be 
supplied through either single or multiple ducting. 1be latter design would 
nonna1ly be considered, in case the main pr0i-'Illsion system provides the air 
source, to avoid unsafe air vehicle response in the event of powerplant 
failure, particularly in roll. 111e multiple-duct a1 ~~!lngement (cross ducting) 
also provides the same safety advantages as cross shafting in tilt wing, tilt 
propeller, etc, concepts. 

After passage from the nozzle, the primary jet flows around the upper 
surface of the lower flap in an action similar to the Coanda effect; however, 
where~~ normal Coanda flow i~ attached to the surface it follows, the design 
approach i.n the augmentor-wing concept separates the jet from the surface by 
the tertiary intake. 'Ibis intake perf 011115 three functions. Air entrained 
through it causes low pressure to exist under the pr~ry jet sheet adding to 
the bend around the Coanda surface. Friction losses are reduced due to the 
t~rtiary air stream (low velocity) tending to prevent the primary jet sheet 
(high velocity; from attaching to the surface. Finally, augmentation of 
thrust occurs by virtue of the increased momentum of the tertiary air. 

Proper location of the Coanda surface with respect to the primary nozzle 
is important in order to maximize augmented thrust and provide proper exit 
velocity distribution. However, the shape of the tertiary air intake is 
apparently not critical nor is the radius of the Coanda surface itself 
critical (reference 1). 

The lower flap acts primarily as one side of the main augmentor chrumel. 
In a sense, it also acts as a mechanical, double-slotted flap, particularly 
with the primary jet off, but understandably not as efficient as it othendse 
would be. The gap that exists between the Coanda surface and the lower flap 
does not serve an entrainment function and hence is not critical. Its main 
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purpose is to allow proper positioning of the Coanda surface relative to the 
nozzle to be maintained as an aid to exit velocity distribution. 

The upper flap/intake shroud surface fonns the second wall of the aug
mentor channel. Asswning the Coanda surface/lower flap kinetics have been 
satisfactorily established, this second wall must be positioned and shaped to 
optimize the throat and exit width. The intake shroud and upper flap are 
separated by a BLe suction slot. 'Ille purpose is removal ~f boundary layer 
on the shroud promoting flow attachment to the shroud. The slot exit is 
located in the augmentor throat (a region of relatively high negative 
pressure). The differential pressure across the slot then provides the 
required .Iping action. 

Although the upper flap function is almost entirely one of flow contain
ment with reasonable diffusion properties, the intake shroud has several 
additional requiren~nts. In the closed position, it must fair-in well with 
the theoretical mold line. In the open position, it must be high enough above 
the wing to function as an efficient inlet for secondalY air capture. It 
must also turn this flow efficiently, and external surface separation must 
be avoided. 

Special consjderation must be given to a means of providing good lateral 
control at t~le high-lift coefficients engendered by the augmentor wing. Pro
gress to date, as exhibited by references 2 and 3, indicates that the use of 
leading edge slats to prevent prerm .• ture panel stall and aileron blo\.ring to 
maintain effectiveness at high .:ie'''lections is successful. However, the 
adverse yaw characteristics of a conventional trailing edge aileron under 
these characteristi~s are exceedingly strong. To counter these tendencies 
(i.e., improve vehicle response characteristics), a proverse yaw device, such 
as a spoiler, is used. 

A problem nonn~lly encountered with a wing trailing-edge-generated 
super-circulation system is the creation of a correspondingly large pitching 
moment. This is due to the aft location on the wing of the center of the 
additional lift. In the case of the augmentor wing, due to the more forward 
generation of the jet force, plus the secondary circulation for a given 
improvement in lift, the resulting moment is smaller than a jet flap. Com
pared to a jet flap, this forward shift results in up to a 50-percent moment 
reduction. This, in turn, relieves the trim problem considerably, and hence, 
specific tail volume penalties to accommodate the system are minilhized. 
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APU 

ave, av 
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COl 

CD 

Cp 

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

• constant 

• forward acceleration, lateral distancp, or cruise engine moment 
ann. 

• aircraft 

• auxilary power unit 

• average 

• constant 

• boundary layer control 

• span (ft) 

• chord length of mean aerodynamic chord (ft) 

• counterclockwise 

• drag coefficient 

• equivalant skin friction coefficient 

c.g., C.G. • center of gravity 

CJ • thrust coefficient 

• jet flow coefficient for isotropic flow cond.itions 

• lift coefficient 

• rolling moment coefficient due to aileron G~flection 

• coefficient of lift due to elevator angle based on horizontal 
tail area 

• pitching moment coefficient 
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C 
~CRIT 

Cn., 
R 

Cn• 
uSP 

D 

DHC 

f* 

F.D.D. 

fus 

fwd 

F x 

g 

GE 

gpm 

liM 

HP 

• critical coefficient of BLC blowing 

• yawing moment coefficient due to sideslip 

• yawing moment coefficient due to aileron deflection 

• yawing moment coefficient due to rud~er deflection 

• yawing moment coefficient due to spoiler deflection 

• chord shear (lb) 

• clockwise 

• side force coefficient due to sideslip 

• side force coefficient due to rudder deflection 

• drag (lb) 

• The de Havilland Aircraft of Canada, Limited 

• factor representing the reduction of forces due to three
dimensional effects in a roll mode 

• foreign object damage 

• fuselage 

• forward 

• accelerating force (lb) 

• gravitational constant 

• General Electric Company 

• gallons per minute 

• hinge moment (in. -lb) 

• horsepower 
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lxx, Ix 

Iyy , Iy 

Iyz 

Izz , I z 

K 

KEAS 

L 

cf. 

L.E. 

tH 
Lv 

Lye 

M 

MAC, mac 

MAX 

Me 

M cp 
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• roll inertia (slug-ftZ) 

• pitch inertia (slug-ft2) 

• product inertia (slug-ft2) 

• yaw inertia (slug-ft2) 

• constant 

• knots, equivalant air speed 

• lift (lb) 

• rolling moment (ft-lb) 

• leading edge 

• horizontal tail arm (ft) 

• vertical tail arm (ft) 

• Lycoming Division of AVCO 

• pitching moment (ft-lb) 

• mean aerodynamic chord 

• maximl.BJ1 

• chord bending moment (in. -lb) 

• pitching moment due to aerodynamic forces acting at the center of 
pressure (ft-lb) 

• pitching moment due to aerodynmnic forces of horizontal tail 

• Normal bending moment (in.-lb) 

• pitching moment due to cruise engine thrust (ft-lb) 

• pitching moment due to weight (ft-lb) 

• yawing moment (ft-lb) 

B 
J 



n mi • nautical mile 

NR • North American Rockwell Corporation 

NS • normal shear (~b) 

n • normal acceleration or load factor 

11max • maximum nonnal acceleration reached at CLmax 

no • normal acceleration at lift-off speed 

OEO, oeo • one engine out 

p • rolling velocity (rad/sec) 

P&W • Pratt and Whitney Aircraft 

PIN • part number 

PN • load nOnlU.d to rotated wing d'll;rrl.1 (lb/in.) 

psi • pOlDlds per square inch 

Q • hydraulic flow rate (gpm) 

q • dynamic pressure (lb/ft2) 

r • yawing velocity (rad/sec) 

RPM, rpm • revolutions per minute 

RR • Rolls Royce Limited 

S, SWING • wing area (sq ft) 

Seff • wing area affected by the aileron (sq ft) 

SH • horizontal tail area (sq ft) 

SLS • sea level standard conditions 

STOL • short takeoff and landing 

Sv • vertical tail area (sq ft) 
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T 

T c 

T~ 
T 

CR 

T 
H 

T 
o 

V a 

• thrust (lb) 

• augmentor flap static thrust (lb) 

• normal flap thrust (lb) 

= static cruise engine thrust (lb) 

= static horizontal thrust (lb) 

= static force vector existing when augmentor flap blowing is 
uti Ii zed (lb) 

::: reverse thrust (lb) 

= torque about structural axis (in.-Ib) 

= time (sec) 

= time from lift-off to SO-foot obstacle (sec) 

= time, ground roll (sec) 

= velocity (KEAS), or (ft/sec) 

= approach speed (KEAS) or (ft/sec) 

= equivalent air speed (knots) 

= velocity at lift-off (KEAS) 

V
LOC 

= forward velocity at a local wing station (ft/sec) 

Vmc = minimum control speed (KEAS) 

Vmin = longitudinal minimum control speed (KEAS) 

Vs = stall velocity (KEAS) 

V/STOL = vertical and short takeoff and landing 

VH = horizontal tail volume 

Vv = vertical tail volume 
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r 
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w 

WI.. 

.. 
X 

Xair 

XBR 

XGR 

Xroll 

y 

yic 

z 
. 
Z 

.. 
Z 

i' 

i'a 

• weight (lb) 

• water line 

• forward acceleration (ft/sec2) 

• air distance Cft) 

• braking distance (ft) 

• ground roll distance (ft) 

• rolling distance (ft) 

• side force (lb) 

• lateral distance where local drag and lift vector changes can 
be presented as one force change (ft) 

• vertical distance (ft) 

• vertical velocity (ft/sec) 

• vertical acceleration Cft/sec2) 

• angle of attack (deg) 

• sldeslip angle (deg) 

• climb angle (deg) 

• approach angle (deg) 

i'~ • steady-state climb angle (deg) 

• deteI11linant 

• surface angle (deg) 

6a • aileron angle (deg) 

• elevator angle (deg) 

• flap angle (deg) 
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8R • rudder deflection (deg) 

SSP • spoiler deflection (deg) 

E • downwash angle (deg) 

8 • aircraft attitude angle (deg) 

. 
• pitch velocity (rad/sec) 8 

0' • pitch acceleration (rad/sec
2
) 

I.t • coefficient of friction 

P • density (lb/ft3) 

Po • sea level density 

'1' • time constant (sec) 

cb = bank angle (deg) 

q, = roll velocity (rad/sec) 

'qJ,cfi . = roll acceleration 2 (rad/sec ) 

'" 
= yaw angle (deg) 

= yaw acceleration 
2 

'tJi (tad/sf.\(: ) 

a = partial de~rivative 

00 = infinity 
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SECTION I 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

The purpose of the study was to establish a preliminary design for the 
flight research aircraft wId develop a modification progra~m plan that will make 
possible a minimum-cost program consistent with NASA-Ames research objectives 
for the aircraft. The program consisted of three significant phases. 

The first phase was to define the ultimate £ligfl~ test objectives of the 
modified aircraft and, based on these objectives, define the design t::riteria 
for the modified airplane that will result in an austere yet practical vehicle 
with which to conduct the flight test program. 

The second phase consisted of preliminary studies of subsystems including 
an engine survey, propulsion system :;chemes, airframe modifications, and basic 
perfOTImW1Ce studies. Based on these prelwlinary investigations, drawings of 
nine configuration concepts were made WId evaluated to detennine relative ad
vantages or disadvruttages of each concept. These data were accumulated into 
rut interim report, NA-68-995, "Configuration Evaluation of a C:V-7 A Buffalo 
Modification to a Jet-Powered, AugmentJr-Wing STOL Aircraft", and submitted to 
NASA-Ames. Based on this report, a single configuration was selected for the 
more detailed study and system development. 

The third phase consisted of the preliminary design of the selected con
figuration; the development of a program plan to conduct the detail design, 
modification, and airworthiness flight testing; and an estimated cost for this 
program. 

Support from de Havilland of Canada personnel ?rovided th~ necessary back
ground knowledge of both the CV-7A aircraft and th~ augmentor-wing concept to 
ensure a satisfactory study effort. 

In accomplishing these three phases, the following elements or tasks were 
considered in the detail necessary to support the progrl~ objectives. 

Flight Test Objectives 

The goals of a flight test program would be: 

1. Demonstration of the augmentor-wing concept 

15 



2. Demonstration of stability, control, and characteristics at very hiah 
lift coefficients 

3. Investigation of takeoff and landing perfo~ce and techniques 

Design Criteria 

A study of the available data on the augmentor-wing concept and the CV-7A 
airplane was accomplished to establish the extent to which these goals might 
be met with a modified CV-7A. The design criteria were also governed by three 
primary factors: 

1. The aerodynamic parameters to be investigated relative to use of the 
au&mentor-wing concept 

2. Use of a modified CV-7A as the flight test vehicle 

3. Minimum cost consistent with NASA-Ames objectives 

This effort resulted in the definition of the following target character
istics and capabilities to be used as a basepoint of the study. 

16 

1. Takeoff gross w~ight ~ 45,000 pounds. 

2. Landing gross weight ~ 40,000 pounds. 

3. Wing area • 800 square feet. 

4. Sink speed at landing gross weight will be ]3 fps consistent with 
minimum modification costs. 

S. Normal control power: To be determined. 

6. Emergency control power: To be determined. 

7. Cold thrust/wing area equal to or greater than 10. 

8. Limit, gust, and maneuver load factors and velocities may be limited 
below the existing unmodified aircraft capabilities. 

9. Takeoff and landing distances will be based on sea-level, standard
day conditions. ~:apabi1ities at 2S00-feet, hot-day conditions will 
be de termined. 
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10. Cruise and maximum velocity are not critical and may be limited. 

11 . Range and endurance: To be detennined. 

12. No fatigue life requirement. 

13. The design wld installation of the powerplrults, fuel system, and 
related fire protection systems will be equivalent to the intent of 
AFSa1 80-1. 

14. Accessibility ruld maintainability may be degraded below nonnal 
operational requirements. 

15. There will be no ejection seat provisions. 

16. Cargo bay installations will meet the existing aircraft cargo re
straint requirements. 

17. Modification of structural design based on minimum cost instead of 
minimum weight. 

Engine Availability Survey 

Turboprop, turbojet, ruld turbofan engines were considered in st.!lectlng 
the engines for basic propulsion and for augmentor·wing flap airflow. The 
prime requirement was that engines must be off-the-shelf; i.e., available from 
current p~1"oduction or from surplus or spares inventories. 

Propulsion System 

There art~ two basic functional requirements that must be supplied by the 
propulsion subsystem. One function is to provide the horizontal thrust 
required for flight; the other is to supply the pressur~zed air required for 
the augmentor-wing system. Therefore, propulsion system arrangements tha· 
were considered for the research vehicle requirements are as follows: 

1. A two··engine (one per side) turbofrul configuration supplying both the 
horizontal thrust and fan bleed air for the flap system. While 
this arrangement may be sirnplAst in terms of number of components, 
the principal disadvantages were (a) the need for a thrust reverser 
to spoil the excess horizontal thrust developed by use of the high 
engine rpm setting required to supply adequate airflow to the 
augmentor-flap system during approach and (b) the undesirable effects 

17 



of a single engine failure resulting in simultane(j~:,s 1055 of one-halZ 
of the ho~izontal thrust and one-half of the airf.:ow to the flap 
system. 

2. Arrangements consisting of turbojets or turbofans tor horizontal 
thrust only and separate air supply systems to proviae pressurizcu 
air for the flap ~ystem. 

The design objective was to provide the lowest cost system that would be 
suitable for accomplishing the test program desired. To provide the l'(lquircd 
safety in the augmentor-wing air supply syst~m, the airflow distribution system 
must be designed so that no single source failure will result in an unaccept
able loss of air to either side of the aircraft. 

Control System 

The control system studies were to define the system modification and 
detennine the extent of stability augmentation required to insure a safe 
flight-test aircraft. 1hese stuuies w~re based on the desired characteristics 
defined by the Design Criteria, the auglllent')r-wing wind twmel data, and the 
estimat~d center of gravity and mass manent of inertia properties developed 
for the final configuration as defined by this program. 

Structural MOdification 

The general approach to th~ structural modifications aspect of the study 
was to retain as much as possible of the existing CV-7A structure. 'rhe major 
factors affecting the structure modifications were as follows: 

18 

1. Number, type, and location of engines 

2. The revised flap system 

3. The revised control system 

4. The air distribution system from the flap air source to the augmentor
wing nozzles 

s. The changes in airframe load distribution due to changes in dead 
weight distribution, new hardpoints and load inputs from concentrated 
masses and changes in landing conditions due to revised sink rates 

6. 1he necessity of retaining the present landing gear installations for 
cost and development considerations 
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Performance 

During the early portion of the program preliminary performance and con
trol data were developed for each of the configurations based on common ground 
rules for comparative evaluation purposes. After selectior. of the configura
tion to be used for the .nodification program, detail performance, stability 
and control data were developed. 

Schedule and Costs 

The schedule, cost, and program risk aspects associated with the various 
configurations developed during the early phases of the program are assumed to 
be essentially proportional to the number and types 0f engines required. This 
approach was considered feasible as the IlIcijority of the modification effort was 
shown to be either associated with the i~ems common to all configurations, such 
as the augmento'( flap syste'11 and the slats, or directly associated with the 
engines and power plant systems installations. 

After definition of the final confibJUration of the research aircraft, t~e 
necessary program plan, ~chedule, and costs were developed. 
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SECTION II 

ENGINE INVESfIGATION 

This section defines the engine selection and evaluation analysis 
accomplished prior to the final selection of the aircraft configuration to 
be used for the research flight test program. Additional engim ..: "'ta were 
acclUllu1ated after the configuration selection and are pre$ented .a.Il section 
VI. 

To permit an engine availabj .y survey, a preliminary aircraft per
formance analysis was accomplishea to determine the augment or flap thrust 
and aircraft horizontal thrust requirements for both a 40,OOO-pound and a 
4S,000-pound aircraft with a wing area of 800 square feet. These data 
are shown in table I. 

Engine Survey 

The initial survey therefore was based on a vehicle horizontal thrust 
requirement of 12,000 to 14,000 1bs (SLS) and a flap airflow range of 150 
to 250 lb/sec at a compressor pressure ratio of 2.2 to 3.0 to provide the 
8,000 to 9,000 pounds of flap thrust. 

Turbojet and turbofan versions were considered as candidates for the 
horizontal thrust engines. For the flap air source, two variations were 
considered: (1) TUl'bofan bypass air ducted into the wing with an 
appropriate valve arrangement for shutting off and diverting the flap air
flow, and (2) a compressor unit driven by a turboshaft engine using the 
compressor section from an existing turbojet engine. The results of this 
survey are shown in table II. 

Several of the candidates from table II were excluded from further 
consideration due to excessive weight, high or low thrust, probable un
availability, and/or incompatibility with the Buffalo installation. Table 
III lists the remaining ~hoices in the combinations necessary to provide 
the air vehirl~ requirements. Turbo~haft/compressor combinations were 
predicated on proper matching of shaft horsepower~ RPM, and direction of 
rotation. 



TABLB 1. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF lK)RIZONl'AL THRUST AND FLAP THRUST 
FOR ENGINE SIZING 

....--' 

Gros~ weight (lb) 45,000 45,000 40,000 40,000 

Wing area (s~ ft) 800 800 800 800 

Number of flap air engines 2 4 4 4 

FIal-" thrust/weight 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Flap thust (lb) 9,000 9,000 8,000 8,000 

Horizontal thrust/weight 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 

Horizontal thrust (lb) 13,500 13,500 12,000 8,000 

CLM!\)( 5.8 6.7 6.7 6.7 

Ground run (ft) 550 405 360 513 

Clim~ angle (radians) 0.262 0.287 0.287 0.173 

Acceleration after 
liftoff (n-1) 0.29 0.11 0.11 0.11 

Air distance over 

50-ft obstacle Cft) 450 533 518 600 

Total distance Cft) 1,000 938 878 1,113 
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TABLE II. ENGINE SURVEY 

TI-lRUST AND FLAP AIR ENGINES 
Ilorlzontal Thrust 

~1od('1 Type Mer SUi (lb) 

RIll 63· 25 OJ 1m 7,900 

Jill! b:~ 2 (I) RH b,b80 
RIB 83 (1) RH 5,000 
.JT8lJ- 5,7 (1) Pf,W 8,400 

HORIZONTAL THRUST ENGINES 

I CF700 (I) (jl: 

CJ()lll r 2) c;[: 

.JTl2A (2) PtjW 

.152 (2) l'{jW 

.179 (Dry) r:) (jJ; 

.157 (Ury) (2) P&W 

.11l5W5, 7 (2) CW 
0l1'hells (2) RR 

TURBOSHAFT ENGINES 

~Iode 1 Mfr 

T5S-L-7C Lye 
T5S-L-ll Lye 
"64 GE 
"S6-PD9,10 All 

COMPRESSOrrs 

.JTlZA P&IV 
(Civil J60) 

CJoto GE 
(Civil .J85 
dry) 

YJ85-Z1 GE 
J97 GE 

Viper IlR 
J52 P&W 
J47 P&W 

(1) lurbofan 
(2) Turboj et 

Sill' 

2,820 
3,7S0 
2,850 
7,300 

,1,125 (4) 
2,95U ()) 

:I,3UO (3) 

? ,50U (4) 
JO,son lol) 
10,500 (4) 

7,HOO (4) 
5,vvO (4) 

llir 
of 

RPM Rot. 

tll,OOO eN 
jll,OOO CW 
13 ,600 (IV 
10,400 CW 

16,000 CIV 

16,SOO CW 

16,60(J CIV 
13,900 CW 

13,700 CCW 
10,700 CW 
7,900 CW 

(3) Requires four engines 
(4) Requires two engines 

Fall Air 
(lb/sec) 

80 

10?() 
100 
illS 

Airflow 
(lb/see) 

48 

44 

52 
68 

SO 
140 
100 

(5) Not available - experimental only 

Pressure 
Ratio 

2.76 

lu 2 
Z.~75 
1.aB 

Pressure 
Ratio 

0.7 

7 

B 
13 

4 
2.8 
5.4 

(6) No suitable turbos haft engine available 
(7) RPM mismatch - requires gearbox 
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Wolllht 
(lb) 

.!,33~ 

.!,.!()O 
':,194 
3,IS() 

7,5 
402 

41lB 

l,l()!) 
2,900 
4,400 
2,795 

800 

.-

~o. of 
Nt Stages 

9 

!! 

9 
14 

7 
5 

12 

Used On 
(UVlIilllbi i ity) 

BACIlI, 
TriJt'nt 

a.\Clll 
h!8 
rx>9, 7(.7, 737 

Fan Fakon 
.J e t C:OlTl11unde r , 

LearJet 
Sahrcllner, 

./ctstar 
A-4F, AM l J 

P·104, 1158 
r-IOO, PI02 
U-S7, F-84F 
Folland Gnat 

Weight Used On 
lib) (availablll ty) 

I 
590 Veftol Oi47A 
070 Vertol CH47C 
723 Sikorsky CIIS3A 

1,865 (5) J 
'1 Sabre liner , 1'39 

.letstar, TZB 
Jet Corrmander, 

" I Learjet 

PFRT 1967 
Available 

development enalnc 

I Mil, A6A (6) 
847, KC!)7 (7) 

d ,,' 
il 
~, j 
J , 
J 
), 



TABLE I I 1. ENG lNE SELECT ION 

TIIRUST AND FLAP AIR ENGINES 

Reqd Horizontal Thrust Flap Air Pressure 
Per Ale ~de1 SLS (lb) (lb/sec) Ratio 

2 RB163- 25 (RR) 7,900 80 2.76 

2 RB163- 2 (RR) 6,680 107.6 2.2 

2 RB183 (RR) 5,000 100 2.275 

HORIZONTAL TllRUST ENGINES . 

Reqd 
Per A/C Modol Thrust SLS (lb) Notes 

4 CJ6l0 (GE) 2,950 J85 (Dry) Military 
version 

4 .IT12A (P&W) 3,300 J60 Mili tary vf''''~ion 

2 J52 (P&W) 7,500 

2 Orpheus eRR) 5,000 

FLAP AIR SOURCES 
_. 

Reqd Compressor From 
Per A/C Turboshaft Engine Model Model 

4 T55- L-7C (Lye) JTl2A (P&W) 

CJ6l0 (GE) 

YJ8 5- 21 (GE) 

4 T64 (GE) Viper eRR) 
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This initial survey resu~~~~ in the selection of three Rolls-Royce 
fan jets as the only possible power source for both horizontal thrust and 
flap Qir as the paW JT8D fan jet has a pressure ratio considerably below 
the estimated minimum requirements. 

For horizontal thrust only, eight engines, considered to be off-the
shelf, were evaluated. These were reduced to a total of four for use in 
the configuration studies. The eliminated engines were considered to have 
either too Iowa thrust, or excessive weight with more thrust than required. 

The turboshaft engines and compressor listing resulted in several 
possible choices. The T64 and Viper compressor combination was selected 
for use in the confIguration studies since they have the best overall match 
of RPM, horsepower requirements, airflow, and pressure ratio. 

Thrust Reverser/Vector Nozzle Survey 

Conventional thrust reversers for ground braking have been developed 
for the Spey 2 and 23 installations in the BAC-II1 and Trident aircraft. 
These use clam~hell doors to block the tailpipe and divert the exhaust 
through cascaded nozzles on the top and bottom surfaces. They should be 
usable 011 the Spey engine configurations of this study but rotated 90 
degrees to accommodate the under-wing nacelle location. Some alteration of 
cascade contours may also be necessary to better direct the exhaust stream 
for this application. . 

Dimensionally, the above reversers will fit the JS2 engine with minor 
adaptation of the connecting flange diameters. Cascade nozzle area would 
have to be adjusted to suit the JS2 exhaust gas flow. 

For the Orpheus engine installation, the Rolls-Royce Avon engine 
thrust reverser could be adapted to fit. 

A simple clamshell-type reverser has been developed for the J'f12A 
engines. However, installation of these engines side-by-side in an under
wing nacelle would require deflector plates or other means to protect the 
wing lower surface. 

In all cases, the nonnal-type thrust reversers are not existing 
installations and would require development. It is assl~ed, at this point, 
that this development would be comparable for all engines and is ignored 
as being a constant factor for the initial evaluations. 
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For inflight thrust modulation, the Pegasus-type, hot-gas vectoring 
nozzle could be considered as a possibility for adaptation to one of the 
horizontal thrust engines but is much larger than required. The vectoring 
nozzle used on the Rolls-Royce RBl93 engine is also a possibility. However, 
at the tim~ ~f the original configuration evaluation, adequate data on these 
nozzles were not available, and therefore they were not considered at this 
time. 

Propulsion Systems Installation 

The various configurations, as defined in section Ill, were evaluated 
for comparison of propulsion and related systems installation problems. The 
factors cons ide red included engine m"dification required, engine installation 
(mounting, accessories, systems attachment, servicing, etc), flap air 
system power source and air source, air inlets and exhaust, hazard pro
tection (fire detection, fire extinguishing, compartment at ion , and cockpit 
indication), fuel system, control system, instrumentation, starting systems, 
and bleed air systems. 

As would be expected, the order of rating of the configurations follows 
inversely tIle number of power plant units used, with only slight variations 
due to engine locations. 

Configurations No. land 5, utilizing two Rolls-Royce RB163-25 engines 
for both horizontal thrust and flap air, emerge equally as the preferable 
choice. Their superiority is due principally to the capability of using 
existing CV-7A systems with only a minimum of modifications to suit the new 
engine package. 

Configuration No. 7 follows, utilizing two Rolls-Royce RB183-1 Spey, 
Junior engines for flap air and horizontal thrust. To supplement the Spey, 
Junior horizontal thrust, one Pratt and Whltney JTl2A turbojet has been 
added in the aft fuselage over the cargo doors. A significant increase in 
the modification effort is entailed in the addition of this engine and its 
p~tipheral systems in the carbo bay and the crew compartment. 

Configurations No.2, 3, 4, and 6 rank essentially equal. All employ 
either two Pratt and Whitney J52 turbojets or two Rolls-Royce Orpheus 
turbojets for horizontal thrust. Flap air is supplied by fuut turbocom
press0r units (General Ele~tric T-64 turboshaft engine driving a modified 
compTessor section from a Rolls-Royce Viper turbojet). The additional four 
power plant installations and the development problems encountered in 
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adapting compressor units to this use add a large measure of complexity and 
cost to these configurations. 

Configuration No. 8 ranks last in this evaluation. It utilizes four 
Pratt and \~itney JTl2A turbojets for horizontal thrust and four turbocom
pressor units (described in the preceding paragraph) for flap air. The 
multiplicity of power plant installations gives this configuration its low 
ranking. 

One factor not included in the above eva1ua~ion is the flexibility 
gained by separating the flap air source from the horizontal thrust engines. 
This allows variation of the flap air delivery without affecting the hori
zontal thrust setting. Conversely, it allows variation of the horizontal 
thrust without change in the flap air. This capability is particularly 
advantageous for the subject test program. 

From the standpoint of propulsion systems, configuration No.8 is 
eliminated from further consideration.. Configurations No. 2 and 6, with 
J52 engines, are also eliminated as providing no advantage over the OrpheHs 
installations of configurations No. 3 and 4 and havinl~ the disadvantage of 
being considerably heavier. 

Configuration No.7, with the two Rolls-Royce RB183-l Spey, Junior 
fanjets and a paW J1'12 turbojet, has no significant advantage over 
configuratiolls No. 1 and 5 and is also eliminated because of its increased 
complexity with the third engine. 

Thus, configurations No. land 5, with two engines supplying both hori
zontal thrust and flap air) and configurations No. 3 and 4, with separate 
power sources for horizontal thrust and for flap air, remain in contention 
for final evaluation. 



SECTICN I II 

CONFIWRATION DlNbLOPMENl' 

This section defines the development of th(.\ various configurations util
izing the engine selection data. It also im;ludes the weight and balance 
data generated for these configurations. 1110 configuration selected for the 
research aircraft and its definit~on is presented in section VI of thls volume. 

The various aircraft configurations arc based on the engine selection 
investigation with the primary requirements of defining the possible engine 
locations. A sunmary of the various engine arrangements used is shown in 
table IV. Three-view drawings of these configurations are shown in figures 3 
through 11. 

It has been assumed for all configurations that the existing wing fuel 
provisions will be replaced by a fuselage cargo bay installntion. This pro
vides the capability of rouling flap air ducting through the :nain wing box 
area between spars &l1d permits the maximum flap chord. This approach is 
necessary as any system requiring the relocation of the existing rear spar 
would require the design and fabrication of a new wing which is outside the 
scope of this program. 

The existing landing gear will be retained and locked in the extended 
position. Preliminary data from de Havilland indicate that the higher gross 
weight landing condition of 40,000 pounds is possible with the installation 
of the production aircraft larger wheels and tires and 'without any major 
structural changes in the area of the main gear primary structure. 

All configurations are shown with an aileron span of 15 percent of the 
total wing span. The various supporting systems, such as flap actuation, 
engine controls, fire detection IDld prevention, fuel system, electrical system, 
etc, are either conunon to all configurations or are dependent upon the con
figuration selection for requirements. These areas will be defined after 
selection of the specific modification configuration. 

'Ibese configurations were arranged with the aS~lUmption that nonnal jet 
thrust reversing could be obtained without major development. 1herefore, the 
engine installations were located to prevent direct hot-gas impingement on 
the main gear strut or tires and to provide ne'.essary clearance for tailpipe 
routing by the main gear trunnion fitting. 

As an alternate thrust reverser system, the split, vectored-thrust type 
nozzle was investigated. This type would allow locating the horizontal 
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Configuration 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

TABl£ IV. CONFIClJRATION AJU~GJj.1INl' Sur.~MY 

Engines 

2 Spey 
RB163-25 

2 P&W 
J52-P-SA 

2 GE 
1'64-1 

2GB 
'1'64-1 

2 Orpheus 

2 GE 
T64-1 

2 GE 
'1'64-1 

2 Orpheus 

2 GE 
T64-l 

2 GE 
T64-l 

Location 

Unuer wing at inboaru edge of main 
landing gear trunnion fitting 

Under wing below gear trwUlion 
fitting and inboard of main landing 
gear strut 

Under wing just outboard of main landing 
gear in common poll with JS2 engines 

Above wing center section at fuselage 

In existing nacelles in landing gear 
well 
In existing nacelles using existing T64 
installatiC'n provisions 

Below wing on outer wing panel 

In existipg nacelles in landing gear 
well 

In existing nacelles using existing T64 
installation provisions 

Above wing center section at fuselage 

~------------,+-------------~--------------------------------------~ 
5 

6 

2 Spey 
RB163-25 

2 P&W 
J52-P-SA 

2 GE 
T64-l 

2GB 
T64-l 

Under wing between main landing gear 
and fuselage 

Under wing below gear trunnion fitting 
and inboard of gear strut 

Pylon mounted above wing at main gear 
wing station 

Above wing center section at fuselage 

_______ ... "~--------I---------------------' 
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TABLE IV. C~F lGUlt>\TI<l'J AJU~ANGlNINr SlJ.~IARY (Cc.N:LUl>l:.D) 

Configuration 
No. 

7 

8 

9 

Engines 

") t:' '" •• pcy 
RH183 

1 p~\V 
J'l'12A 

4 Pll\V 
JT12l\ 

2 GL 
Tb4-1 

2 GE 
Tb4-l 

2 Orpheus 

4 GE 
T64-1 

Location 

Undl'l' wing betwecn main landing gear 
and fuselage 

~toullted in cargo bay under ret racted 
upper cargo JOOl' 

l>ua 1 engine pods moun ted be low t.~X i ~ t i ng 
T64 installat ion ,md ahead of main g(.lur 
strut 

In existing nacelle area using existing 
'1'64 installation provisions 

Above wing center section at fuselage 

Pou mounteu OJ' upper fuselage shoulder 
aft of wing 

Mounted in pairs in modified existing 
nacelles 
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RB163-25 SPEY ruRBCFAN 
ENilt£ - TWO PlACES 

t N----- 75 FT --~;-..--------....... 

Figure 3. Corfiguration Xo. 1 

WIN; AA.EA = 800 SQ FT 

GROSS WEIGHT = 40,000 LB 
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1'64-1 TURBOS HAFT ENiINE ""---n--~. 

WITH VIPER COMPRESSOR -
Th'O PLACES 

-- t 

j -- ~ 

T64-1 TURBOSHAFT ENG I NE 

o 

WITH VIPER COMPRESSOR - TWO PLACES 

J52 TURBOJET ENGINE 
Th'O PLACC:S 

-I 144---- 75 FT --.......;.;~-----------M1 WIN; AREA = 800 SQ FT 
GROSS WEIGHT = 40,000 LB 

Figure 4. Configuration No. 2 



r 75FT 

• -

T64-1 TURBOS HAFT ENGINE 
WITH VIPER COMPRESSOR - TWO PLACES 

T64-1 TURBOSHAFT ENGINE 
WITH VIPER COMPRESSOR -
TWO PLACES 

ORPHEUS TURBOJET 
Ef'.Xi I NE - TWO PLACES 

WING AAEA = 800 SQ FT 
GROSS WEIGHT = 40,000 LB 

Figure 5. Configuration No. 3 
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T64-1 TURBOS HAFT ENGINE 
WITH VIPER COMPRESSOR - l~O PLACES 

T64-1 TURBOS HAFT ENG I NE 
WITH VIPER COMPRESSOR - TWO PLACES 

75 FT --~-"'-----~I 

ORPHEUS TURBOJET 
ENGI J-.E - TWO PLACES 

Figure 6. Configuration No. 4 

WING MEA = 800 SQ FT 
GROSS WEIGHT = 40,000 LB 
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I -.... 

RB163-25 SPEY TURBOFAN 

ENGINE - TwO PLACES 

I 144-------., 75 FT ----:-:+----------... ·1 

Figure 7. Configuration No. 5 

-0 

WI t-.(i AREA = 800 SQ FT 
GROSS WEIGHT = 40,000 LB 
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J52 TURBOJET E~INE -
TWO PLACES 

~I 

T64-1 TURBOS HAFT EN; I NE 

WI~ MEA = 800 SQ FT 
GROSS WEIGHT = 40,000 LB 

WITH VIPER COMPRESSOR - FOUR PLACES 

Figure 8. Configuration No. 6 
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.. 
RB183-1 SPEY TLRBOFAN 
Ef\G I NE - lWO PLACES 

JTl2A TURBOJET ENG I t£ -
ONE PlACE 

t If---- 75 FT _-~~1_--------+1·1 
Wlf\G AREA = 800 SQ FT 
GROSS WEIGHT = 40,000 LB 

Figure 9. Configuration No. 7 
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T64-1 TURBOSHAFT ENGI NE 
WITH VIPER COMPRESSOR -
n«> PLACES 

c 

T64-1 TURBOS HAFT ENGINE 
WITH VIPER COMPRESSOR -
lWO PLACES 

> 

t 141------ 75 FT ----;--t---------~i 

"""':"'. JTJ.2A '7lJRBOJET ENGINES -
_~"'--__ ...Il:Il----..t:J:I;;;L.- FOlR REQU IRED 

Figure 10. Configuration~. 8 

WI t(; MEA = 800 SQ FT 
GROSS WEIGHT = 40,000 LB 
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ORPHEUS TlRBOJET 
ENGINE - TWO PLACES 

n.o T64-1 TlRBOSHAFT ENG INE~ 
WIlH VIPER C~SSORS -
TWO PLACES 

~ N-----75 FT--~-:-:-----------N1 

Figure 11. Configuration No. 9 

WIN; AREA :: 800 SQ FT 
GROSS WEIGHT:: 40,000 LB 



thrust engines in line wi th the J1lain gear and could improve the overall 
illstallation subject to ~<.mter-of-gl'avity vcrifi~ation. As there are no 
vectored thrust nozzles ava i lab le for the engines being considered for this 
program, a development and proof-testing program would be required for con
figurationz No. 3 and 4. The other configurations were based on the usc of 
the nonnal clamshell-type thrust reversers which were not available for all 
t}w engines cOl..:iidereu, wlll therefore, some.: .!cvelopment am! testing would he 
t'equired. 

Configuration No. 1 (Figure 3) 

A Spey 25 engine is pylon··mounted just inboard of the main landing gear 
support fi ttillg 'll1U low f.mough to c 1 ('ar the flap travel envelope. The out
board pylOll stru~turc is attached to UIlll supports the inboard portion of the 
main landing gear fitting. Tho outhoaru portion of this fitting is supported 
by a separate pylon structure which carries the moment reaction up to the 
front spar anu proviJes the shear transfer into the lower wing skins between 
the spars. 

1he large pylon supporting the engine is a relatively fat pylon to cover 
the large diameter duct and diver tel' valve assembly required for routing the 
flap air into the wing between the spars. The location inboard of the landin~ 
gear decreases the structtlral modification complexity from that required if 
the large-diameter flap air duct was routed into the wing between the he~vy 
machined ribs providing backup structure for the main landing gear. While 
several of the relatively light fonner ribs would require modification to 
support the engine loads, the major landing gear backup ribs would only be 
revised to provide routing provisions for the outboard flap air. 

With the engines located further aft with respect to the wing than the 
turbos haft engines, gear boxes, and propellers on the existing Buffalo air
craft installation, the torsional loads on the wing center section are 
reduced. 

Because this configuration is a two-engine installation, as is the 
existing Buffalo aircraft, the various cable, pl· .. unbing, and wiring systems 
should require relatively minor revisions. 

This configuration will be used as a basepoint for evaluating the re
lative structural modification complexity of all configurations presented. 
It is assumed for this phase of the study that schedule and costs will vary 
essentially as the complexity of structural modifications required. The 
augmentor flap design and installation is asslnned to be essentially the same 
for all configurations and is ignored in determining the relative modif~ca
tion complexities. 
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Configuration No. 2 (Figure 4) 

'fhis configuration has two J52 turbojets for horizontal thrust and four 
'1'64 turboshaft engines driving air compressors for providing the flap air. 

The JS2 is mounted alongside the main gear for tailpipe clearance and 
forward of the main gear to prevent impingement on the main gear 0{ the 
exhaust gases during thrust reverser use. A '1'64 air compressor unit is shown 
mounted on the outboard side of the J52 and forward to provide clearance for 
the JS2 thrust reverser gases. 

This installation provides a relatively balanced loading through the 
pylon and into the wing structure, and the pylon provides the necessary nmin 
gear t-unnion fitting ~tabilizing structure. 

'Ihe T64 air compressor unit supplies only one-fourth of the flap air, 
and the ducting through the pylon and into the ~ling box is considerably 
smaller than that reqUired by configuration No.1. 'Iherefore, the arrangement 
would require less complex structural modifications in the highly loaded area 
of the wing. 

111e packaging of the J52 and a T64 air compressor in the same pylon 
results in considerably higher torsional loading on the center wing box than 
that resulting from configuration No.1. 

The third and fourth '1'64 air compressor lDlits are pylon-mounted 
symmetrically above the fuselage on the wing carry-through structure. While 
this installation provides good carry-through structure down into the main 
fuselage structure supporting the wing, it does require that the flap air 
dl1ctin:s be routed through the upper wing skin. 

While the local wing structural modifications for the pylon installation 
at the main gear location is essentially the same as for configuration No.1, 
the increased torsional loading increases the complexity. In addition, the 
use of the four turboshaft air con~ressor units adds four additional areas of 
structural and systems modifications. 

It is estimated that this configuration would be several times as complex 
as configuration No. 1 and is rated as a less desirable arrangement. 

Configuration No. 3 (Figure 5) 

This configuration is based on the maximum utilization of the existing 
nacelle structure and main landing gear supporting structure. 
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The Th4 tlll'ho ... hat t "'I)o!inc IS lI~)\llltt·d in i t~ existing location wi th the 
:.til' ""\)Hqin':~!)\,ll ~Ult1 l'I"" HI).: ILt, \'.',"1''[ 1Ii~ ~t'.U bo~ allJ pn)lJl'llcr. Tlli!'J l'<.!' 

4uires modifi~,;atl\.1Il till' ',uPJlPl't ih~ t}n all l.uIIIprc::,sor, for the air compressor 
inlet ductins, anJ for tlw aJdltiuH of tht.' flap air ducting into the wing. 

'111e llrphc·u!-I tllrhujet IS IlItllmtl'\l ill th(' wht,t'l well area of the existing 
llacelle. 'Ihn; would reqllin'.l ll'df'~i~~n 01 th(, t'xisting main gt.tar drag brace 
tu ~lem' the engine iIll'ltallatillJL i1w l'n·~";t·nt lower nacelle st nlcturc would 
ht" replat:t.tJ ill part W1Ui it J1C~ tt:!.lp"'ratllre rest'tant structure. Tilis instal
lation wouhl requi rc the ut.tv(·lnpmt'nt of a ..,pii t cxhall~t anu thrust reverser 
sYl:item. 'I1lu Orph<.'us lnstall.!t HIll I.:utdd bl' revh,'t.l hy moving the. engine for
ward, adding 0. 110l11kll ~l;u!i:,hL'll t11111'>t n'Vt·rs<.'l' ,lIld then providing a split 
tai 1 1'ip<.' to 1.'1ear the 11141111 ~wal "t1'l1t. This, htlWl~vor, would incrcase the 
torsional lClding on the.' WlIl~ l.'cutt'I' ">l'l.:t ion and is not believed warranted 
fo~~ consiueration at thi.~ t illl('. 

The flap air dUl.'tlng into t11t' wing is tlw !:i31ne us configuration No.2 
anu less i.:omplcx ~tructurall}' than ,;onfiguratit>n No.1. 

The thi1'\.l anu fourth TtJ,l ail ,.:ompn'!:Isur un its are suspenued under the 
outer wing panels. '1'11(' outl'1' WilllS pane 1 wouh.l ruquire structural revisions 
for this installation. 

Ihi5 configurathm i~ also con:.;hlerec.1 to be considerably more complex 
than configuration No. 1 but not signi fh:antly differont from configuration 
N '") o ..... 

Configuration No.4 (Figure 6) 

This confj guration is jduntkal to configuration No. 3 except that the 
outboard '1'64 air l~ompressors have ht\<.~n movec.1 to a position above the wing at 
the fuselage. 

'Ibis not only eliminates the necessity for structural revisions to the 
outer wing panels but provides a major decrease in roll and yaw inertias. 

This configuration is also much more I..'.omplex than configuration No.1, 
due primarily to the greater numbor of engines. It is, however, believed to 
be less complex than configurations No. 2 and 3 and is rated as a reasonable 
stru:tural arrangement. 
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Configuration No. 5 (Figure 7) 

This configuration has the same powerplo.nt and ~. items setup as configura
tion No.1, but the engines are located further inboard and completely dis
associated from the main goar area of the wing. 

'Ibis installation also requires structural revisions to the wing center
SCI. tion fonner ribs in the area of the pylon. It requires a smaller pylon 
than configuration No. 1 as there is no tic-in with the landing gear trunnion 
fitting. 

For main gear trwUlion support, two relatively thin pylons are auded at 
each gear location to stabilize the trunnion fitting and transfer the gear 
loads into the wing structure. These pylons also pick up the existing drag 
brace forward attachments. 

While this cOluiguration is essentially the same as configuration No. I 
and is considered to be a good stl~ctural arrangement, it is slightly less 
complex. The engine pylon and the landing goal' support modifications are 
separate areas, and the design coordination would, there:t'ore, be somewhat less 
critical. 

Configuration No. 6 (Figure 8) 

This configuration, as drawn, is not a realistic approach. After com
pletion of the three-view drawing and the weight, balance. and roll inertia, 
calculations, it was realized that there was no reason for mounting the '1'64 
air cOJ1l>ressor units above the wing at the main landing gear location. A 
more practical and less complex modification would result if these units 
were left in their existing locations on the present CV-7A as has been done 
in configurations No. 3 and 4. 

The J52 would stay essentially as shown but would be side-molmted on the 
inboard side of the T64 air compressor nacelle instead of having its own 
pylon. 

As this revision will have minor effects on the roll inertia calculations, 
the three-view drawing was not revised. 

Ths overall configuration has no significant differences from configura
tion No.2. 
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This nmfigllratil,n \'''' l'a',i~;llly t}il' :;.111'(' :t;. I.lmfiguration No. :> with thu 
alJJi tion of a Sl12A turbojvt 1:.',t.l11ud lIt the aft end of the cargo bay for 
uuditional horiz()nt~'! thrust. lilt.' RBI,' Spuy, ,Junior turbofan engine 1U-

p1a~=cs the RBlb3- 25 Spl~y uSl'd 011 Ie'unrigurat ion No.5. 

The goner:,d stnK'tllral 1il11tii! il'at i(,11 w"ult! \Ie mure complex than configura
tion :\0. ~) und, tlll'l'ci'orl', al~,n l!llrl' I.'lllilplc,x than configuratioll 1\0. 1 due 
primariJy to the additiuIlllf tllt' thiJIl /'1l~;1I1" 

This configuratiull US{'S tUUI .J'l12A turbojets for horizontal thrust and 
four 1'64 air compressor units for flap air. The 1'64 air compressor units 
are located in the sarne Ill .. UlIlcr as t11(' previ ous configul"ations, and the JTlZA 
t,urhojets are mOl.mtl~ll in pair!; i.lirQ,.:tly ill front of the main gear struts. 

This configuration is mUI.:h mort.' , .. :omplex than apy of the previous configu
rations. 

Configuration No. 9 (Figure 11) 

In this configurati OIl, two l(),l ai r COll\pr('s~~or ooi ts are mounted in each 
of the existing nact,;~le::;, anJ the twu orphl~us turbojets are mounted on the aft 
fuselage. 

This arrangement does not balance, using the basic ballasting ground rules 
that have been assumed for this pha~p or the study. Therefore, it has been 
dropped from the study. 

From the standpoint of structural arrangements, the two-engine configura
tions No. 1 and 5 are shown to require the least design and manufacturing 
effort. For arrangement:: using separate power sources for horizontal thrust 
and flap air, configuration No.4 is considered to require the lerLst modifica
tion effort. 

Weight and halance Data 

1bese weight and balance data are the results of the preliminary config
uration analysis. The baselint aircra.ft \ .. as established by the correlation of 
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two reports: The ''Weight Statement," D.Hle. 5.3.G.l, issue 18, and the 
"~ment of Inertia Report," D.H.C. 5.3.GI8. 

The design assumptions for the weight estimates were as follows: 10 
pounds/foot for wing modifications for augmentor wing; 1500 pounds/running 
foot, limit load for ballast on cargo floor; 320 pounds for wing and aileron 
structural removals. Engine cowl and pylons were scaled from similar instal M 

lations. No accounting was made for engine controls and similar installations 
as it was assumed that the ballast installations allowed sufficient margins 
for the smaller detail i.tems and unknowns. Other weights removed were taken 
from the weight statement. Fuel for all configu.rations was assumed to be in 
the fuselage-mounted ferry tanks. The takeoff gross weight was established 
as 40,0')0 pl7Junds, and all configurations were ballasted to this weight. The 
wing fuel system compoll~nts were not removed and will tend to make the moment 
of inerti~ estimates conservative. 

A summary of the w~ight, balance, and inertia values for the configura
tions is shown in table v. A comparison of the configurations with respect 
to the amount of ballast required to meet the 40,OOO-pound takeoff weight and 
the minimum required for balance is shown in table VI. Table VII is a summary 
of the inertia characteristics calculated. The inertia values for the 
unmodified CV-7A aircraft are shown for comparison. 

The derivation of the baseline aircraft data is shown in table VIII 
with the calculations for the various modification configurations shown in 
tables IX through XVII. 

From the weight and balance standpoi.nt, there are no significant differ
ences between the configurations. However, from the inertia standpoint, con
figurations No.1, 4, 5, and 7 are hetter than all others. 
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TABLE V. WEIGlIT'.AND INERTIA su.~lARY 

Center o~ Gravity MaIlent of Inertia 51ug-Ft 2 

Takeoff % Ballast -
Configuration Weight Fus Sta \~1. 1-fAC (lb) Ixx (Roll) ::'yy (Pitch) I zz (Yaw) lyz (Product) 

1 40,000 34~.98 155.7 33.1 8,760 159,782 230,847 348,549 34,44"7 

Z 40,000 348.32 162.0 35.0 4,412 18:,634 - - -

3 40,000 348.46 161.0 35.1 7,842 224,475 - - -
I 

4 40,000 348.32 164.0 35.0 8,042 163,603 232,584 346,364 27.:52 I 

I 

I 
5 40,000 348.29 154.2 35.0 . ,760 143.48':' I 221.436 331,935 36,245 

6 40,000 348.32 171.0 35.0 4,212 179,147 - - -

" 7 40,000 348.42 156.0 35.1 8,474 146,093 - - -
j 

I 
f, 

40,000 348.30 164.0 35.0 6,440 174,169 f 8 - - -

) 
9 40,000 354.07 - I 39.7 8,442 This vehicle will not balance. 

L_~ .. _ I I I 

TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGlITS WIlli MINDUf BALLASf 

~ 33,9~: 345.99 33.1 2,:00 .L 

2 36,588 348.32 35.0 1,000 

3 33,658 348.46 35.1 1,500 

4 34,458 348.32 35.0 I 2,50tJ I 
5 35,240 348.29 35.0 4,000 

6 38,788 348.32 35.0 3,000 

7 35,026 348.42 35.1 3,500 

8 36,560 348.30 35.0 3,000 

9 40,00(; 354.07 39.7 8,442 



TABLE VI. MINIM.JM TAKEOFF WEIGlIT 

Ballast 
Reqd'for 

CG % Min Gross 40,000 Min Ballast Weight 
Configuration MAC Weight (lb) Lb AIC Requ Diff 

1 33.1 33,940 8,760 2,700 6,060 

2 :S5.0 36,588 4,412 1,000 3,312 

3 35.1 33,6,;8 7,842 1,500 6,342 

4 35.0 34,458 8,042 2,500 5,542 

5 35.0 35,240 8,760 4,000 4,760 

6 35.0 38,788 4,212 3,000 1,212 

7 35.1 35,026 8,474 3,500 4,974 

8 35.0 ' 36,560 6,44D 3,000 3,440 
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TABLE VI I • Ml\fENT OF INERTIA 

40 ,000 LB MAX GROSS WEI GHI' 

CG 
Config- 9.. IX)( I 0 

(PiVch) uration MAC (Roll) Q. 
'0 

CV7A" "" 272,706 100 216,279 

1 33.1 159,782 58.5 230,847 

2 35.0 187,634 68.7 

3 35.1 224,475 82.4 

4 35.0 163,603 59.8 232,584 

5 35.0 143,487 52.6 221,436 

6 35.0 179,147 65.6 

7 35.1 146,093 53.6 

8 35.0 174,169 63.9 

-
*Buffalo max gross wt = 38,00021b 
moments of inertia in slug-ft 

I zz 
o. (Yaw) '0 

100 448,883 

106.5 348,549 

107.5 346,364 

102.2 331,935 

**CG for condition shown in report, D.H.C. 5.3.G.1 
issue 18, is 40% of MAC. 

Iy'z 
9· (Proauct) % il 

100 25,525 100 

77.9 34,447 135 

77.4 27,752 108.8 

74 36,245 142 
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TABLE VIII. -lERIVATION OF :RASELINE: VEHICLE 

-
Horizontal ~G 

Item Weight Ann Moment 

Operational weight empty ~?3, 696 $44.39 8,160,665 

Three-man crew (UiC 5.3.G.l, Issue 18) 

Less: 

Usable oil - 90 245 - 22,050 

Trapped oil - 50 276 - 13,800 

Trapped fuel -1.,000 355 - 35,500 

Engines -2,310 257.33 - 594,432 

Engine mounts - 129 235.22 - 30,343 

Propellers -1, 52~1 197 - 301,213 

Exhaust system - 246 370.91 - 91,244 

Starters - 39 262 - 10,218 

APU - 105 264.75 - 27,799 

Nacelles -1,570 290.33 - 455,818 

Wing tip and aileron (100 inches) - 320 351.64 - 112,525 

-' 
IBaseline vehicle three-man crew 17,208 375.74 6,465,723 
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TABLE IX. WEIGHT St»1ARy - ~FIGURATION NO. 1 

Item Weight 
Horizontal CG 
Ann Moment 

Base vehicle 17,208 375.74 6,465,723 

Plus: 

Engines (2) RB163-25 Spey 4.,624 302 1,396,448 

Nacelles 2,400 312 748,800 

Engine fluids 100 302 30,200 

Wing beef-up, ducts, flaps 668 384 256,512 

Ballast - forward 5,790 212 1,227,480 

Ballast - aft 2,970 510 1,514,'700 
---

Operational weight empty 32.1% 33,760 344.78 11,639,863 

Plus: Forward fuselage fuel +3,120 319.7 997,464 

Plus: Aft fuselage fuel +3,120 385.2 1,201,824 

Takeoff gross weight I 33.1% 40,000 345.98 13,839,151 
-.- .-

Less: Forward fuselage fuel -3,120 319.7 -997,464 

Gross weight - Most aft CG I 34.9% 36,880 348.20 12,841,687 
.-- -

Plus: FO~'ard fuselage fuel -+'3,120 319.7 997,464 

Less: .Aft fuselage fuel ·,·3,,120 385.2 -1,201,824 
-

I 
-~ 

Gross weight - Most fwd CG 30.4% 36,880 342.66 12,637,327 
Y.·'I\' .. ~...-. 

Ix (Roll) • 159,782 Slug-ft2 at 40,000 1b 
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TABLE X. WEIGliI' Slt+fARY - cmFIGURATION ~O. 2 -
Horizontal CG 

Item Weight Ann ~t>ment 

Base vehicle 17~208 375.74 6,465,723 

Plus: 

Engines (2) P&W J52-P-8A 4,200 291 1,222,200 

Engines (2) GE T64-6A lower 1,786 270 482,220 

Engines (2) GE T64-6A upper 1,786 370 660,820 

Nacelles (2) lower engines (4) 3,000 290 870,000 

Nacelles (2) up!'er engines 400 370 148,000 

Fluids - engines 300 310 P3~r:QO 

Wing beef-up, ducting, f1~p 668 384 256,512 

Ballast - forward 2,400 212 508,800 

Ballast - aft 2,012 510 1,026,120 -_. -----I·----·~- I-'-'~-'-'---"- ~'--"'~--. 

Operational weight empty 34.4% 33,760 347.55 11,733,395 
-....-..~-....... -......... "' __ ''' __ ''",...-, f-..-,. v,. -"" ... " .. --._._-_ ..... --- ,--. 

Plus: Forward fuselage fuel 3,120 319.7 997,464 

Plus: Aft fuselage fuel 3,120 385.2 1,201,824 
'--. - -
Takeoff gross weight 35.0% 40,000 348.32 13,932,683 

Less: Forward fuselage fuel -3,120 319.7 -997,464 

Gross weight - most aft CG 37.0% 36,880 350.74 12,935,219 

Plus: Forward fuselage fuel +3,120 319.7 +997,464 

Less: Aft fuselage fuel -3,120 385.2 -1,201,824 

Gross weight - most fwd CG 32.5% 36,880 345.20 12,730,859 -.. 

Ix (Roll) • 187,634 slug -ft2 at. 40,000 1b 
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TABLE XI. WEIGKf SlM4ARY .. OONFIGURATlOO 00. 3 

Horizontal CG 
Item Weight Ann Moment 

• 
Base vehicle 17,208 375.74 6,465,723 

Plus: 

Engines (2) Orpheus - inbd 1,800 310 558,000 

Engines (2) GE T64-6A - inbd 1,786 260 464,360 

Engines (~) GE 164-6A - outbd 1,786 334 596,524 

Nacelles (2) inboard 1,570 310 486,700 

Nacelles (2) outboard 800 344 275,200 

Engine fluids 300 300 90,000 

Wing beef-up, ducting, flaps 668 384 256,512 

Ballast - forward 4,877 212 1,033,924 

Ballast - aft 2,965 510 1,512,150 

Operational weight empty 34.5% 33,760 347.'12 11,739,093 

Plus: Forward fuselage fuel +3,120 319.7 997,464 

Plus: Aft fuselage fuel +3,120 385.2 1,201,824 

Takeoff gross weight 35.1% 40,000 348.46 13,938,381 

Less: Forward fuselage fuel -3,120 319.7 -997,464 

Gross weight - most aft CG 37.1% 36~880 350.89 12,940,917 

Plus: Forward fuselage fuel +3,120 
1 

319.7 +997,464 

Less: Aft fuselage fuel -3,120 385.2 -1,201,824 
" 

Gross weight - most forward CG 32.6% 36,8MO 345.35 12,736,557 
-. 

Ix (Roll) • 224,475 slug-it l at 40,000 lb 
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TABLE XII. WEIGHT SlMfARY - ~FIGURATION NO. 4 

Horizontal CG 
Item Weight Ann Moment 

~ 

Base Veh.ic1e 17,208 375.74 6,465,723 

Plus: 

Engines (2) Orpheus - lower 1,800 310 558,000 
Engines (2) GE T64-6A low~r 1,786 260 464,360 
Engines (2) GE T64-6A - upper 1,786 370 660,820 
Nacelles (2) lower 1,570 310 486,700 
Nacelles (2) upper 600 370 222,000 
Engine fluids 300 310 93,000 
Wing beef-up, ducting, flaps 668 384 256,512 
Ballast - forward 5,285 212 1,120,420 
Ballast - aft 2,757 510 1,406,070 

Operational weight empty 34.4% 33,760 347.56 11,733,605 

Plus: Forward fuselage fuel +3,120 319.7 997,464 
Plus: Aft fuselage fuel +3,120 385.2 1,201,824 

Takeoff gross weight 35.0% 40,000 348.32 13,932,893 
F--

Less: Forward fuselage fuel -3,120 319.7 -997,464 

Gross weight - most aft CG 37.0% 36,880 350.74 12,935,429 
-

Plus: Forward fuselage fuel +3,120 319.'7 +997,464 
Less: Aft fuselage fuel -3,120 385.2 -1,201,824 

-
Gross weight - most forward CG 32.5% 36,880 345.20 12,731,069 

--
Ix (Roll) • 163,603 slug-ft2 at 40,000 1b 

Iy (Pitch) • 232,584 slug-ft2 at 40,000 1b 
~ 

slug-ft2 1 
I (Yaw) ;\.l 346,364 at 40,000 1b z 

Iyz • 27,752 slug-ft2 at 40,000 1b 
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TABLE XIII. WEIGlrr StMt1ARY - ~FIGURATIOO NO. 5 

Horizonttll CG 

Item Weight Ann Moment 

Base vehicle 17,208 375.74 6,465,723 

Plus: 

Engines (2) RB163-25 Spey 4,624 343 1,586,032 

Nacelles (2) 2,400 353 847,200 

Engine Fluids 100 343 34,300 

Wing beef-up, duct~ng, flaps 668 384 256,512 

Ballast - forward 6,460 212 1,369,520 

Ballast - aft 2,300 510 1,173,000 

Operational weight empty 34.3% 33,760 347.52 11,732,287 
-

Plus: Forward fuselage fuel +3,120 319.7 997,464 

Plus: Aft fuselage fuel +3,120 385.2 1,201,824 

Takeoff gross weight 35.0% 40,000 348.29 13,931,575 
--

Less: Forward. fuselage fuel -3 120 , 319.7 -997,464 

Gross weight - most aft CG 36.9% 36,880 350.71 12,934 ,111 

Plus: r ~.: .. ward fuselage fuel +3,120 319.7 +997,464 

Less: Aft fuselage fuel -3,120 385.2 -1,201,824 

Gross weight - most forward CG 32.4% 36,880 345.17 12,729,751 

Ix (Roll) • 143,487 Slug-ft2 at 40,000 1b 
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TAHIJJ XIV. WEIGI'IT Su.t1AitY - CONFIGUHATION NO. 0 ,.......-------

It<:J11 

Base vehi~le 

PIu::;: 

I:ngint)~ t2.l Ptt\~ .JS2·1' HA lower 
Engines (,lJ (;1. T(111~uA ' upper 
:\m:e 11 c s (,2 J lower 
Na(';t~l1es l·l J upper 
Eng ine fluids 
Wing t)cef-up, <.luctjng, flaps 
Ballast forward 
Ballast· aft 

florizontal CG 

Nt'ight Ann 

17,208 375.7.1 

,1 , 200 :~o 2 
3,572 370 
2,40Q 312 
1,200 370 

300 336 
668 384 

3,425 212 
787 510 

Momfmt 

6.465,723 

1,268,400 
1,321,6·10 

748,800 
444,000 
100,800 
256,512 
726,100 
401,370 

~---------------------------------~-----4~------~----------+--------~ 
Operational weight empty 33,760 347.55 11,733,345 

Plus: Fonvard fuselage fuel +3,120 319.7 997,464 

Plus: Aft fuselage fuel +3,120 385.2 1,201,824 

Takeoff gross weight 40,000 348.32 13,932,633 

Le5f: Forward fuselage fuel -3,120 319.7 -997,464 

(;ros5 weight most aft CG 37.0~ 3u,880 350.74 12,935,169 

Plus: r:orward fuselage fuel +3,120 319.7 +997,464 

Less: Aft fuselage fuel - 3,120 385.2 -1,201,824 

t--

(;r05S weight - mos t forward CG 34.4% 36,880 345.20 12,730,809 

Ix(Rol1) == 179,147 slug-ft2 at 40,000 1b 
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TABLE XV. WEIGHT S~Y - CDNFIGURATION NO. 7 

Horizontal CG 

It<'\ffi Weight Ann Moment 

Base vehicle 17,208 375.74 6,465,723 

Plus: 
Engines (2) RB183-1 Spey Jr 4,046 300 1,213,800 
Lngine (1) JT-12A P&W 468 584 273,312 
Nacelles (2) 2,400 310 744,000 
Air inlet - aft engine 98 524 51,352 
Engine mount and shroud - aft 100 574 57,400 
Tail pipe 109 654 71,286 
Heat shield - aft 50 654 32,700 
Replace aft cargo door - - -575 
Engine fluids 150 395 45,425 
Wing beef-up, ducting, flaps 668 384 256,512 
Ballast - forward 6,000 212 1,272,000 
Ballast aft 2,474 510 1,261,740 
Less: Cargo door mechanism -11 651 -7,161 

Operational weight empty 34.5% 33,760 347.68 11,737,514 
--

Plus: Forward fuselage fuel +3,120 319.7 997,464 
Plus: Aft fuselage fuel +3,120 385.2 1,201,824 

Takeoff gross weight 35.1% 40,000 348.42 13,936,802 

Less: Forward fuselage fuel -3,120 319.7 -997,464 

Gross weight - most aft CG 37.0% 36,880 31)0.85 12,939,338 

Plus: Forward fuse1p.~e fuel +3,120 319.7 +997,464 

Less: Aft fuselage fuel -3,120 385.2 -1,201,824 

Gross woight mos t forwa.rd CG 32.6% 36,880 345.31 12,734,978 

Ix CRoll) = 146,093 slug-ft2 at 40,000 1b 
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TABLE XVI. WEIGHf StJ.t.iARY - ~FIGURATION NO. 8 

Horizontal CG 

Item Weight Ann Moment 

Base vehicle 17,208 375.74 6,465,723 

Plus: 

Engines (4) paW JT-12A 1,872 312 584,064 
Engines (2) GE T64-6A - lower 1,786 296 528,656 
Engines (2) GE T64-6A - upper 1,786 370 660,820 
Nacelles (2) lower 3,000 334 1,002,000 
Nacelles (2) upper 600 370 222,000 
Engine fluids 400 323 129,200 
Wing, beef-up, ducting, flaps 668 384 256,512 
Ballast - forward 4,700 212 996,400 
Ballast - aft 1,740 510 887,400 

Operational weight empty 34.4% 33,760 347.53 11,732,775 

Plus: Forward fuselage fuel 3,120 319.7 997,464 

Plus: Aft fuselage fuel 3,120 385.2 1,201,824 

Takeoff gross weight 35.0% 40,000 348.30 13,932,063 

Less: Forward fuselage fuel -3,120 319.7 -997,464 

Gross weight most aft CG 36.9% 36,880 350.72 12,934,599 

Plus: Forward fuselage fuel +3,120 319.7 +997,464 

Less: Aft fuselage fuel -3,120 385.2 -1,201,824 . 

Gross weight most forward OG 32.5% 36,880 345.18 L., ';-30,239 

Ix (Roll) = 174,169 slug-ft2 at 40,000 1b 
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TABLE XVI I. WEIGIIT Sl1+tARY .. OONFIGURATION NO. 9 

Item Weight 

Base vehicle 17,208 

Plus: 

Engines (2) Orpheus - upper 1,800 

Engines (2) GE T64-6A - lower 1,786 

Engines (2) GE T64-6A - lower 1,786 

Nacelles (2) upper 1,570 

Nacelles (2) lower 2,000 

Engine fluids 300 

Wing beef-up, ducting, flaps 668 

Ballast - forward ·8,442 

Operational weight empty 39.9% 33,760 

Plus: Forward fuselage fuel 3,120 

Plus: Aft fuselage fuel 3,120 

Takeoff gross weight 39.7% 40,000 

Less: Forward fuselage fuel -3,120 

Gross weight - most aft CG 42.0% 36,880 

Plus: Forward fuselage fue 1 +3,120 

Less: Aft fuselage fuel -3,120 

Gross weight - most forward CG 37.5% 36,880 

Horizontal CG 

Ann 

375.74 

308 

252 

536 

322 

370 

384 

196 

354.37 

319.7 

385.2 

354.07 

319.7 

356.98 

319.7 

385.2 

351.44 

Moment 

6,465,723 

990,000 

550,088 

450,072 

841,520 

644,000 

111,000 

256,512 

1,654,632 

11,963,547 

997,464 

1,201,824 

14,162,835 

-997,464 

13,165,371 

+997,464 

-1,201,824 

12,961,011 
---------------------.------~------~--------~------~---------~ 

o MOst aft CG 0.5% aft of aft limit 
o Does not balance under ground rules established (ballast on cargo floor only) 
o No inertia estimates made 
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SEcrI~ IV 

AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE CWlP ARlSOOS 

Ground Rules for TakE~Qff anll Landing Computations 

The takeoff and landing llir:tances are computed using growld ruJes with 
simplifying asswnptions appropriate for the selection of one of various 
engine layouts. The ground rules used are as follows: .. 

The tak,eoff grollnu run is maue using a friction coefficient~· -0.10 and 
a takeoff flap 5cl.ting. The total takeoff distance is ccmlputed using sea
level standaru conditions and an obstacle height of 50 ff~et. All engines 
are operating wIth takeoff power; however, the speeds used during the takeoff 
are based on critical-engine-out safety margins. The maxinl\1!11 nonnal acceler
ation used after lift-off is limited to 90 percent of CL 

max 

The lift-off speed is the lowest speed that can sati!;fy all of the 
following safety criteria. 

v > .: 1.2 Vs 
oeo 

> Ilynax I: 1.2 when all engines are operating at maximum takeoff power 

~l1ax ? 1.1 wi th the critical engine inoperative and the remaining 
engines at a 10-perc(jnt emergency overrating 

The subscript oeo p~rtains to the one-engine-out condition with the critical 
engine inoperative. Vs designates the stall speed. The symbol ~ denotes 
the maximum normal acceleration reached at CLmax 

puring the climb to the 50-foot obstacle, the velocity is assumed to be 
constant as an approximation. No ground effect is included in the computa
tions. 

Upon engine failure, the available power and the flap settings must pro
vide a positive rate of climb. Ten-percent emergency overrating of the 
remaining engines is used in conjunction with the engine failure. 
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Th~ landing distance is '''OOlputed using a constant rate of sink of 13 
feet/second and a constunt forward speed between the 50-foot obstacle and 
the ground. Again, sea-level standard conJitions are used. 

1be approach speed is the lowest speed that can satisfy all of the 
following safety criteria: 

11nlax 

C L 

? 1. 2 when all engines arc operating at maximum takeoff power 

? 1.1 with the (;ritical engine inoperative and the remaining 
engines at a H)-percent emergency overrating 

? (J.~}Q C~nux wi th all engines operating in the approach power 
setting 

lJ!)on touch down, a time delay of 2 seconds is used before activiation of 
brakes and thrust reversers. h,,,,; computational purposes, no speed change is 
assumed during the 2 seconds, and after elapse of this time, the effective
ness of the brakes and thrust reversers is assumed to be inst.antaneous. An 
average friction coefficient of /.1 = 0.30 is used during brakil)g, assuming no 
aerodynamic lift exists. A decelerating force due to reversing the horizon
tal thrust engine exhaust is equal to 50 percent of the takeoff thrust. 

The computations arc made inJependent of the minimlUll control speed, Vmc , 
so that the effects of this speed can be assessed separately. VIlle is based 
on one engine being inoperative and the remaining engines producing takeoff 
power. For saf~ operation, the lift-off speed and the final approach speed 
during takeoff and landing must be at least 110 percent of the minimlUll contol 
speed . 

5T01, Performance 

Short takeoff and landing distances have been computed on the basis of 
the aforementioned ground rules, and the results are presented in table XVIII. 
The methods for the determination of the distances and a description of the 
aerodynamic data used are presented in a subsequent portion of this section. 

All distances are detennined for the sea-level standan1 condition, a 
illIiform nominal weight of 40,000 pounds, and a uniform wing reference area 
of 800 square feet. Also, a single flap WIgle of 50 degrees is used for all 
takeoffs and landings. No optimization with regard to the flap angle is 
attempted. Lift loss due to trinming is neglected . 
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The landing approach is made: with pnrtial horizontal thrust. reversal for 
flight path control. The approach is also made wi th a part inl power setting 
for the flap airflow. 

'Ibis partial flap air power setting is such that the total flow us<:u for 
the wing lift augmentation from all nonnally operating engines is equal to 
the flow availabl(,) in the one-enginu-out condi tion. This is t}w least wnount 
of airflow needed for the one-engine-out (.'onc.lition amI provides the necessary 
lift equilibrium at the normal approach speed. 

An increase of the flap ulrflow to thu level obtained from takeoff power 
settings may not be used to lower the stall speed but gives an increased nor
mal acceleration capabi1itf. lIowever, a smaller angle of attack is needed as 
well as a greater hori :ontal thrw;t f{'vcrsal during the approach. Because 
the stall speeds involvl~d are unl:il:wged, no significant dc<.:rease in landing 
distance is realized wi th the higher power setting, and thus the 1~U1ding dis
tances quoted are applh:able for either power setting. 

The results ill table XVIII show that all takeoff dist~ces are less than 
1,000 feet. Also J all <.:ol,figurat ions show u posj ti ve Clinlb angle, l' oeo' 
after failure of a cri til.:al cngilll.l. In all <.:a~es, tho <.:ri th:al engine is 
one providing hori zonta 1 thnlst. 

111e takeoff distdTl<.:es arc also presenteu graphi<.:ully in figure 12 as a 
function of horizontal ~UlJ flap thrust. As expf.}(tt3u, an increase of horizon" 
tal thrust results in a shorter takeoff distalH.:c, and also, an in<.:rease in 
the flap thru.s t rl.lsults ill a shorter takeoff distan<.:c. The latter is related 
to a den'ease in requi red spt~eds because of an effect on C4J1UX' 

Because of this dependency of CL on the flap thrus t, 'f" J and because '-'In ax .... 
the takeoff distance is a function of lief. and 1/(Tc/W), the results are 

1l1UX 

{T T \ 
also expressed parametrically versus II ~wc ~f 1 in figure 13. rIl~e small 

scatter in that figure incluties the effect of two versus four engines that 
provide the flap airflow. 

Table XVIII shows that the landing distances generally arc also less 
than 1,000 feet. Only in the cases where the flap thrust is less than 8,000 
pounds, does the landing distance exceed the I,OOO-foot goal. 

Landing distances an: plotted in figure 14 where the level of the flap 
thrust is shown to be significant. The reason for this lies again in the 
fact that the airflow effects the CL strongly. The horizontal thrust does 

max 
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CONFIGURATI~ 

0 3, 4, 9 
A 8 
V 2, 6 

<> 7 
Q 1, 5 

IW .~ 40,000 LB I 
12 
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\" 
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~ 7/07~ 
7,600 , 

I 
, 9,400 

10 

8 

6 

4 --

2 

o 
o 5 10 15 20 

HORIZONTAL THRUST TH (1,000 LB) 

Figure 12. Takeoff Distance Over SO-Foot Obstacle 
at Sea Level Standard COndition 
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Figure 13. Takeoff Distance Versus Thrust Parameters 
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C~FIGUAATION 

0 3,4,9 
A 8 
V 2,6 
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12 

10 
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I I 
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10,600 LB 
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4 ~ +~ ~'" 
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o .. ----~------.. ------------.. ------.. ------o 2 4 6 8 10 

FLAP NOZZLE THRUST, Tc (1,000 LB) 

Figure 14. Landing Distance Over 50-Foot Obstacle 
at Sea Level Standa~d Condition 
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not enter into the approach speed, and its effect is limited to t' . .: braking 
distance on account of the thrust reversing. The overall effect of the 
horizontal thnJst is minor in comparison to the flap thrust. 

The approach speed, Va' is lower than the lift-off speed, Vlo' in all 
cases investigated. It is not necessary to have the approach speed equal to 
the lift-off speed; however, if it is desired to have these speods equal by 
increasing the approach speed, then the landing distance is approximately 
13 percent greater for each lO-percent speed increase. 

The approach angle, Ya, varies betweer, 6.8 and 8.7 degrees ior all cases 
investigated. 

Method of Analysis of Takeoff and Landing Distances 

The takeoff distanlos over the 50-foot obstacle are determined from 
figure 15. In this figure, the ground roll distance is 

(p!q) (+)ttl 
1 

(1) XGR 
= ra CL Til (1 + ~1) rn.ax 

W 

Herein, CIIlW) (1 + t/l)) is the average forward force during the ground run, 
nondi.mensionalized by 'the Aircraft weight. TlI is the static horizontal 
thrus t of the vehicle. Often, (1 + '''1) does not differ much from lUli ty . 

The equation for the ground roll distance is used as the abcissa in the 
figure. The parameter 

(2) 

in the figure determined the climb Jistance. Ihrein, no is the maximum nor
mal acceleration allowed during the climb and is (0.90) I1nlClX' The factor 
(1 + "'2) also does not differ much from W1i ty and is separately shown in, 
figure 16. Therein, 'Yv is the steady-state r;limb angle at the climb speed. 
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Figure 15. Detennination of Takeoff Distance Over SO-Foot Obstacle 
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or, using the static flap thrust, Tc ' as a parameter: 

T 
I lave 

tV 
- p. C T ( +w- - T c 

+ Ji- Lave) 
'I' 

C' 

Herein, the average horizontal thrust is the static thrust, 1'11' minus the 
average intake momentwll drag of the engines. 

(7) 

The average drag and lift, Dav and Lav, are the averages between the 
static condition and the lift-off speed. 'lney include the power effects from 
the flap airflow. For example, Dav is n~gative when the forward thrust com
ponent of Tc for the augmentor wing is greater than the power-off drag of the 
airplane. 

Because the static horizontal thrust generally contributes the most in 
the preceding equation, the other terms are treated as a correction factor 
(1 + ~J1) to this thrust: 

in which 

= 

68 

T c - W 

(8) 

(- + Ii- -Ji-

(9) 



l 

1 

'I1u~ valt~ of At = tiT can now be solved for a given obstacle height: 

(' - tiT _ ...:L-1 

'111C solution is 

-, z = 

~ 

in which K is an mtd t rary cons tant and in \~1 ieh "'2 is a function of 

(21) 

(22) 

Jz / ( ~~ ) The value of ·/17 is generally near zero for a proper choice ... 

of the value of K. Choosing K = 1. 6 i:mel s U)S ti tuting the other cons tants yields 

1-
~ = 

T 

(1 + I/J~) is given in figure 16. The steady-state clint angle is 'Yoo and is 
elete rnuned from 

tan 'Y ex> ~ 
-D 
L 

+ 

where D and L are the drag and lift including the flap thrust effects. 

The climb distance becomes 

Xair = V (~) T = ( ~ ) ~ 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 
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Pertinent values for the various configurations depend on the aero
dynamics as affected by the propulsion characteristics and are derived later. 
The following is limited to the derivation of equations. 

The ground distance is found from 

in which 

so that 

= 

a = g 

XQ{ = 
CL 

V 2 
10 
2a 

(~) (+) 

== < 

C 

(+) 
= 

L ~ F~1 (~ 
ave 

The average accelerating force, FX ,is determined from 
av 
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FX 
ave 

D ave 

( 3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 



The clLnb trajectory after lift-off is detcnnined fran equations govern
ing a lift anti a tirag equilibrium. 'lhc lift equi libriwll is given by 

L + 
a = 0 

til. 
da 

a - W (10) 

Using the Symbol'Y to denotc the flight path angle, thc drag cquilibrilun is 
given by 

.. W 
X -;.:: 

g 
F x 

a = 0 
+ 

elF x 
-d~a- a - W sin Y 

It is now assumed that the climb will be made at a constant speed, so that 
x &: O. Also, it is assumed that dFx/da a: constant. Its value is always 

negative. The angle of attack can then be found and is 

W sin Y - F x 
a = C!/. :::; 0 

dF x 
da 

(11) 

(12) 

It is seen that the angle of attack must become smaller when 'Y increases 
to satisfy the constant-speed condition. 

In the preceding equation, sin Y is now substituted by Z/V. Subsequently, 
the angle of attack is substituted into the lift equation which then obtains 
the following general form, with A and B being constants: 

.. 
Z + AZ + B = 0 (13) 
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Solutions of this equation are 

z • [
-At 1 

e - At -lJ (14) 

(15) 

(1 (») 

A titre COnstruit is associated and is T III l/A. The constants can be found from 
condi t ions at t :II 0 and t :a co: 

so that 

-

72 

t = 0 - ~o· -8 · (no -1) g 

A = . 

-B 
= 

2 
A 

~no -1) g 

V sin 'Y 00 

-..1L III Vsin'Yoo 
A 

V2 sin2 'Yeo 
(no - 1) g 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

1 
1 
1 
• 
( 

'1 
I 

'1 
'} 

II 
H 
1 

j 



(26) 

(27) 

Sl~l~ t i tllt i ng 
1 .. ,. 

( \'10 • 
.. 

W 
S V 

V 
s 

(28) !II 

1 P CL -;- -
~ Po max 

yields 

1 ., -;-.. .. 
2W 

(1 + ~JZ) (l.b 12) s 
(/n~~l )(29) X . = 

aiT -1!..... r 
p 'Lmax 
0 

or 

T 
(1 + "'1) II 

(1 + III:) (1.0/2Z-) (30) \lir 
:: - . 

Jilt) . 1 

1 
1 T 

~ Po~ ~ (+)( Vlv y 
Vs 

(~) Til (1 + "'1) CL ""IV Po 
max 
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Using this relation, the total takeoff distance X • Xsr + Xair is shown 
graphically in fiiUre 15. 

The landing distance consists of an air distance, a growld roll distance 
wi thout braking, and a braking distance. The air distuJlcC is computed from 

(31) 

Herein, V is the approach speed, and dZ/dt is the tolerated sink speed. No 
ground effect is taken ihto account. 

The rolling distance without braking is computed allowing a time delay, 
6t, before the brakes are applied: 

Rolling friction and airplane drag are neglected, resulting in a constant 
speed during the delay. 

The braking distance is detennined from 

in which 

2a = 

74 

2 
Va 
2a 

= + 
I-'W 

W 
+ .(+)J 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 



linorini the relatively small valu(! of thc," aorodY'lluni<.: uraa, Hav, this yi(:lds 

1 V .. 
a 

Xhr • 
T ( T ) 

(~S) 

2g IL + R II 
T \~ II 

ilerein, TI{Il'lil is tho ratio of thrust rcvlll'sal of the hot-gus thru!-it 'Ill' 

STUL Spcclls aJlJ MaJwuvcr Margins 

Certa in relations exist bt.·tween tlw speeJ margins and mUJwuver margiJl~ 
depending on the maxhlLUlI lift <.:hara<.:toriuth:s of the airplane. In the present 
analys is, the 1j ft values are taken di re<.:tly from the NASA-AIllt.'s 40 x 80 winJ 
tunnel test 294. No t:orrcction of the winJ tUlU1el Jata to a different wing 
planfonn, <.:ho1'd ratio, or basi<.: airplane Jrag wa~ attempted. Also, the 
improvement of the augmontor cffi(,:ien<.:y developeJ after this test is not 
in<.:orporated. '111(.; U~t: of the wind tUlUlcl Jata Jirc<.:tly is <.:.onsidercd allequate 
for sele<.:ting one engine layout above others. 

Test Jata for a selc<.:teJ flap angle of 50 Jegrees arc prcsentcJ in figure 
17. In this figure, u spocJ parrunetcr is used, 2/ ('1'c/5), which is tho 
recipro<.:al value of the thrust <.:oefficient CJ quotcJ in the willu tunnel test. 
The ratio (L/'l'C)JllllX is found from the winJ tunnel Jata using 

= (36) 

-

T c 

C J includes the blowing ovel' the ailerons. 

C 
J 

In the figure, th{~ curve for (L/Tc)max not only represents the maximLUll 
lift obtainabl(: at given values of the speed panuneter but also represents 
the minimLUll speed conditions for given weight c,r lift and given thrust Te' 

The curve is valid for all thrust and speed combinations considered for the 
vehicle. 
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Figure 17. Lift Versus Speed Parameter at a 50-Degree flap Angle 
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The curve is very suitable to analyze the effect of safety requirements 
that have to be met during takeoff and lanJing. The takeoff safety require
ments are based on a 20-percent speed margin with respect to the one-engine-
out stall speed, Vs ' anu some minimum nonnal acceleration requirements. 

oeo 

Because the curve for (L/Tc)max is valid for all thrust settings, it can 
be used also for the one-engine~out condition. 'lhus, the curve labeled 1.0 
Vs also represents the stall speed in the one-engine-out case, provided the 
correct one-engine-out thrust level for Tc is taken. 

A ~O-percent speed margin can now simply, be addeu to this curve for given 
values of L (i.e., weight) and T '. This is accomplished by multiplying the 
dynamic pressure values by (1.2)2. This new curve satisfies the speed margin 
for all combinations of Ijft and thrust. 

The new curve at 1.2 Vs is now compared \,ith the curve for 1.0 Vs' Th0 
shapes of the two curves are similar, and L/Tc \'alues of the lower curve can 
be easily expressed as a ratio of those of the upper curve at given values of 
the speed parameter. The ratios arc present.ed in figure 18, and it is seen 
that the ratio is nearly constant for this configuratjon and the chosen flap 
angle of 50 degrees, and is abC'ut 0.815. 

Thu3, when the speed p,:lra.mAt~r is increased by a factor (1.2) 2 keeping 
the thrust and lift at any <'(;:'Il:itant value, then only 81.5 percent of the 
maximum lift capability is U.8HU. This is again shown in fi~ure 19, where the 
ratio is plotted as a function of a change in q/ (Tc/S). 

'Ibis implies that in the one-engine-out condition at 1.2 V s ,a load 
oeo 

factor can be pulled equal to n = 1/0.815 c 1.23. This exceeds the minimum 
required value of n :I: 1.1, so that this maneuvering requirement is covered 
for 'the present configuration by the required speed margin. 

It should be noted that in conventional power-off aerodynanlics, a speed 
margin of 20 percent results in n = 1.44. However, in STOL conditions, a 
certain speed margin generally results in a lesser maneuver margin than in 
conventional conditions. 

The preceding discussion was made on the basis of one-engine-out condi
tions. The question arises as to what is the maximum maneuverability with 
all engines operating normally at the maximum takeoff power. It is required 
that a normal acceleration of at 1e3.st n = 1. 2 can be obtained in that con
dition. Furthermore, the available maneuver margin needs to be known for the 
takeoff climb computation. 
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Figure 18. Ratio of Lift to Max~um Lift at a Speed of 1.2 Vs 
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The analysis of this capability is made for a speed equal to 1. 2 Vs . 
oeo 

Using this speed but a higher thrust, 'fc, than before, changes the value of 
the speed parameter. Figure 17 again is applicable because it is valid for 
all speed-to-thrust relationships. In this figure, an increase of Tc for 
a given speed results in a decrease of the speed parameter rold thus in a 
decrease of the maximum value for L/'l'c' Mul tipl ication of this new L/'l'c value 
with the new Tc value yields the new maximum lift. Pertinent equations 
b·ecome 

Lmax , = new 

or 

L max, new = 

By comparison, the old maximum lift value is 

Lmax , old = (i) (Tc) 
c old old 

The ratio of the new maximum lift to the old becomes 

80 

Lmax, new 

Lmax , old 
= T ) ~ew 

TC
Old 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 



This ratio is plotteJ as a function of the specJ parmnetcr in figure 20, 
us ing all arbitrary 5U-percent ir,crease in Ie' It is seen that the increase 
in muxlnn.un lift is nearly constant and is about 19 percent. 'lhus, in spite 
of the d(>crease ill (L/Ic)J1lax' the value of r..nax is increasing at the constant 
speeJ, which is the case III general. The increase in maximLUn lift for other 
thrust increases at constant speed is prescnteJ in figure 21. 

Thrust increases unJer consideration are those from the one-enginc-out 
level to the full, nonnal takeoff level. The increases are Jiffercnt for 
uesigns with two engines and four engines proviJing the cold-gas flow for the 
augmentation. The associated thrust anJ lift increment are as follows, using 
a IO-percent thrust overrating in the one-engine-out case (see figure 21): 

Numher of Lngines 
Proviuing Flap Air 

2 

4 

i'iol1nul 
Thrust 
Level 

T cn 

T c 
n 

One-Engine-
Out 'lhrust 
Level 

U.55 T. c 
n 

O.H2S T c 
n 

L 
ATc max new 
Tc Lmux 

oeo old 

0.h2 1. 31 

0.21 l.OH 

Because the nonna1 acceleration capability in tlw one-engine-out case 
was nmax = 1. 23, the maximLUn nonnal acceleration for all engines operE'. ting 
becomes l1nax • (1. 23) (1. 31) = 1. 61 for the two-engine case and l1max = (1. 23) 
(1.08) ... 1.33 for the four-engine case. Both cases have an acceleration 
capability exceeding the minimum requireJ value for normal operation of ~ax 
= 1.2. 

These nonnal accelerations are obtained with ~ Lakeoff speed margin of 
20-percent. If the nonnal acceleration capability would have been insuffi
cient, a larger speed margin would have been requireJ. 

The preceding computations are made for takeoff. Similar computations 
can be made for landing, except no speed Ulargin is used as a requirement. 
The requirement exists that a nonnal acceleration can be obtained at least 
equal to n = 1.1 in the one-engine-out case and n = 1.2 with all engines 
operating with takeoff power. Another requirement states that the lift 
coefficient shall not exceed 0.90 CL during the landing. 

max 

In the present study, the total airflow for the wing lift augmentation 
in landing is reduced to that of the one-engine-out level, even though all 
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engines are in good operating condition, i.e., the approach is made with a 
partial power setting. Furthennore, the landing approach is made in a steady" 
state condition, which means that no pullup is carried out. In that condition, 
the 90-percent CL requirement is synonymous with L/Lmax • 0.90 to be 

1'.1 h max, .1' , app leu to t e one-englne-out conultlon. 

The normal acceleration requirement of n • 1.1 for -ho one-engine-out 
case results in L/l,nax • 1/1.1 • 0.91 as a requirement a III is slightly less 
critical. 

I t is now necessary to detennine the speed at which L/Lrnax • 0.90 caT' '1p 
satisfied. Figure 19 shows that this occurs at q • 1. 23 qs . This mem 

oeo 
that the above engine-out requirements are met at V • 1.11 Vs . oeo 

When at this sp,~ed the power is increased to the maximum takeoff level on 
all engines, the nonnal acceleration capability is increascu by a factor 1.31 
for a dual-engine layout, and a factor 1.08 for a four-engine layout. Thus, 
the resultant nonna1 acceleration capability is 

~ax K 1/0.90 K 1.11 for one engine out (41) 

~ax • 1.11 

n = 1.11 
~ax 

1.08 z 1.20 for all engines operating at (42) 
takeoff power in a four-engine 
configuration 

1.31 = 1.46 for all engines operating at 
takeoff power in a two-engine 
configuration 

(43) 

It is seen that the minimum required acceleration of 1.20 in the nomal 
operating condition is just met at the aforementioned speed. At higher 
speElds, as may be reqUired to maintain an adequate margin to the mininlum 
control speed, Vmc ' a larger normal acceleration capability is available. 

Expression of Expel';mental Lift and Drag Data as a 
Function of Thrust-to-Weight Ratio 

In a parametric performance study such as the present study invoLring 
different engines, it is desired to present the aerodynamic characteristics 
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in tems of thrust-to-weight ratios. In this form, the data have been used 
in the detennination of takeoff and landing performance. 

The takeoff and landing perfonnance is related to CL ' and it is 
max, oeo 

possible to express this coefficient in tenns of that thrust-to-weight ratio. 
Previously, the maximLUIl lifting capability was expressed in tenns of (L/Tc)max 
versus the speed parameter q/(Tc/S). Such a plot is again presented in 
figure 22, and it is seerl that the CLmax value is fOWld from the ratio of the 
value of the ordinates of each point along the curve: 

C L 
max, oeo 

• 
(fc) max, 

T. /S coeo 

oeo (44) 

Also, at each point along the curve, a certain value of (LITe) exists, 
max, oeo 

so that CL can be related to it. This is carried out in figure 23. 
max, oeo 

At the stall condition, it is now assumed that L • W, which means that 
the effect of trinnning the airplane on tne lifting cap~ility is neglected. 
Furthermore, the thrust to be used for CL is the one-engine-out thrust 

max 
This thrust is related to the installed normal flap thrust Tc by 

n 

= • 

T 
c n (45) 
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in whh'h '11..: /'1~. • 1. 21 for fOUl" c.mg hie c.ic.;signs for flap ail' supply uno 
n oc.'o 

l.H2 for two-engine designs. TIlls yh'lJs fot' usc in tht.t alH;issa in figul'(" I:; 

T .: 1 
~' 

000 • 11 

T ) 
(

._ <':J1 . \\ 
T c: 

(lCO 

13e<.:UllSC ('I IT ). l.·ollstm11" it 
<.: I.' 

iss (:(,'11 t ha teL 
max n 000 

(46) 

is a function of thc 

ratio of the installed 
wing geometry amI flap 

flup thrust to the weight of thl; uirplano for a given 
anglp.. 

Also, the drug in tho ground roll and takooff climb can be expressed in 
tenns of this thrust~to-weight ratio. To prove this, it is first shown that 
the speed parameter is a function of this ratio. 

The dymunic pressure at the 1 ift-off spc(.}d is uetenlliJiCd from 

q 
C L 

W/S 

max, oeo 

(47) 

where (V 10/V ) • 1. 2 is the takeoff speed margin. This dynamic pressure is s 
to be taken regardless of whether one engine is inoperative or not. However, 
the thrust used for the takeoff computation is the normal takeoff thrust for 
all engines operating, TCn' Thus, the speed parameter becomes 

W (1. 2) 2 q -' S • • T C 

C~n ) CL c L - max, oeo max, 
S 

(48) 
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where C is a function of T 1\\' and T IT as .~hown above. There-L (c, C 
Illax, oeo n}.; oeo 

foro, the whole right-hand sioe of the equation becomes a function of only 
those variables, ano the speeo parameter call be oxprossoo in tcnns of them. 
'Ihis is carried out in figure 24. These resul ts arc used hereafter. 

The average acct."derating force Juring the ground roll, as shown 
prey lous ly, is 

F 
y 

"ave 
+ fJ. - I-L + 

T 11 l49) 
\~ W 

where 

TIl • thrust frC'm hot-gas flow 

Dave 1 -- = ----- (50) 
T 2 c 

The value of (D/Te) Vlo is obtained from 

(r!-) = 
(51) 

in whieh Cn is found from test data Sh0WI1 in figure 25 and taken from NASA
Ames test 294. The coefficient Cn u~ed belongs to a ~ 0, this being the 
attitude for gre! .nd roll. The -value at zero velocity is estimated at 

(-t) V ~ 0 

-0.70 
(52) 
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The lift is treated similarly as follows: 

where 

Lave --
T c 

III: C 
L 

= 0.98 

It is seen that, for a given flap angle, wing geometry, and friction 
coefficient ~, the following bracket becomes only a function of the speed 
parameter: 
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Thrust-to-weight ratios can now be substituted for the speed parameter, and 
results are presented in figure 26. 

(lI = 0° 
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~=-= .. IIW .. Jl.= 0.10 

o . 5 1------+----=::lllllllilIII=-----+-------; 
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1 

( T~N) 
Figure 26. Aerodynamic Eff~cts in Ground Roll, 

as a Function of Thrust-to-Weight Ratio 

A similar approach is used in establishing the steady-state climb angle, 
y~. This angle is used as a parameter in the determination of the climb 
distance to the 50-foot obstacle. 

The speeds are assumed to be the same as those at lift-off; the slight 
increase in speed that generally exists after lift-off is neglected. 
Figure 25 can again be used, giving CL and CD values that determine the climb 
angle at zero hot-gas thrust: 

-D -- = L = tan Y 00 ~"oo 
TH = 0 TH=O 

(57) 
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Contrary to the ground roll condition where a zero angle of attack was used, 
a lift condition is taken ~"T)sistent with maneuver margins previously com
puteJ, Le.: 

'1nax • l.b! for two flap air engines 
('I', /T -= 1 . 82) 

eN coco 

(58) 

'1nax = 1.33 for four-flap air engines 
('I'. /'1'. -= 1. 21) 

<-N coco 

(59) 

'I11e CL and CD values are then only a function of the speed parameter which, 
as shown above, is in turn a fur.ction of the thrust-to-weight ratio. Thus, 
also the climb angle can be expressed in tenns of this ratio, which is carried 
out in figure 27. 

CLIMB ANGLE 

,., co (RAD) 
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0.2 

0 

0.2 
o 
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----,.."""" _ ......... 
.".".-..- .".". . ~ 

.""".. ---
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TC 
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W 
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Figure 27. Effect of Thrust-to-Weight Ratio 
on the Steady-State Climb Angle 

The total climb angle consists of the above angle, plus the increment 
obtained from any direct thrust such as the horizontal thrust. This increment 
is 

• (60) 
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so that the total climb angle becomes 

, T = 0 
H 

TH 
+ -

W 

Minimum Control Speed 

(01) 

The minimum control speed with the critical engine inoperative is deter
mined using the siJTqJlifying assumption that the roll control has negligible 
effects on the yawing moment, lift, and sideforce. The minimwll speed is 
determined from the following yawing moment equation: 

(-D 1-2-.\ • (en . f3 + en · 8 R ) (~)' w 7 ~ b l 'f3 8
R 

max W 
(62) 

where "a" is the lateral distance of the inoperative engine to the airplane 
plane of symmetry. This equation is presented in figure 28 by the dotted 
line labeled "max sideslip." 

The side force or the vertical tail needed for the yawing moment equili
brium can be expressed in tenns of the bank angle tP and the sideslip angle 
used. Elimination of the sideslip angle yields a relation of (T/W)a/b 
versu~ qS/W for given bank angles: 

H-) (+) · sin ~ + (63) 

qS - W 

Also, this equation is graphically presented in figure 28. If the bank angle 
is critical, this equation prevails above that of the maximum sideslip. 
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Figure 28 is dete~ined ,'sing the following preltminary values: 

C 
nfJ 

.. 0.00280 (64) 

C • 0.0141 (65) Yp 

C 8R • 0.119 (66) na 
R 

max 

cy 81\nax 
• 0.218 (67) 

8R 

/3 max • 25 c.leg (68) 

w • 40,000 1b (69) 

Results for the configurations under investigation are shown in table 
XIX. Herein the most critical engine is that which supplies the horizontal 
thrust. 

TABLE XIX. MINIMJM CONTROL SPliliDS 

Configuration (~ (+,) tfJ Deg Vmc (KEAS) 

1 0.0325 5.5 51.0* 
2 0.0313 5.3 49.5 
3 0.0249 4.2 44.2* 
4 0.0249 4.2 44.2* 
5 0.0277 4.7 46.7* 
6 0.0302 5.2 48.9 
7 0.0182 3.0 38.0* 
8 0.0160 2. '7 35.4* 
9 0.0120 2.0 31.0* . 
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It should be noted that the precedina equations pertain only to yawina 
moment and sideforco equilibriwTI, disreaarding considerations of maxinuTI 
lift. For this reason, the computed min~ control speeds of many confiaura
tions are lower than the onc-engine-out stall speed. In table XIX, these are 
indicated by an asterisk. Though the ai.rplane is flyable below the one~ 
engine-out stall speed with all eniines operating, Vs should be substituted 

oco 
for Vmc in those cases. Also, it should be noted that Vmc is 5 percent hiaher 
than shown when the lO-percent emergency overrating 1$ lIc:~d for thc, remaining 
engines. 

Roll Pcrfonnance 

The roll performance is only investigated in tenns of initial roll 
acceleration at the approach speed for airpla.ne weights of 40,000 pounds. 

The roll acceleration is detenninec.l from 

• 6.. 
I 

in which 

The coefficient, Cl ' is detennined using the Weissinger lifting surface 
6a 

theory, and is, for an ideal 100-percent chord flap, equal to 

= 0.00247 deg- l 
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For preliminarj investiaation, use is made of 

40 deg 

S • 800 sq ft 

b • 79 ft 

which results in the following relation: 

'iP. 6250 (q) 
I 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

The roll accelerations become as shown in table XX for the various configura
tions 

TABl E XX. ROLL ACCELERAT IONS 

Configuration I q 

'" 1 161,300 14.3 0.554 
2 187,600 8.8 0.293 
3 224,500 8.8 0.245 
4 163,600 8.8 0.336 
5 149,500 14.3 0.598 
6 179,100 8.8 0.307 
7 146,100 13.7 0.586 
8 174,200 8.8 0.316 
9 - 8.8 -
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SECrION V 

cmFIGURATI~ SHUlCTlOO 

The selection of the final configuration was the result of essentially a 
three-step evaluation. 

The first step was contained in the Configuration Evaluation Report 
NA-08-99S. As a result of this eval~tion, the configurations which utilized 
the JS2 engines, the .IT12A engines, or the RB183-l Spey, Junior ensines were 
eliminated from consideration. The 7,SOO"pound thrust available from the JS2 
was not required, w\d its weight is approximately 270 percent of the Orpheus 
turbojet which will provide adquate thrust for this program. 

The JTl~A was eliminated as four of these engines would be required to 
provide the necessary horizontal thrust. The Spey, .Junior (RB183-l) would pro
vide adequate thrust and also flap air. However, the compressor pressure 
ratio of 2.27 was considered too margulal for a program base. 

This r~moved configurations No.2, 6, 7, and 8 from consideration. Con
figuration No. 9 was previously removed because of center-of-gravity prohlems. 
Configuration No. 3 was dropped from consiu~ration because of l'S relatively 
high roll moments of inertia when compared to the rest of the configurations. 

As a result, only three configurations remained for evaluation. Of these, 
configurations No. I and 5 were essential.ly the same and differed only in that 
the two RB163-25 Spey turbofan engines were located at slightly different wing 
stations for landing gear considerations. This difference was negligible from 
the standpoint of overall evaluation. l"hese two arrangements both usod t.he 
same power source to provide horizontal thrust and flap air. 

lhe other configuration, No.4, was a different basic approach in that 
two Orpheus engines provided the horizontal thrust, and four GE T64 turboshaft 
engines driving modified Viper compressor sections were used as the augmentor 
flap air source. 
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These two types of configurations were compared as follows: 

fonfiguration No. 1 or NOt_.i 

1. Two-engine installation - less 
complex and utilizes existing 
aircraft systems. R~sults in 
low design and fabrication 
costs. 

2. Single-engine-out reduces 
horizontal thrust and flap 
air is approximately one-half. 

3. Change in hori zon tal. thrus t 
results in similar change in 
flap air quantity. 

4. Engine procurement expected to 
require long lead time. Revision 
of engine internal fan air 
routing not expected to require 
major development. 

5. Engine pl'ocurement costs 
expected to be high 

6. Requires development of 
modulating thrust reversal 
system to cancel horizontal 
thrust while maintaining high 
engine power setting to provide 
flap air during landing approach. 

7. Provides no capability of 
independent variations in 
hori zon tal thrus t and flap 
air due to single-source system. 

8. Two-engine system requires large 
diameter ducting and creates 
local structural problems. 

Configuration No.4 

Six-engine installation - requires 
four additional sets of powerplant 
and related systems installations. 
Higher design and fabrication costs. 

Singlc.-engine-out is essentially 
one-sixth of available power. 

Horizontal thrust and flap air 
supply can b~ varied independently. 

Horizontal thrust engines expected 
to be available. Turboshaft engines 
available. Modification of com
pressor sections not expected to 
require major development. 

Engine procurement costs estimated 
to be less than one-half as high as 
for configuration No. 1 or S. 

Requires development of modulating 
thrust reversal system, but high 
horizontal thrust settings are not 
required during landing approach as 
flap air source is a separate system. 

Complete freedom for independent 
variations in flap air and horizontal 
thrust due to separate sources for 
each system. 

Four-engine air source requi~1s 
smaller ducting and less complex 
structur.al problems. 
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Based on these comparisons, it was recommended that the configuration 
No. 4 type of aircraft system be selected for detail definition. 

As a result of discussions between persoMel fran NASA-Ames, NR, and 
de Havilland Aircraft of Canada, it was mutually agreed that the configura
tion Nc. 4 type of aircraft system would be utilized. 

It was agreed that the two T64 turboshaft engine and air compressor 
units which were located on top of the wing above the fuselage would be 
relocated to a position on the ~\ide of the fuselage. These were first 
located in line with the cabin wi'.ndows canpletely. forward of the wing to 
provi.de the least interference with the augmentor-flap system and the cargo 
bay fuel tank installations. NASA-.t~mes desired a location further aft which 
resulted in the configuration shown in figure 29. 

It had been dete~ined that full thrust reversing for all the engines 
considered would require at least some development, but it was also agreed 
that this capability would not be required. Info~ation from Rolls-Royce, 
received after completion of the Configuration Evaluation Report (reference 
4), indicated that a vectoring nozzle installation was available for the 
Orpheus engine. This installation would fulfill the program requirements 
for thrust vectoring during landing approach and would be acceptable with 
the dt.~cis~,on to remove the full thrust reversing requirement. With this 
arrangement, the landing rell distances will be calculated. 

The perfo~ance calculations used in the configuration evaluation were 
based on the development of takeoff and landing capabilities for each con
figuration. It was mutually agreed that all future landing calculation~ 
would be based on a 6S-knot approach speed. 
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SECTION VI 

HODIFICATION CONFIGURATION DEVELO~1ENT 

Final selection of the aircraft configuration permitted definition of the 
requirements for the various systems and detail studies of methods for meeting 
those requirements. This section describes the system configurations which 
evolved. 

Propulsion 

0EPheus engine. - Contact~ were made with Rolls-Royce L~ited personnel 
concerned with the Orpheus engines and with the Pegasus rotating nozzles to 
verify the availability of tllis configuration and its ability to meet the re
quirements of the program. In addition, it was determin~d that surplus Orpheus 
Mark 100 engines, presently held by the U.K. Ministry of Technology, might be 
made available to this research program. 

The Orpheus Mark 100 engine is a 4,200-pound thrust engine that would be 
automatically up-rated, during overhaul, to 4,520 pounds thrust. It has been 
demonstrated that with additional, relatively simple revisions, the engine can 
be up-rated to 5,000 pounds thrust. Bench testing necessary to clear the 
Orpheus/vectoring nozzle combination for the 200-hour flight life of this 
research aircraft would also provide the flight clearance for the S,OOO-pound 
thrust rating. 

The rotating nozzle assembly is currently operational on Pegasus engines 
in the Hawker-Siddeh~y Pl127 Harrier aircraf.t. It is adaptable to the smaller 
Orpheus engine by using only one nozzle with a new adapter section. This pro
vides a single side-mounted vectoring nozzle installation supported by the 
engine structure with minimum interface requirements to the aircraft structure. 

The RB-193 vectoring nozzle was also investigated for possible use with 
the Orpheus Mark 100 enginas. l'/hi1e it is compatible, the present design re
quires that the major support be furnished by aircraft structure. This would 
increase the structural complexity of the nacelles, and would also require 
that aircraft structural parts be fabricated and delivered to the engine man
ufacturer for use duri.ng the grotmd testing of the engine. As this nozzle 
design is still in the ground test and development phase of its program, it is 
not considered for use on this program. 

A second alternative method has been investigat.,;d, This employs the 
Orpheus engine with a split tailpipe to pass the hc~ exhaust around the landing 
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gear strut, and an available, two-position, diverter valve in each lea of the 
tailpipe to direct the hot gas laterally when forward thrust is not desired. 

The Orpheus Mark 100 turbojet is noram11y equipped with a 4-kva generator 
and a single, 3,000-psi, 4-gpm hydraulic pump. It also provides apprQX~tely 
3 pounds-per-sec.ond of bleed air. 

ylper cOmpressor/T64-1 turboshaft engine. - A modified comprassor section 
from 8 Rolls-Royce Viper turbojet engine ~11 be direct-driven by th~ output 
shaft of the T64-1 tur.boshaft qine. These two wU'ts are ccmpatible fran the 
standpoint of horsepower and rotation speeds. 

Controls 

Aileron control system. - The aileron control system was based on the 
following requirements: 

1. Deflections of +27 degrees and -18 degrees during cruise conditions 

2. Drooped 20 degrees when flaps are extended 

3. Deflections of +54 degrees and -36 degrees when in drooped position 

4. Full deflection from neutral in one-half second 

s. BLC when in drooped position 

6. Full-powered system 

7 • Spoilers operating with up-aileron travel. 

In the originial eV-7A system, aileron droop was directly coupled to the 
flap deflection system. The propc 1ed configuration requires that BLC air be 
provided to the ailerons at all d~J~ped positions to prevent aileron stall and 
loss of roll c~ntrol effectivenes~. Since the augmentor flaps can be extended 
without the flap air system operations and therefore, no BLC air available to 
the aileron, the aileron droop actuation sYltam has been separated from the 
flap actuation system. 

The proposed aileron and flap control systems are illustrated achemati
cally in figure 30.1 

Augmentor flap system. - l~le it was desirable to provide an $Jgmentor
wing flap arrangement that duplicated the configuratien of the model tested in 
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the NASAlAmes/de Havilland 40 by 80 wind tunnel program that goal was not com
patible with the minimll1l mojification requirement of this program. 

To obtain the same flap chord to wing chord ratio and space for the flap 
air plen\ll\ chambers, either the rear spar would have to be moved forward, a 
major wing structure modification, or the wins chord would have to be 
increased. The program requirement for increased wine loading was accomplished 
by removing approximately 10 feet of each outer wing panel to reduce the total 
wing area. Any increase of the wing chord would require a further reduction 
in wing span, and was not considered feasible. 

Wi thin the above restrictions WId providing approximately 60 square inches 
of area for each nozzle plenum chamber, the augmentor flap configuration of 
figure 31 was developed. 

The operating mechanism shown performs two fWlctions. The upper flap is 
entended and locked in its proper position by hydraulic cylinders incorporated 
in the lower flap structure. The total flap system is then rotated about the 
hingeline by hydraulically actuated jackscrews mOWlted under the wing. 

As the total flap assembly is rotated to the extended position, the upper 
flap lip is operated by a nonlinear linkage to maintain a reasonable relation
ship to the airflow over the wing. 

Au~entor flap air distribution system. - TIle flap air distribution system 
consists of three principal areas: the air distribution ducting from the com
pressor outlets to the flap plenun chamber, the flap plenum chamber and nozzle 
asserlblies, and the aileron boundary hlyer control (BLC) distribution system. 

In each area a basic systenl requirement is the maintenance of balanced 
forces about the aircraft roll axis Wlder single-failure conditions in the air 
system. To accomplish this purpose, the flap plenum chamber in each wing was 
divided lat(~rall~ into two sections. Each of these sections was divided into 
an upper and lower plenum. The air from each of the four compressors was 
ducted to two of the above eight plenum chambers in suCh a manner that each 
compressor supplied the plenum at the same span-wise location OlL each wing. 
In this way any engine, compressor or duct malfl.Dlction wi] 1 afft3ct the airflow 
to the augnlentor flrp symmetrically about the aircraft roll axis. The dis
tribution system is illustrated in figure 32. With the four air supply sys
tems separated, the possibility of adverse intercompressor effects due to stall 
or variations in pressure and air flows is virtually el~linated. 

The pleunum chamber cross-section dimensions and nozzle location, figure 
33, were dictated by the rear spar location and the flap chord requirements. 
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Figure 33. Air Duct - Augmentor-Wing 
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Lach nozzle configuration is ossentially the same as that used in the 
~A/i\mes/Je lIavillanJ wind tlUmel model pTJgram. TWIDel testing by 
Je IlavillanJ has also indicated that the ( ,1',.1 plcm.un chamber with split nozzles 
wi 11 provide ~ssentially the same char.'_tcristics as the single-nozzle plenum 
chamber arrangcllleT't useJ on thp I. ~ ·.\/Ames/de lIavilland 42-f ot augmentor-wing 
wind tunnel moJel. 

Using the Jual-Jucting arrangel'1ent from each air source, shown in figure 
32 , pcnnits the use of approximately lO-inch-Jiameter ducting with an air 
flow mach number of 0. 2 fer Jucting efficiency calculations . The 10-inch duct
ing is compatible with the aircraft structure without causing major structural 
modification problems. SealeJ slip joints are used to proviJe the necessary 
expansion and to simplify insta]1 ~~10n. 

As shown in figure 32. the aileron BLC air is supplied from two of the 
compressor ducting systems. Each system supplies air to one }lalf of the 
aileron sp:m on each side of the wing. thus, insuring a symmetrical change in 
aileron efficiency in case of an air system malfunction. 

Systems 

Ensine starting. - Ground starting for al: engines will be accomplished 
by engine-mounted air turbine starters using a grounJ air source corulected at 
the right-hand outboarJ nacelle. Cross-ship bleed-air ducting will be used to 
route air to each engine for starting. A shutoff valve in each engine starter 
air supply duct will open when starting for that engine is initiated. 

Air or ground starting of the flap air engines will utilize bleed air from 
the Orpheus engi:1es through the cross-ship ducting. 

Ensine controls. - Cockpit engine controls will be as described tmder 
Flight Station Hodifications. A single lever will control the power setting 
on each engine with a lever to control each rotating nozzle fo-r thrust 
directional control. 

Cable routings through the fuselage will follow essentially the same paths 
as the present CV-7A systems to minimize aircraft modification. The cam tube 
assembly in the cabin ceiling will be modified for the revised switching 
reqt.~ J.lants. 

Fuel system. - The fuel system for the modified aircraft must supply six 
turbine engines instead of the two turbine engines on the original aircraft . 
The wing tank provisions have been eliminated and replaced by a cargo bay 
installation. 
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The system schemat)c, shown in figurc 34, provides nIl the basic require
ments of an cr.:onanical aml str.1ightforward arrangement. The fuel tanks ar~ 
floor mounted on each side of the cargo bay separated by approximately a 20-
inch i sle\vuy. These tank assemblies consist of four aluminum 33- inch long by 
4u-inch diwneter mooules welded togetner. One of these modules is lower than 
the others, as shown in figurc 3S, to act as a sump tank. One-way-swing 
check valves in each intentooule bulkhea<'! pennit fuel flow to the SLUllp tank 
but not back to the other tank sections. Each module contains a nomal bladder 
c;ell for increased safety. IntennoJule venting and systean overboard venting 
is provided. 

The SlDl\p tanks are intercormected and each contains three fuel pumps. Ont: 
pump is an electrically driven .. mit as used on the existing aircraft. The 
other two are bleed-air-(Jriven pumps as used on the production Buffalo air
craft. This system provides system ~I afety under electrical failure conditions. 

The tanks are supported by a cradle assembly attached to the floor and 
are restrained longitudinally by the cargo tiedown provisions of the basic 
aircraft. The installation is designed to be compatible with the 200 pounds 
per square foot floor loading restrictions of the cargo bay. 

Refueling and defueling will utilize the present aircraft single-point 
COJUlector relocated, as necessary, to accorranodate the fuselage-mounted 
nacelles. 

Engine bleed air system. - The existing duct system from the wing nacelles 
to the air-conditioning system in the fuselage will be retained. Bleed-air 
ducting frall t~e engines in the fuselage-mounted nacelles will tee into the 
cross-ship ducting to provide air start capabilities to these engines. The 
outboard nacelle engines will connect with the cross-ship ducting in the same 
manner as the original installation. 

Addi tional ducting from the I;ross ·~ship ducting in the fuselage area will 
provide air for the air-driven fut;l pump operation. 

The existing refrigeration package will be retained. Portions of the 
system may be deactivated, if required. 

Hydraulic sl"stem. - The hydraulic system for the modified aircraft 
supplies hydralllic power for the operation of the ailerons, spoilers, rudder, 
upper and lower flaps, nosewheel steering and brakes. 

The proposed hydraulic system is shown to have additional ftmctions when 
compared with the present system desc-cibed in reference 5. The comparison i:; 
shown in the simplified schematic diagram, figure 36. The ~ystem consists of 
a utility system and a primary system, each deriving power from two engine
driven hydraulic pumps and a self-displacing accumulator. To provide re
dundancy for flight control functions, both syst~s are used to operate the 
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ileron, spoiler, tmd rudder by BJ)!llyina hyt'r ulic power to sep rate sections 
of dual tandem actU4tors. In adttition, the utility system suppH, s power to 
til~ brakes, steerina, lower flaps, and a portion of the upper fla ... s. The 
remainina cylinders of th upper flaps and the aileron droop actuatcr are 
powered by the primary system. Since the carlO winch will not be ope:"!!ted, 
and the landina lear will remain extended and pressurized durina flilht, these 
services will not be considered in til hydraulic 10 d an lysis. 

A detailed schematic diagram of th prc:;>osed hydrauli<.: system i. showu in 
figure 37. 

The utility system upplies power to th primary flight <.:ontrol surfac s 
(rudder, ail ron, and poiler), nosewheel steering, brakes, and flap shown 
in .figures 36 and 37. The power is supplied by two pumps: a Lockheed iark 8 
hydr uli<.: pump capable of 8.1 gpm at 4,460 rpm (maximum neino sp cd driven by 
one of the two Orph us engin s) and a New York Airbrake hydraulic pump (PIN 
6SWOlO~2) taken from the present roOd r system and capable of 3.7 iJI1l at 4,421 
rpm (maximum engine speed) uriven by one of the two inbo rd Tb4 engines. A 
100-cubic-inch self-displacing accumulator is placed in the T64 ngine-driven 

pump pressur line to meet peak flow rat demands during flight. Each pllTlp is 
supplied through a suction line from a 2.32-gallon reservoir which is pressur
ized at 18 to 22 psi with air from the bleed-air system. The fluld is 
delivered through a system filter to tm various functions at a nominal 3,000 
psi. A relief valve i~ provided to relieve any excessive pressure buildup. 
The pump pressure warning lights and emergency shutoff valves will be identical 
to the present system. In general, the utility hydraulic power supply ~ystem 
is very similar to the present de lIavilland Buffalo system (figures 36 and 37). 
except for the addition of the accumulator. Rework would include the removal 
of the auxiliary power unit, and the relocation and replacement of the system 
plJllPs. 

The primary hydraulic system powers the primary flight control functions 
of the rudder, aileron, and spoiler control surfaces. The power is supplied 
by two pumps identical to the utility system, but driven by the symmetrically 
opposite engiens as shown in figure 37. Due to the in<.:reased load requir<:
ments, a portion of the present rudder system will be moc.1ified to fonn a part 
of the primary system. These modifications include enlarging the reservoir 
to 2.32 gal10ns (same as utility reservoir) increasing line sizes, adding a 
lOO-cubic-inch self-displacing accumulator, and installing a different pump 
arrangement. 

The augmentor flaps require actuation of both the lower flaps and upper 
flaps (figure 37). The lower flaps will be actuated by the present flap sys
tem modified to meet requirements indicated in figure 38. The plan is to use 
the present hydraulic flap motor but provide the increased power by driving 
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~X 

RATE 

HP 

Q 

= -322.1 IN.LB/IN. 

= (-322.1)(490.8) 

= 158)000 I i-.J. -LB 

= 8° /SEC 

HM RATE 1 
= 378)150 

X-
EFF 

= (158,000)(8) 
378)150 

= 4.2 ~ 

= 1,714.6 HP 
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1 
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X 2 (1 '+7.6 + 97.8)/ AI RPL.ANE 

= (4.2)(1,714.6) = 4.0 GPM 
(2)000)(0.9) 

Figure 38. Lower Flap Hydraulic Power Require,nents 
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the motor at a higher speed. TIle larger flow rate dictates larger lines, a 
larger pressure reducer, shutoff valve, and flap selector valve. The upper 
flaps are actuated by five actuators per wing which are pressurized at all 
times. TIle two actuators on the outboard flap, are powered by the utility sys
tem and the three actuators, on the inboard flap, by the primary system. Two 
electrically operated three-way valves control the actuators in each syst~. 
TIle requirements of each actuator, and thus of each system, are shown in figure 
39. Since the .actuation of the upper flaps is not concun'ent with the lower 
flaps, the upper flap J.oad requirements are not considered in the hydraulic 
load analysis. 

The present spoiler system as shown in figure 2.7.3 of reference 5 will 
be modified by removing the hold-dol<Jn actuators, lnck· in quadrants, and landing 
~;~e select valves" and replacing the single system actuators with dual-tandem 
ac., tua tors. 

Ten micron (absolute) filters will be placed in the pressure lines to 
protect the servo valves. The flight requirements for the actuators ~re shown 
in figure 40, and the two critical design points are indicated in figure 41 •. 

The rudder actuator will not be modified but flow rate requirements were 
calculated (figure 42) to conduct a complete load analysis for the total 
hydraulic system. It should be noted that the rudder actuation is reduced 
from two-thirds of a cycle per second to one-third of a cycle per second. 

The aileron system will be actuated by two m,w dual-tandem actuators. To 
size the actuator ', the aerodynamic requirements of down aileron and up aileron 
are considered for both up-flap and down-flap conditions as shown in figure 43. 
~, critical points, shown in figure 44, for the dawn-flap condition, were 
used to size the actuator. 

The additional aileron droop and gearing changer mechanism requires a 
hydraulic motor, a ~elector valve, and a thermal relief valve. This system 
is connected into the primary system but the flow rate required is negligible 
due to the low load and actuation requirements. Thus, the aileron droop and 
gearing changer mechanism is not considered in the hydraulic load analysis. 

No changes are contemplated for the brake and steering subsystem. For 
the hydraulic load analysis (tables AXI and XXII), the flow rGte required for 
the steering system is based on infonnation supplied by de Havilland. The 
brake flow rate requirements are chosen with consideration given to the poten
tial energy available from the present hydraulic accumulator and the emergency 
air bottle. (See figure 2.7.3 of reference 5 and figure 37.) 

The hydraulic load analysis indicates the flow rate required and the flow 
rate available with both thrust enaines operating (tables XXI and. XXII) . 
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STROKE = 4.5 INCHES IN = 2 SECONDS 

LOAD: 
42 LB/IN. (74 IN.) = 3108 LB 

(LOAD) (STROKE) HP = - -6,600 (TIME) 

HP = (3108) (4 • 5) = 1. 09 HP 
(6,600)(2) 

Q = HP (1714) 
P 

1. 09(1714) 
Q = 3,000 

= 0.62 GPM 

(Q) PRIMARY = (6)(0.62) = 3.72 GPM 

(Q) UTILITY = (4)(0.62) = 2.48 GPM 

Figure 39. Upper Flap Hydraulic Power Requirements 
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Figure 41. Spoiler Power Requirements 
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Figure 42. Rudder Power Requirements 
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Figure 43. Aileron Deflection Requirements 
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Figure 44. Aileron Actuator Requirements 



TABLE XXI. LOAD ANALYSIS - lITllXlY HYDRAULIC SYSIrM 

TAKl OFF 
FUNCTI ON TAXI AND CRUISE :)[ SCENT ROLL 

CLI MB 

SYSTEM R0 LL CLIMB INITIAL FINAL I tH TIAL FINAL 

GPM GPI~ GPM GPM GPM GPM GPt-1 GPM 

BRAKES 0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 . 5 

(EMERGENCY) (4 . 0) 

NOSE WHEEl. 1. 0 2. 5 0 0 a 0 0 2 . 5 STEERING 

Fl APS 4. 0 0 0 L+. 0 4.0 0 0 0 
~ -

SPOILER 0 1.5 1. 5 O.G 1.0 1. 5 1. 5 0 

AI LERON 0 5. 0 ).0 1. 2 2 • . ' 5 . 0 5 . 0 0 

RUDDER 0 r 1.5 0.3 0. 7 1. 5 1. 5 0 
-

INTERNAL 0 . 25 0 . 25 0 . 25 
LEAKAGE 

0 . 25 0.25 0 . 25 0 . 25 0 . 25 

REQU IRED 
5. 75 9.25 8 . 25 6 . 35 8 . 45 8 . 25 I 8. 25 3 . 25 SIMULTANEOUS FLOW 

FLOW SOURCE PUMP CAPAC ITY (GPM) 

ORPHEUS 3. 25 8. 1 8.1 7.G 5 G. 1 4 . 85 4 .0 5 2.85 
(% ENGINE SPEED) (40 1)0) 000 9. ) (100 ) (94.5 9(,1 ) (75 90) ( Go go) (5 0%) (35%) 

TG lj (DI RECT) a 3. 7 3. 7 0 3. 7 3.7 3.7 0 

AVA I LABLE 3. 25 11. 8 11 . 8 7. G5 9. 8 8 . 55 7.7 5 2.85 
TOTAL FLOW 

TG4 ACC UMULATOR 2. 50 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.40 
REQUI REMENT 
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TABLE XXII. LOAD ANALYSIS - PRIMARY HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

TAKEOFF 
FUNCTION TAXI AND CRUISE DESCENT ROLL 

CLIMB 

SYSTEM ROLL CLIMB I NI TIAL FINAL INITIAL FINAL 
-~ 

GPM GPM GPM GPM GP~~ GPM GPM GPM 

SPOILER 0 1.5 1.5 0.6 1.0 1.5 1.5 a 

AILERON 0 5.0 5.0 1.2 2.5 5.0 5.0 a 

RUDDER 0 0 1.5 0.3 0.7 1.5 1.5 0 

INTERNAL 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
LEAKAGE 
REQUIRED 

0.25 G.75 8.25 2.35 4.45 8.25 8.25 0.25 SIMULTANEOUS FLOtJ 

FLOW SOURCE PUMP CAPACITY (GAM) 

ORPHEUS 3.25 8.1 8.1 7.65 6.1 4.85 4.05 2.85 
( % ENGINE SPEED) (40%) 000%) (100%) K94.5%) (75%) (60%) (50%) (35%) 

TG4 (DIRECT) 0 3.7 3.0 0 3.7 3.7 3.7 0 

AVAILABLE 
TOTAL FLOW 3.25 11.8 11.8 7.65 9.8 8.55 7.75 2.85 

TG4 ACC~ULATOR 
0 0 0 0 a 0 0 

REQUl~c"f.:NT I 0.5 
, 
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The utility system hydraulh.: load analy~is is shown in table XXI. fuf
ficicnt pump flow rate is available to handle the required flow rate during 
all phases of operation ex ep~ taxi and ini tial roll upon landing. The defi
cien,-y during taxi is tolerable since it only me::ms a slow actuation rate for 
the wlng flaps. The dcfi<.:iel 'y Ju! i ng roll ,..,ill lit: taken care of by fluid 
energy stored in the sel f-di~placing accumulator. 

The hydraulic 10aJ analysis for the primary system is shown in table XXII. 
It also indicates a deficiency Juring initial roll upon landing. This defi
ciency wi 11 al so be met by ac UlluL.I tor fluid J i scharge . 

As JescribeJ above, the l UU-cubic-in '1\ acclUTlulator in each system supple
ments the hydraulic pumj)S during J>c r iod~ of peak demand. Table XXII I shows 
the maximun number of appl ~ cat ions possible for various combinations of ser
vices for each hydraulic ~yst<.!m. 

Table XXIV ShOh'S the hyLiratll i c J oad :malysis \..,hen one thrust engine is in
operative during 1 'lllJing plw ·c. Th fum:t i0n flow rate requirements are based 
on acrudynamic requiremcllts for t\\'o conJi tiuns . One conJi tion, when the thrust 
engine noz zle i s poin ing aft , re<.jllires f 111 rllJ I ~er, three-quarter spoiler, and 
three-quarter aileron. The other con Ii tion requires full aileron and minor 
rudder inputs, anJ occurs when the thrust engine nozzle is vertical. The noted 
deficiency in flow rat is t o b overcome by th self-displacing accumulators 
in each system. 

HazarJ protection . - ~ ompa rtJnentatioJl r equi r <;:ments for the new engine 
arrangement were evalu:..Lt·J relative to the fi re detection and extinguishing 
capabilities necessary for h> research vehicle. This tentatively resulted In 
the identificat ioll oC six fll"e ':OllI;!S (e:..Lch engine compressor compartment) 
where both fire detectioll ;.i.llti extinguishing \.;i ll be required, and six zones 
(each engine hot section anJ tailpipe) where only detection of overheat or 
engine burnthrough is r equired . 

Coverage of the above zones re4uires 12 fire-detection loops a.ru.l cockpit 
indicator circuits. Six of the pr esent CV-7J\ type tee-handles in the cockpit, 
one for each engine, wDl indic~t anJ locate the hazardous condition. If a 
compressor compartment fire is indi cated, the pilot will shut down that engine 
and discharge the extinguisher to that compartment. If the fire condition 
continues, a second extinguisher shot is available . If a hot section overheat 
is indicated, engine shuttimvJ1 wi 11 'orrect the problem . 

The increaseJ munber 0 fire zone s and the increased compartment volume 
to be covered will require addi tional extinguisher storage quantity and 
distribution equipment. 
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TABLE XXIII. SELF-DISPLACI~ ACaMlLATOR CAPACIlY 

I. UTILITY SYSTEM 

FUNCT I O'JS IN NI..MBER OF 
SERVICE APPL I CAT I ONS 

AI LERO'J 6 
SPOI LER 

AILERON 
SPOILER '+ 
RUDDER 

AILERON 
SPOILER '+ 
STEERING 

AILERON 
SPOI LER 3 
STEERING 
RUDDER 

iI. PRIMARY SYSTEM 
--

FUNCT I ONS IN NLt-1BER OF 
SERVICE APPLI CATIONS 

AI LERON 6 
SPOILER 

AI LEROI'J 
SPOI LER '+ 
RUDDER 
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TABLE XXIV. HYDRAULIC LOAD ANALYSIS [URING DESCFm 

I. ENGINE NOZZLE POINTING AFT 

FUNCTION DESCENT FLOW 
RATE (GPM):: 

FULL RUDDER 1.5 

REQUIRED . 3/4 AILERON 3.75 

3/4 SPOILER 1. 12 

SIMULTANEOUS 6.37 

T64 (DIRECT) 3.7 
AVAILABLE 

T64 ACCUMULATOR 2.67 

l 
REQUIREMENT 

II. ENGINE NOZZLE POINTING VERTICALLY DOWN 

FUNCTIO'l DESCENT FLOW 
RATE (GPM):: 

FULL AILERON 5.0 

REQUIRED RUDDER 0.5 

SIMULTANEOUS 5.5 

T64 (DIRECT) 3.7 
AVAILABLE 

T64 ACCUMULATOR 1.8 
REQUIREMENT 

::DESCENT FLOW RATE PER SYSTEM 
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Flight station modification. - The flight station modification consists 
of revisions to the instrument panel a.OO the overhead controls. The center 
portion of the instnunent panel, as noted in figure 451' will be replaced with 
a new panel for the new engine instruments and related i~iicator lights. The 
two thrust engine instrument displays will be juxtaposed near the pilot for 
optimum scanning during normal flight. The two columns will relate to the left 
and right thrust engines as will the left and right overhead thrust engin~ 
throttle controls. The flap air engine instruments will be grouped near the 
center for optimum viewing by eitiler pilot for srOL operations. The four 
columns of flap air engine instruments and related indicator lights will be 
positioned in a left-to-right maru1er to relate to the left-to-right positioning 
of the respective engines in the same manner as the overhead throttle controls 
are to be positioned for the flap air engines. A fire warning light and shut
down control will be proviJed at the top of each column of engine instruments 
to provide immediate fuel cutoff capability to each engine. The standard 
engine health indicators of RPM and EGT will be provided for each engine as 
shown in figure 45. A dual pressure indicator will be install~ for each 
flap air system to provide an indication of the pressure differential between 
the compressor discharge and the flap air plenum chamber for duct failure 
indication. Indicator lights will alert the pilots to engine oil malfunction 
or excessive engine vibration for the respective thrust en~ines. Indicator 
lights labeled "ENGINE OIL," "CGfPRESSOR OIL," "ENGINE VIBRATION," "CCMPRESSOR 
VIBRATION," "C()\fiJRESSOR VIBRATION," or "OVERSPEEJ)" will also alert the pilots 
to malfunctiolls for each flap air system. 

A rate-of-roll indicator and an angle-of-attack indicator will be added 
to the pilot.' s panel as shmm in figure 45. 

In the group of overhead control.i the landing gear lever, propeller 
control levers, APU lever, and fuel levers will be deleted as they will not 
be required in the modified configuration. The thr.ust engines will utilize 
the existing engine throttles with minor modifications. The thrust directional 
control levers will be added to an existing shaft at a position to the right 
of the thrust engine throttles. This will group the companion controls most 
frequently used in STOL operations. On an existing shaft located aft of the 
flap actuating lever, four controls will be added for the flap air engine. 
Each lever in the left-to-right manner will control the respective flap air 
engine located fram left to right in t}~ engine pattern. On an existing over
head panel between the thrust and flap air engine throttles a control will be 
a~ ied for raising and lowering of the upper flap sections, and four adjacent 
lights will indicate when the four upper flap sections are in U1e fully raised 
position. These indicators provide the pilot with the information needed to 
de ~ermine when the lift engines may be started. In addition to the upper flap 
control, another control will be added forward of the flap actuating lever 
.Jhich will lower the ailerons to their droop position for STOL operations. 
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1'1 t.:CLDING PA~E BLANK NOT flLMEU. 

Suitabl safeauarJs \ofill be provided to roqulrc ..lctiv tion of the flap air 
ngines prior to drooping the :ulcroHs. Thi will insure a supply of boWldary 

layer control air for th ailerons to retain rol~ control of th v hicle when 
the ail rons are droop J. 

On the pilot's instrument pan I, th existing ru,!l control panel will be 
modified to suit th,. new fuel sy"tern . A total fUt ,l quanti ty gage will b 
added. No other fuel control will be required. 

El~~tric:al systems. - '[he engine changes required Jeletion of the two 
eJd sting engine-mounte<.l 20- kva genera tors ano th lO-kva g nora tor on the 
auxiliary power unit CAPU) and tlpir replacement wi th two generators compatible 
with the Rolls-Royc Orpheus turk 100 engines. DUtl to the ngine accessory 
drive restrictions, it was decidel 0 utilize the s~nc generators as used on 
these engines in currellt airplanes. As thes g Ilcrators ure rated at 4 kva 
each, the generating capac:ity would be rt..>t!uccJ from 40 kva to 8 kva. 

Several options were considered in order to arrive at the most desirable 
electrical power system adequat for the airplane. The USA-built generators 
were not considered as the British generator mounting pad standards differ 
from those used jn the USA, ani special adaptors for utilizing USA-built 
generators was ,considered wld 'sirable from the viewpoint of cost. In addition, 
the idea of either customizing the Orpheus engines t accept USA generators 
0 1 q.1stomizing USA generators to install on the Orpheus engines was rejected 
because of probable high cost aud the spares problem associated with such 
customized equi~nent. 

An electrical load ana lysis suppl ied by de Ilavilianc.l was reviewed in 
detail to determine the actual electrical loads on the system and for any 
loads that could be removed as not neL'cssary for the intended use of the 
modified airplane . 

Decisions were made to deactivate long-range navigation and communication 
systems and the autopilot components shown in the load analysis. Anti-icing 
loads except pitot heaters and stall warning heaters were also to be deacti
vated. These load reductions added to the deleted de-icing and control loads 
associated 'vi th the propellers. deactivated landing gear indicators and con
trols (gear locked dowr~), and some of the cargo cootpartrnent lighting brought 
the total loads to within ~\e capacity of a single, 4-kva generator. The 
objective of establishing feasibility of a system adequate for the aircraft 
with one generator inoperative was considered extremely ~portant; especially 
due to lack of a backup such as existed prior to deletion of the APU. HO\' 1ver. 
the estimates of the ne\v loads being addeo along with flight test instrumenta
tion requirements showed the potential loads \.;ould exceed the capacity of a 
single generator. 
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Further naly~is ' .. v~al that 'onv r ion loss (or 400-cycle load. r 
con 1d r hIe w'k1 w ulJ incr Ju t o naln instrument in re .e. This is 
bccul! of th uniqu prototype in t 11 tion in the irplane which takes th 
variabl fr u ncy output th a n rutors, convert it to 28 volt de at 
ij5 percent fflCi ncy, tJ n convert aaain to 400-cycl MC throuah rotary 
inverters at 40 porc nt efficiency. ll.er fore, the a ner tor (s) mu t put out 
2.!J4 watts (or ach watt demwlC.l by th load on the 400-cycl buses. 

Study of the 10 d analy i charts r v aled that p ak 10 ling on the 
i~n ratol'S occurs during landing so sub qu nt uffort cone lltr ted on this 
phas of flight. 

'111e following duei ion wer r ach J that justify ace ptance of th 4-kva 
generators. 

1. The electrical fuel p~lpS would be monitored off if one aencrator 
becomes inoperativ • 

2. Replace the inefficient rotary inverters with wye to delta trans
fonners. This is possible because thp output of the proposed gener
ators is bot.' frequency anJ vclta~e rcaulated. 

3. Monitor off pit.ot heaters and stall warning heaters if on gcnerator 
is off. This is consi<' ul'ed acceptable since the modified airplane is 
essentially a fair-weather airplane, and it is unlikely this equip
ment woul<.1 be essential for controlled flight or Innding. 

·1 • 10ni tor off flight test instrumentation loaus if one generator is off. 

With these changes reflecteJ in the 10a<.1 analysis charts, the <.1emands on the 
generating system are well within the capacity of one generator with a reserve 
of approximately 1,300 watts. 

The generators, manufa<.:tur~<.l by Plessy Co. Ltd., Roolford, England, are 
defined by the following extra<.:ts from corrununieations received from the 
manufacturer's representative. 

Weight 38 powlds 

Voltage + 120-208 vae -1. 5 peh.:ent 3 phase 

Power factor 1.0 to 0.8 lag 

Frequency 400 cps !1.S percent 

Rated output 4 kva 



c.:oolina air ttrnper turc rang -40· F to +114· F 

Abnormal ratings 

3 kva for ground runnina (no forced air 
cooling) 

5 kva for 2 minutes 

6 kva for 30 seconds 

4 kV<l for 2 m~nutcs with engines at 110 
percent rpn 

Structures 

Structural modifications. - The structural modifications are associated 
wit}, several main areas. These are the installation of the following: 

1. The ne,,, flaps and ailerons aft of the existing rear spar 

2. The spoiler on top of the existing outer wing upper skin surface 

3. TIle flap air and BLl distribution ducting through the wing and in the 
fuselage 

4. The new fuselage Inounted nacelles 

S. The new powered aileron and spoiler control system 

6. The fixed slat on the wing leading edge 

7. The rerouted and revised cables, phunbing and electrical systems 

8. The attachment interface of the outboard nacelles on the wing 
structure 

9. The attachment of the intloard nacelles on the fuselage 

The investigations of these stru~tural modification areas have verified 
the feasibility of utilizing existing state-of-the-art materials and fabri
cation methods. 

The flaps , ailerons, and spoilers are conventional sheet metal 
consturction. Bonded a1unim.m or nonmetallic honeycomb may be utilized where 
economical. The aileron hinge and jackscrew support fittings are attached 
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to the lower surface of the main wing box structure. ~1oWlting pads on these 
fi ttings wiJ.l eliminate the necessity of machining extensive surface areas to 
match an existing wing surface. 

The flap ar.tuating linkage will be profiled links and bellcranks without 
the extensive pocket macnining usually done to obtain minimum weight. The 
aileron and spoiler con-trol system linkage will also be based on a mininrum 
machining :lpproa~h except in those areas where the extra mass may be detri
mental to system operation requirements. 

spoiler is mOlU1ted ::>utside the wing upper surface just forward of the 
ailel . ~ and has the same span as the ailerons. A nonstructural fairings is 
installed forward of tile spoiler to retain a smooth airfoil section. 

The flap air ducting from the outboard engines is routed within the lead
ing edge of the wing, wherever possjble, and through the main wing box between 
spars only where other, more accessible spacPj is not available. The ~ucting 
from the two inboard, or fuselage-mounted engines, is in the cabin and does 
not aff~~t the main wing structure. 

The fuselage-molU1ted nacelles are located immediately forward of the cargo 
b9.y entr~"1ce loor and just low enough on the side of the fus~lage to provide 
minimum clearance Witil the extended flaps. This location pel1nits routing the 
f lap air ducts through an existi'1g cargo bay window opening and, thus, requires 
minlmll11 fuselage ~ cructun". ~ "l0dification for this duct inn. The primary enginp. 
mOllnt is in the area of the. r,1:1.Ln fuselage frame that proviJes the rear spar 
support. 

The new aileron and spoiler control system Is to be installed in the outer 
wing panel , primarily between the front and rear spars. As the wing fuel 
provisions of the basic CV-7A have been removed, the total outer panel area is 
availabl e anJ has good accessibility through the fuel tank access doors in the 
lower wing skin. Structural lnodification of the ribs will be required for 
mechanj sm clearance and support. Revisions of the leading edge structure is 
also T>quired for routing of the aileron droop torque shaft installation. 

fhe fixed slat installation is essentially an external modification with 
all the supporting structure added to the outside of the existing leading edge 
st1.lcture. The slat is attacht.d to the support structurp. with splice plates. 
TJ l S installation penni ts slat relocation, if necessary, by replacement of 
, lmple splice plates instead of total support system revisions. In addition, 
~he sl at can be easily removed when not required. 

While any electrical, p: , ~bing, or systems installations or reV1Slons 
l' -l' ire structural modificCitions to some degree, the CV-'lA is basically a 
low-density aircraft and, therefore, does not pre~ent major routing problems. 
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It is expected that many local revisions will be required to provide structural 
clearanc.es and mechanism support backup structure, but no major redesiifl of 
the ?d.mnry aircraft structural elemei&tc; is to b~ accoMplished. 

Provisions will be incorporated in the wing and fuselage to insure that 
adequate overboard air passages exist to prevent vver pressurization of the 
structure by flap air distribution ducting failure. 

Structural loads. - The fo11owing criteria were used in a preliminary 
evaluation of structural loads. The criteria are also considered adequate for 
the establisrrnent of the structural integrity of the proposed modification. 
The criteria, from DIIC leport AEROC 5.4.G.2, u~ed in th~ design of the un
modifi(~ CV-7A aircraft are also shawn in table XXV for comparison. 

TABLE XXV. srnUCTIJRAL LOADS ANALYSIS 

Design takeoff weight , pounds 

STOL landing weight, pounds 

Conventional landing weight , pounds 

Maximu:n speed, flaps up, KEAS 

Maximum speed, flaps down, STOL, KEAS 

Max. speed , flaps down, conventional, KEAS 

STOL landinn rate of descent , fps 

Conventional landing rate of descent , fps 

Flight load factor at takeoff weight 
with flaps up 

FI:.ght load tac f . '.-':, C. aps down 

nW, (loa,: f:lctor A weight), flaps up 

nW, flaps dcwn 

Modified 
Aircraft 

40,000 

40,000 

40,000 

160 

100* 

130 

13 

10 

2. 5 

2. 0 

IOO 000 , 

80 , 000 

*~ .Tf)L n :oci·~ for modified aircraft is with augmentation . 

CV-7A 
Aircraft 

38 , 000 

34 , 000 

36 , 500 

291 

115 

115 

13 

10 

3. 22 

2.0 

122 , 360 

76 , 000 
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A review of design wingloads for the unmodified aircraft indicates that 
the wing flight-load bending moments for the proposeu modification woulJ be 
reduced because the span of the modified \ViJ1i is approximately 78 percclt of 
the unmodified wing. Howevcr, uue to the increased landing weight, the modi
fied aircraft would be expected to have higher wingloads, from the nacelle 
inboard, during the landing iMpact at a limit descent velocity, Vv • 13 fps. 
'The landing condition producing the maximun wing torsion is the DH-ll case 
(ref Dlle Report AEROC 5.4.\"'.2) \Vhere mair. ge~r limit load is 2.0 and t} e drag 
factor is 0.80. A comparison of resulting net ultimate wing loads at wing 
stations 54.35 and 167.7 for the unmodified and modified aircraft is shown in 
table XXVI. Also shown are the loads for the modified aircraft when \; v • 12 
fps. 

TABLE XXVI. BASIC LOADS 

Wing Urunodified Ale Modified Aircraft 
Station Vv = 13 fps Vv = 13 fps Vv = 12 fps 

NS 43,800 54,840 48,900 
MN 7,124,000 7,494,000 6,787,000 

54.4 TSA -8,l~6,OOO -8,510,000 -7,308,000 
C S 29,900 37,700 32 ,500 
Me 4,258,000 4,500,000 3, 910 ,000 

NS 42,200 52,440 47,200 
t-~ 2,230,000 2,114,000 2,092,000 

16 .7 TSA -8,046,000 -8,430,000 -7,208,000 
Cs ~0,400 36,400 30,9S0 
1c 372 ,000 642,000 602,000 

Loads on the augmentor flap components have been estimated from wind 
tunnel tests conducted by NASAl Ames and DIIC for a similar augmtmtor configu
ration with and without blowing. Loads on the intake door, shroud, Coanda 
surface, and flap are presented for the 6f = 70 degrees conditions at V = 100 
JQ...,\S with blowing, and at 130 KEAS withoU1: blowing. Loads shown in table XXVII 
are nonna1 to the rotated wing chord. Moments for the upper surface components 
are about the intake leading edge hinge point; and, for the lower surface 
components , the moments are about the flap hinge line. Limit loads and 
moments are shown per inch of span, Le., lb/in. and in. lb/in. 
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TABLE XXV I I. AUG1ENTOR FLAP LOADS 

~ 
V • 100 KEAS V • 100 KFAS 
6 • 70· 6£ • 70· 

Component c5 I .; U CJI • 0 

Fwd of PN b.~ Ib/in. 2.8 
Intake Hinge 1~1 29 .8 in. Ib/in. 17.3 

Lip Mt of PN 3.5 0.2 
Ifinge Jt.1 -10.4 -0.5 

I Jpper P -24.0 -0.8 
rlap 1 t-I 385 7.6 

(: >allda P 42.3 3.6 
~.>eL t ion 't-I 103 2.8 

Lvwer P 33.2 19.4 
Flap IN -500 -325.0 

Loads on the slat have been estimated also from wing turmel tests con
ducted on a similar slat configuration. Slat chord is at -60 degrees with 
respec t to the wing chord line. loads nonnal ilnd parallel to the slat chord 
'mel moments about the slat lead ing edge are shown in table XXVII for maxi.mtun 
POSl tlve and negative load cond i tiOllS. Limit loads are ShOMl as 1b/in. of 
sp,m and in 1b/in. of span. 

TABLE XXV] IT. SLAT LOADS 

VL (Kl::ro) 
('( (deg) 
6[ (deg) 

Parameter 

NOlmal load (1b/in.) 
Chord load (lb/in.) 
L .J:. moment (in. lb/ in.) 

A 

130 
23 
70 

+28.6 
+1.7 

-234 

Conclition 

B 

160 
-13 

o 

-11.8 
-1.5 

+105 
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Structural analysis. - A comparison of wingloads for the modified air raft 
to those of the existing aircraft for a landing condition of 13 feet per second , 
indicate an increase of 5 percent in ben'ling ard torque, and 25 percent in 
shear at station 54.4. At station 167.7, the loads also show an increase in 
shear am torsion of about the same magnitude as station 54.4; however, thi s 
is a companied by a 5-percent decrease in normal bending. 

A search of the eXlsting DJIC-5 stress analysis (AER ' S.~.N.3) indicates 
a margin of safety of 5 percent in the center section covers whi 'h shaull be 
adequate for the increased loads. 

The margin of safety in the front and rear spars is zero for curr nt loads 
and would, therefore, show a slightly negative margin for the higher loads at 
ultimate. 

A detailed analysis will be made for the l':ing center section to determine 
the exact level for the new loads. Sink-speed restrictions OT slight beefup 
will be reade , as necessary. 

Areas of the wing and fuselage affected by tile routing of the control 
system, air ,.~ucting, control ~urface hinges, or nacelle modification will be 
reanalyzed to insure adequate strength and stiffness for the revised loads. 

The area aft of the rear spar of the wing including the new control sur
faces, and associated control systems and actuators will be completely analyzed 
to show adequate structural integri ty • . 

']. \ - scIage-mounted fuel tanks , including the tiedown to the cargo deck 
.u Gly associated fuselage modification, and the fixed leading edge slat along 
with ecessary wing modification in this area, will be completely analyzed for 
the appropriate loa ling conditions. 

Flutter characteristics . - The propoc;ed changes in the wing will affect 
the wing flutter characteristics. Reducing the wingspan will tend to increase 
the wing natural frequencies of importance in flutter and to change their 
ratios to each other. Also the reduced engine pitching inertia will tend to 
result in the wing torsional frequencies being higher in an absolute sense and 
higher in relation to wing bending rnodes. While a critical wing bending
torsion flutter problem is not anticipated, particularly in view of the reduced 
limit speed of 160 KIAS, flutter analyses must be conducted to investigate the 
possibility of unfavorable bending-torsion frequency ratios . 

In addition to the above , proposed changes to the flaps and ailerons pose 
potential flutter and aeroe1astic problems that must be CiIlalyzed . Due to their 
double construction, t le flaps tend to have weight , static unbalance , and mass 
moment of inertia values approximately twice as large as normal . Flutter 
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1y .' nrus be coruu ' teu 0 levelop flap tU j UJ ron esigns having satis
to) y . n i nati Jl 0 rru: ss arruneters and ro ati ona 1 [requenc ies. Another 

1.. investiga ed is the ssibility of flap aeroelastic uivergence due 
>\J hH e weeJ } e upp r :md Jow r flap panels. 

W igh , balanc , anu inertia 
'orra1a t ing weigl t data fram 

Inere! l'nta1 we ight changes 
S I S em ' 01 p n nts ha e been 
weigh empty for the ' olfig-

'I I . \Ye 1 d t, . l ' lC . , an 1 111 ria ata 1 l.luuc calculations from tlesign 
he cl 'ps , ,11 J r01 S, 51 i1 r5 , wjlg fa ril ) for spojlers, nacelles, 

ys -n , u ' l an\.. : , , nd ur aL' con rols. Lllgine w~ights were obtained 
UII 'j dll manu a ' urcr ' s il orlna ion . \\' i h s for test instrum J tation DTe 

ba ·1 0 'nd r da ' . flw b~ ll:.lst f r the ini lal est flight 10atlings has 
l)e'l ] 0 1 ain ai n a c " I cr 0 gra i ty r .. mg between 35 . 5 percent 'lAC 
.. 1I ·10 I • 1 L /l j 11\ : • 

I . grou weight da ta [or th m lifietl aircra ft are shown in tables XXIX 
j) riv, tlon of the l>a ' ic C - ' irer ft mpty weight for use with this 
on p ogram ru tl th w igh build up to the 40, OOO-pound research air
u~nneu il able: XXX r hrough XXXIV. 

Flight Dynami ' s 

. )asi' pI . osophy hat \ as u ed in defining th proposed modification 
':-1 1 1y n he suitabili y of th unmodified aircraft as having safe and 

1" I. dli n qu'lities for tl ues;6n mission which is that of a research 
ontrollell comli ions. III addition, cm.figuration changes which 

(; Jl u1C.luded were specifi ally chosen to improve handling qualities over 
o f the unm difie<.l aircraft. These include ranoving the fuel from the 

lng· 'nd s hOT ening the span to increase roll control. These mission require
men s ' 1 I he design motlification approach pemit a minimum of sophistication 

l ~h <.:·d ·osts . To obtain 'LXimum ffe ti veness from any design, however J 

n 1 i fy its a equaL,), or the intended mission, detailed handling 
,11 .1 S analyses must be made . 

I is intended that these etailed analyses will be conducted during the 
1n1 1'1 hase of the design effort. They will utilize the predicted aerodynamic 
ler1vc tives f or the proposed modification, and will evaluate static and dynamic 

, lTC1< [1 } dling quali t ies parameters ru1d responses to pilot inpu~s at·· 
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TABU; XXIX. 
AN·910)·D 
~ ' A"l ________ _ 

DATI 

GItOWt IIIGMT Sf AT!MafT 
W"GMT ... PTY 

1 W'''O OIOUP 
2 (I.nl .. CTIO .. ..:...!.A"C "IUCTUII , ' .. T ....... ATI 'AMIL . IUIC "IUCTUII 
4 OUTII 'A"IL . IAIIC nIUCTUI, '''CL . TIP' LIS.) 
J -

IICOMIAIY InUCTUIl "MCL . WIMGPOLD ".CHAMIIM 
_ 7 _ _ AlL ... 1 (I"CL . IALAMCI WIIGHT ~IS. ) 

'LAPS. TIAlLI .. ' IDGI 
ATTACHM'NTS TO WltoIG -- --

~ 'LAn 
11 "OILII' 
12 .,IIDIIUII 
1 JOINTI & fAIliNGS 

_1_4 __ 

...!L T ~IL G.!O~ 
1 nAIILII .. . tAliC ,nUCTUII 

JL PlHI· .. IIC nlUCTUU "HCL . DOIIAL --LIS.) 

1 IICJ)HDAlY "!"IJCTUU (jT AI . ..! PlH' 
...!!.. ILIVATOI (!Ht:L . ULAHCI WIIGHT LIS.) 

IUDDU' UHCL :llLAHCI WIIGHT LIS.) 

.1.L EMPENNAGE A~ : ': MBL Y --

. .R. 

.1L 10DY GIOUP -.1L PUULAGI 01 HULL . tAllC nlUCTUU - -

.JL 100 .. , . IAIIC 'UUCTUII -- --
UCONDAIY ,. ""CTUII • 'UULAGI 01 HULL 

L • 100M' ---
~ . "UDIUUS 

.1!... - . 00011 PANIL'" MIIC . 
H 
31 ALIGHTING "UI GlOUP . LAND (TYPI: 
U -MilLS . ...... 

LIS.) 

) 

...11 
lOCATION IT.UCTU •• CONnOll 

fI.U TU." A'. 

-~ MA IH 433 914 17 
~ "' O~I: 11 2 194 4 -
l6 
37 

." :Jt 
-410 ALIGHTING GIAI GIOU' . WATII 

-

41 lOCATION 'lOAU IT.un CONTaOLI 

Q 
43 
44 
.5 
46 SUlPACI CONnOLI GIOU' 
47 COCKPIT CONnOL' 

4 AUTOMA TIC PILOT 

4' SYIT,M CONTROLS (INCL . POWII .. 'UL CONTROLI 42 LIS.) 
50 BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROLS - DUeTiNG ETC. 
51 INGINI 'ICTION 01 NACILLI GIOUP 
52 INIOAID - SIDE FUS ELAGF 
53 CINTI' 
54 OUTIOAID .. 0001' PANILS .. MISC. 
S. 
.7 TOTAL (TO II IIOUGHT 'O.WAlD) 

2 

PAC ------WOO L _____ _ 

u ;poaT 

4 776 
1,886 

914 

17 ~ 
I 0/4 - 2?0 

168 
II I 

198 

1 030 
348 
281 

226 
148 

27 

4 756 

1 674 

1 3b4 
310 

911 
100 

341 
470 

2 170 
bOO 

1 570 

15 297 
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Apoj . CJ\ O t 0 

NA". 
&lAT! 

1 ... 0fIa ....... '"""" 
1 
) ALL.' .. 

1 
4 IU elf! ~. '-."'Il. Y) 

......... , 
';riiiw" 
AtCV'on, 
Mftf I OWl 
... 1 IMDUCT 
..... Ttn 

, 
• 
1 

• , 
10 

11 
11 

14 

1~ 

" 

laM 10111 ~ _IVII - --
~. 1.'9'-TUllO "PO) 
laM I"TIII 

,.. .. 
HI" COlLI*" " 

lUlCltCATIMC nSTI .. 

IMaTAll.'. 

TNettS 

COOL*' 
DUen, P LUMaIMe, fTC 

fUll nn. .. 
TAMkI fI'IOTICTID 

IOncnD 

I 

•• IILI ... 

1 -- -11 
11 
19 

10 
1 I 
2.1 
23 

24 
2S 
16 
27 
21 
29 
JO 
31 

12 

14 
lS 

J7 
]I 

19 

• 
42 ., 
" 

, ITC. 
CTIOM "In .. •• nl IM.II 

IMGI"'~ 
"UTIMG S 
,..OPfllU 

nou 
nnw 

IH' r o4L1.A Tlatt 

It PlAMT CllOU .. .U7<llIAaY .. OWl 

1M' nU .. H" ~ NA 
HYDR.UlIC' PH 
INSTRUMENT ATI 

VIGI TIOMAL fQUIP"'MT GIIOUP 
'*ATlC GROUP 

ONS 

fLfCTlICAl ClIO UP 

IL IClJIo,.;;n CR 
UU ..... MT 

I"'ULL.TI 

ou, 

OM 

P (lItCl • . GUM'11f PIOTICTIOM ......... "T GItOU 
'UlltCI .... ~S ~ I 

o4C(-a......oO. 
wnc! .M! 
'UltHI .... MG 
f .. UGE Y 
CARGO HAN 

QUIPMlloeT CllOUP 
110M' "0. PfllQNtl,l!L 
OUS (QUI .... _MT 

S 
OUI .... !HT 

DUNG (.NCL RAMPS) 

-

LI • . ) 

-

- - -----G .. AHTI· IOMC fQUIP"I"T CIIOUP - ----IOMIMG 

-

~ 

I--'"' 

-

-----_. 
AIR COMDITIOHIM 

.11 COMOIT 
o4MTllCIMG -- ---

d 
46 
Q .. AUXILI • .., G!AJt G4tOUP 
4Y UI 
51 GlU 

• O\,.IMG G 
.. IUTIMCi 
CATAPULTI 
.10 GlAi 

51 Me CUI 
52 
53 PAIMT - UTE" HAL 5U8,ACU 
w 
55 MAMuPAcTUiiMC 
" TOT .l 'IIOM ,.c;. 
11 WI ... n IMP" 

v.liATIOH --
2 

--
-

J 

~AG.~ __________ __ 
.,NL ..POIT------------

9 174 
• •• 

~ 492 

~ 
132 

r- 1~ -- ::...:-

3Tfr 

156 
117 

f--._--

129 
42'+ 
180 

817 

'+53 

- -
1 506 

'+2'+ 
65 

166 
1fJ8 
1'+3 

557 
327 
230 

102 

l~ 2--'i7 
28 .. 639 

) 
I 

113 

I 
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'I ABU. XY:J... 
A"' ·' IOl ·O 
NAWl ___________ • ____ _ 
OAT _ _________________ _ 

GaolJt weiGHT nATldNT 
U'IPUL LOAD' GIO" .'IGM' 

;;,;;.-

I L~ CDMDITIOM TIn 
J niGHTS 
J ClP (MD. J 1 &00 
4 'AIlING II' (MD- t 

., 'jilL -~ 
-' ... 0.1. 

• ~.u 195 
7 IM"IMAL ~" ~4J 
I , 

f-l' .. TUNAL 
11 
12 IOMI lAY ~ 

U -14 OtL -
...!!.. TIA"ID 57 
1'- INGINt - 101 
17 r-

_'I 'UIL U'" (LOCATIOM L --- --.-
" WA'IR IMJICl!9."_ 'LUID ( GAU) 

.1L ___ 
--- ---li IAGGAGI -U ':AItGO 

2J -- - -- -I. A ItIiWltI N' - _._-
J5 GUM'IL ... ,,_, '1 . . .. PI •• . 01, . C.I . -- -
J6 .--
J7 ._- --..II- -- --
Jt - - .- -
)0 ---
II _ . -II .... UNI'IOM 

. - --n _ ... ---
-M._ -- - -]_5 __ -- ---.6 
J7 - -
15 .- -_._'---
]f IMiULL.ATlOM1J.lo..l TOIt'IDO ItOCItIT ITC.) 

."" l0III1 01 Tott'IDO lACKS -41 -41 ---
4l 
44 
45 .- r 
46 lGUI' .. M' 
47 'YItO'latMIC' 
41 PttOTOGI.,H'C --
4' 

·so OUGIM 
51 
52 M'"ILLAMIO''' 
51 BALLAST --. 3, 885 
54 
55 "'I'UL LOAD 11 36 1 -
56 WlIGH' IMPTY 28 639 
57 GllOU WI'@!T 40 000 

4 

'AGI ______ _ 
MODIL _________ _ 

al,oaT 

'UIY 

&00 

?bO 
8 b l)5 

57 
101 

.-

.-

1 670 

11 361 .-
28 &39 
40 000 



TABU. XXXI. WLHHI J.1PIl' I U J Al I )" lH I' Rl t !)n' ICATI N 

riz n al CG 

It n Ann Mom nt 

\\' i lilt ~npty (ALH( ~) . :5 . C. 1 1 <; lJ( 1 ) .. , 55 ) () . SH 8 ,01, SOu 

L ')': 

IJl III I .() .. 5" . 33 5 " , () )f) . , 

LJ I iI m li n t ... 1 .. ~) .... 5. 30, 343 

I ,5 ) 1 ( .00 30],~1 3 

Lxluu t . Y'i t 'Ill ~·I () ( 1 , 44 

Sturt r 5 1~) 10, 13 

EJ p in Jl 1'0 15 19H . 90 15,514 

I·u 1 sy: tl'1Il E) 347 . 40 249, 7 1 

Luhri ' at j n sys t III J 13 43 . 40 7 , 504 

APU 64. 50 25,921 

Jl 1 , 53 0 91. 28 445,658 

Win tip 0 35 .00 140,800 

Flaps 55u 403 .85 224 , 541 

Ail rons 152 392 . 40 59,645 

Spoil r~ 42 3 4 .00 16 , 548 

W i ht empty Ie s it ms removed 14 ,904 5 , 776 ,570 

lSS 
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'I ABl£ XXX 11. WI: 1 Glrr EMPTY 1>1:1{ 1 VAT J( 1)1{ l)l)J F II:!) A I ReRAFI 

It m 

Add: 
Wing 

Aj lcrons 
Flap~ - upp r 

1 w r 
int'rcHlll ' t Illlkag ' 

At tadUTK:nts - r 1:.11 
- a i Iv 1'011 

Slat ' 
! p ilcrs 
I-a i r illg - sp i I crs 

·ll~ 1 age 
[ -up Sid - 111 lInted l'llgill'~ 

Su fat COllt ro1 s 
Chang' to fl ap <.til I a i I 'rOil 'ont 1'0 I s 

a ' ,lIes 
Sid fusclag 
~ jng 

PI pu l s i r 
1:llgin s: '1oil - side fus lag ) 

')'04 - v,'ing ( ) 
rph 'us - wjng ( ) 

Lxhaust syst m 
( ~arters 
I:ng i l1e ontr 1 s 
!'ue I syst m - tanks 

- erad] s ror tanks 
- plumbing 

Lubrieati 11 system 
jr due ing - wing 

- fuselage 
lnstrumentation - light t'st 

Weight eJ1l>ty - after modification 

W' i III 

()O 
7 

Ib 
HI 
H 

40 

bOO 
1, 570 

I,H4b 
I,Hilo 
I , HOO 

13 
117 
1 0 

1, '1-9 
1, 58 

1 b 
100 
355 
lL 5 
180 

8,039 

AIlII 

,IUS . UO 
·10 . () 
·111 . 70 
,I J 1 . ~O 
H~ .OO 

3~ .00 
.. l b. ~3 

.:>1 :) .00 
330.00 

3HO.00 
70.00 

399.00 
b .00 
75 . 50 

38 .. . 0 
295.00 
.. l) .00 
~b.80 

290.HO 
311.00 
330 .00 
370 .00 
390.00 
48 ... 00 

• 7 7 () , ~, 7 () 

7U , K I 

2~ h , ,,'1 

I lIU , .. () !l 

I () • ,'I 

) ) " () 

, 7 ! <I 
~ • H ,., 

~ I , I H:
~) , 7,1,1 

1 , ~ .. 

15,HilO 

.... ,000 
_ ~ , ~)OO 

73b,5S4 
483 , t>, 
4( . ,~)OO 

SO , 50 
~ 4,SI 5 

,I( ,0 0 
I 4, I 7 
4CJ9, 41 
Sl,b 0 
:n ,ooo 

131 , ~50 
44 ,850 
H(),7bO 

10 ,196,719 



TABU: XXXI II. US r· fl . LOAD AND TAXEOFF WEiGrJ' R)R FLICJiT TEST 

llori zonta1 CG 3 It W il'tt Arm ~bment 

lJ htl 1 ' 1 • 1 i d t t 

i 1 t rapp 1 ,, 7 ~L 11,544 
I\~ l n 101 3 1 31 , 51 

hi 1 Ufll (j 1 1 ( 5 3 14 1, .. 30 
5' 1 t ( , 5 1 ) 14 2 , 051,502 

I 'h (3) ()O 70 , S8 

lJ f I 10' <.1 11 I} t t cs t noh-llast , -l 0 2 , S,lb8 

h 19l 'III t)' , 3 1 U, 196, J 9 

Id ff , w igl - 110 t a I J a ~ t most 
f Ii unl cc; 31. 3 , 11 5 344 . 3 1 ,4 3 l, ~ 

. 

III ha I i ,t L 

,. n," r I uscl - g , 00 j 91,000 

A t [us luge 3 , .S8 5 412 1 394,620 

'!.l r gross w igl t fl1 d t st with 
ba Ildst 4 . 0 ,10 , 000 347. 13,917,507 I) 

L II ' .Ible uel - 0,543 -2 ,054,502 

1.:llld in J era 5 ,,,ejght ,.;i th ballast -
r 05 a t e I 40.0% 33,457 354.57 11,863,005 

loment of In rtia - Slug -Ft 2 

T kco[f Gross Weight 1 (Roll) Iyy (Pitch) I ZZ (Yaw) IXZ (Product) 

40,000 1b 149,444 203,778 313,464 29,517 
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TABLE XXX!'. USEFUL L AD AND TAKE Fl · GROSS {EIGIIT FOR FERRY 

I Horizontal CG 

Item Weight Ann 10m nt 

Useful loa I - [('rry 

Oil - trapped 37 31 2.0 I 1 , 54 

- englne 101 31 2.0 31, 51 

Fuel - unusable 60 297 . 2 7 , _ 2 

- usable 8,693 297. 2 2,5 3,560 

Crew (3) 600 127. 3 : 6,3 0 

Useful load - fcrlY - no ballast 9,691 2, 780, 262 

Weight empty 28,639 10,196, 719 

-
T IV I ,ross weight - no ballast -
rna t . urward CG 

r 
27.1% 38,330 338.56 12,976, 987 

Add ballast 1,670 423 06,470 

Takeoff gross weight - ferry - with 
ballast r 30.0% 40,000 34 ... . 09 13,683,457 

Less usable fuel -8,693 -2,583 , 560 

Landing gross weight - with ballast 
most aft CG r 40.0% 31,307 354.5S 11,099,897 
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represent,t i ve fllght comb i ns throughout the ant1c1pa t.'<.l flight envelope. 
Air raft configurations and light 'Olltli tions to be examined are listed ill 
table XXXV: 

TABLE xxm. HANDL ING QUALl ll1.S ANALYSI' CO 1'lG \T 10 S AND J'LIQ rr COND ITIONS 

Con igurat ioJ1 Ai n, eOO (Kl:.J\.S) CG Position (% MAC) 

Ta e ff 

~ O , OO() Ib 6[ = 50° 60 30 , 35 , to 
70 3 , 35 , 40 
85 30 , 35 , 40 

100 30 , 35 , 40 

Landing 

31 , 00 Ib <5 = 50 ° 100 35 

34 , 600 lb <5 '" 80" 10 30 , 35 40 ... , 
85 30 , 35, 40 
70 30 , 35 , 40 
65 30, 35 , 40 

Th paramet rs defiI1 during these analyses will be compared directly with 
criteria presented in re: l(;!ICC 6 t 8 . 

The results I"\f these analyses \vil l indicate whe th r or not control or 
s ahll 1 y . ugmenta i n is ne essary, anu wilJ pro ide the basi s for proposing 
in orporation 0 such. 1'h i ll1U 1 ys s will also j d in sp if ication of thp 
basi c llyur mechanical lig} t . n roJ syst m ch~ra't r'sti s su h as fee l 

o ces , pjJ t ontrol - t surf~c> ring , flap con rol - to- ]e ntor gearing, 
anti the var) ous ail er n nnd flap ti "tua 1" chara ter isti s . This aroroach will 
[a ilitate achieving h I ~st sy's t m characteristics for the intended mission 
LJ the proposed conCi urrtion , , nd will provide basis for th control system 

T und checkou requ' rernent . . 

Fljght test maneu rs , ,.i r craf c nfigur tion, and flight conditions will 
be defined to allow in- flight evaluation of handling qualities (pilot ratings). 
Parameters determined urinr. h h nd1ing qualities analysj s wjll be compared 
wjth hose obtained in f]jght. 
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Aerodynamics 

Perfonnance. - The takeoff distance fer 40,000 pow1d~ gross weight and all 
engines operating is 'omputed t be 890 feet. f this distance, 541 feet is 
consumed for the groLmd rLm wi th /1 - 0.03 , and the rcma inder is to 'lear a 50-
foot obstacle. 

Th€ cCJTtputation is arried out for a sea-level st'.mdard-day condition , and 
wit the flaps extended to SO degrees throughout the takeoff. During the groLmd 
run, only 7S percent thrust [ran he T64-1 engines is usel for th lift aug
mentation in order to preven prematur main gear lift 0[[ . Lift-off and 
climb to SO feet is a hiev d at a constant speed of 60 knots by :lpplyin 7 100-
per-ent thrust augmentation and a rota ion of he airplane. 

The highest nonnal accelera ion used during the climb is 90 percen of 
f\nax, where l1max = 1.60. The steady-state climb angle associ ted with thes 
takeoff conditions IS 15.9 d grees. 

In case of failur of one of the '1'64-1 lift <.1ubrmentor engines immediately 
after lift off, the distanc to clear _he SO-foot obstacle is increased to 
l , 93 feet . Again, 90 percent of r1maA is useJ, where in this case r1max = 1. 40. 
The associated steady-state climb angle is 9.0 degrees. 

The speed of 60 knots is -hosen qual to the landing speed. Slightly lower 
speed are possible because the stall speeds are lower for the takeoff flap 
setting of SO degrees than for the landing flap setting of 80 degrees. An 
cstLmated takeoff time history is presented in figure 46. 

, -, l 1'1 I ing distance for the 40, OOO-ib aircra ft over a SO-foot obstacle 
at tl Sl'~ 1 evel standard-day condition is comput d to be I, 124 feet without 
thru _. reversal , and 883 feet \</i th theoretical 100 percent thrust reversal 
USIng full rotation of Pegasus nozzles during the braking. 

The air distance is 3YO feet using the flight speed of 60 knots and a sint 
rate of 13 ft/sec. The associated glide path angle is -7.4 degrees. A time 
delay of 2 se onds after touchdown is used before the brakes and/or thrust 
reversal is used, based on (-130 STOL test experience. During that time, the 
speed IS assumed constant and the groLmd distance traveled is 203 feet. Brak
ing is acr:omplished with a braking coefficient of /.1 = 0.30 as the airplane is 
not equipped Witi1 an antiskid device. 

The speed of 60 knots provides an adequate ma!"gin to the one T64-l engine
out stall speed of 50.5 knots with the flaps at 80 degrees, and to the elevatm 
limit speed of 51 knots. This landing speed should also be used for lower 
weight landings so ti1at adequate pitch acceleration is available. 
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Maximum normal ac ' elerations at 40,000 pounds are nroax = 1.45 for normal 
operation and I1max = ].29 for one T64-1 engine inoperative. The following 
methods are used to determine previously mentioned distances. 

The take-off grour.d distance is computed using 

(77) 

Herein, q is the fre stream dynami pressure at liftoff, 'fCR is the static 
cruise engine thrust of 10,000 pounds, and (1 + ~l) is a factor accounting [or 
the airplane drag. The fa tor is generally about 0.80 for conventional tnk off, 
but is about 1.20 for th augmentor wing because the separate power source for 
the lift augmentation adds a thrusting effect. 10re specifi ally, the fa tor 
is determined from , ( _ D L \ 

~ ave + ~ ,~ve) - J.L 
TCR 'f I Woo ave 

(1 + ~l) = TCR + TCR (78) 

W 

Herein 1 

; [(~ \ + (~) ] \ oJv=o 0 v10 

'" 

(79) 

L~\'e = ~ [(!l~ \ + (~) 1 
o o/v=o 0 VI0 

(80) 

(~ ) = -cos OF 
o v=o 

(81) 

(~) = sin n 
T F 

o v=o (82) 

'fo is a reference thru~t associated with the lift augmentation, and described 
mOl\,; in detail in the longitudinal stability and control discussion. 
(L/'J'o)VL/C is obtained from the same section at - 0° at the speed parameter, 
q/(To/S), for lift-off. Similarly, (D/To)Vlo is obtained from the supporting 
data discussion. 
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The total distance limb 0 SO feet altitude above the runway is deter -
mined from figure 47. II ro ' .. "10 i the initial nonnal acceleration used at 
Ijft -off. I IS a percentage of ~ax where 

'\nax • (~;)max (:'0) (83) 

'1'h alue of (LITo) i fOUl d 11 th tability and control discus lon f r the 
speed parameter at llf -off. 

Iso needed i n he f i UT i s th 
IS ~ fW1ction of h obsta '1e h ight Z 
he factor also can be de nni l cd [rom 

region of interest. 

aluc 0 th factor (1 + ~2J. 'fhis fac or 
and th s teady-s tn te climb angle Y 00 • 

figure 47 and is near unity in the 

For detail computat i h climb angl Yoo is determin d from 

D 
f T 

T 1'00 '" c 
an ,.... + 

L \ 
(84) 

To 

Wher LITo:::::: WITo ' and \"h r 1 ( 1'0 i found at the value of LITo from the drag 
polar 0 D/l'o versus L/1'o ex is lng for the speed parameter associated with the 

limb sp ed. LITo as well as nITa include the eff t of the wing augmentation, 
but do not include the cru i ' ngin effects. The drag polnr is taken from 
NA A/ Ames data of tes 2 4, by l1:lking use of 

L CL e; L .- 9. = L = 
To To To J 

D ~-
CD 

T = -]) To- c a .J 
S 

J - = 1 
T a CJ 
S 

The climb is assumed to take placc at onstant speed. The small speed 
increase that is inevitable irranediately after lift-off is neglected . 

(85) 

(86) 

(87) 

(88 ) 
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I 

The time: requlred to r :Ieh liftoff speed in the prev'ously sho ... time 
history (figure 46) 1 detennined from 

t ,R ... 
V Lo 

'ih time duration from Ii t 0 f to the 50 oot obstacle is 

The flight path ':U1g1 of Y 5 a function of time i Jetem.ined from 
figure 48 using 

z 
y = -

(108) 

(R9) 

(90) 

lIercin, Z is a vcrt ieal d i stiU1ce . In the deri ation of the equations t a linear . . . 
r L tion b tween Z and Z j s , sun d, '''hi m ans (1 lin ar relation i~ taken 
bet\.:een cr and Yat COl stant sp eo. Thll s , ::y an be interpolated linearly 
between the values indi '3 t J j 1 ~gtlr 48 for Y = 0 and Yoc' The airplane 
a1 ti tude angle 0 is hen de ~nnined frem 

o - a + Y (91) 

A derivation of the qu ions for th takeoff distance is presented In 
s c tion 1\. 

The landing dis ance IS 'omput d from: (1), the air distance 

XAIR = Z 
JZ 

'V 
- cr 

( J , a rolling distance ithout brukin with a duration of ~t = 2 seconds 

and, (3) the braking distance 

V2 
XBR = 2a 

(92) 

(93) 

(94) 
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Figure 48. Vertical Velocity Versus Time During a Normal STOL Takeoff 



II r [I) JI(W ) 
+ 'Ill CCR) ] 

2a • 2g :v + IcR W (95) 

and 
S C 

. 
lJave 1) - . (96) 

Lave -- . C 
L qa e 1/ qT L (97) 

W W W 

TR 
_. Thru~l re r " d fa t r 
T CR 

8) 

No ground f e t ha h n . nsid r d in th 
putat ions. 

landing and tRkeoff can-

For ferry and t t clpa 11 L y, , rrelation 01 numb r of takeoffs v rsu 
' limb tim is -hO\ffl in figure 4(. The <.lata 0 tilL correlation are of a 
preliminary natur and ar t provide ill) appr xlinate assessment of the test 
c pa ilities f th m <.lifi d ' ir'raft. 

The perfonnance is ba <.l on the <.lrag <.lnta u ilizjng the T64 lowing 
engines and the Orph u ' tar 803 ngin <.lata. Th fuel flows ar increa (d 
5 percent to allow for ins allation loss s. 

Th~ typical tal 0 r ;tn<.l landing patton. is also shown Ln figur 49. Th 
rui tim is c mpute<.l for 130 ~10ts ,t 100 fe altitud A total numb r of 

six p tterns can be lown \ ith rull fuel. 

The ground rules U ' d in th'" typical pattl!rn f r take f!' and landing are 
as follows: 

o Takeo. :- 1- 1/2 minutes at maximwn power for all engin s for takeoff 
and onversion to flaps up at 13 knots and 1,000 feet. 

o Landing - 1 mi~1ute for setup [ r convers ion at 130 knots at power for 
level flight 

- 1 minut for conversion from 130 knots flaps up to 6S knots 
flaps down with 7S percent power on T64 engines and 50 percent 
on cruise engines 

- 1 1/2 minutes on descent at 6S knots to touchdown with T64's 
at 75 percent and sa percent on cruise engines. 

l67 
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Figure 49. Modified Buffalo Takeoff and Landing Test Capability 



or h 
~l i 1 
t~O P 

ti,., betw e 
power Oll ' 11 

nd . 

Inr 111 , ... 
n'lnc . 

h IICX 

II C fu 1 r' 
a co 

rv 
th ria I-minut llowance 

oJ n .: nt of ini ti 1 fuel) is 

Wi th th pr~viou 1 y II -I t 10n r ' 'rve J¥i a 1 rma 1 ta coff (without T64 
m i'~ 1 1 I e attainable at 130-el in) ferry rang 0 () ir at ly 135 

ot e nd at 5,000 r t t. 

i ~ pre 1 t 
Tic i s 

01 

- S cady · t t longitutllnal c.:h •• rw.:ter
,Uld -I 'va or J) , ilion v nm speetl, 

;U\ ;u rp l.lHe We 1 II 0 f 40, OUO pOl1ntis. 
1 t H .. ~ ul II - ai rplano wi hout 11 

t 11 III J od'J 0 laps at 0, SO , and 
h w I ara<.: t '1 I 1l wi h 11 augmontation 
)U alll HO d' P .. ~. 11 lata are shown for 

The uir hu' g'll r.llly "1111) 1 tability 1l ten l ' of 'I vator angl 
v 'r Sib spo 1 when !l' d \.J I1W;I 1 L il,j ra tis t l ' 1 r a exp <..: t (sol iJ 1 ines) . 

lly it ;>1 ight ins .II ill Y 1 II p,·1 h v. hj l)l t d h l.th lift augm 11 ation whell 
he O\vnwash dltlr ' t ' 11 1L:1I i :111! i L:lllt ly 11 CI L;II (dashed lines). The 

tw Jif erent d wnw<.is} hal':l · t i . t IL'l : 1 • ul ,t 'dIlc ffa Jifff!rent 'cts t f 
eXper.lllentaJ data wh.i t h hill \J . db 1I~ ,I la el. Un aille c.:haract ristics 
Vel SlIS speed arc COla'IOll f 01 :t I rp lalle ' uti I i ,_ illg IIi h 1 j f <..:oe ff i~ients. 

'1'11 figur a1 ';0 1(" W h· P - I ill .1 t~ (!l1c.:ULlII l!red i r the various flap 
se ttings ' nd 1i ft , IU nIl J a tl UJ '>. TI c '> c Jil l j illLJ Ie wing s tall , tail stall, 
In'LhaniLal levator 11JI ] ,aHI fl ()\v l!] .11. .. 1 lUll at the luaJin eJgc slats (lJ: 
sla -ta)] at high sci) . Wl tl It au nnel ill , tIll! fl aps-up sta 11 speed is 

/) kJlots ~ illll , tJ · fla ~-down I lll1 - 1<': 'd I il ' i .lrc 12.) to 13U knots as limited 
by lat stuJ 1. 1<I~c mIn ,t Jed ced r :lllE' fo I :Itilll the flaps withOlt 
:111 mentatim is ] 10 0 : ?( kJ o t - . ~p , 'll lIurglu wi tIl r'spe<..:t t o the slat 
s · a 11 spec I 11 ad l Ot <.: t;l Cl 11 t o ' LO LUI ;1 '- cce 1 in J this speed probably 
tio s not lea I 0 dar ~~! llS 'ondi i 11 . ft i . , how v r expe ted that airframe 
huffeting will be experienc J at highcr p(! d~, 

\'Jith lift augmentatIon ' J I <.it a flap UI gic of 80 iegroes, the low-sp ed 
limi is 50 knots whi ch is se by It, ()J c Toil cngll1C-out stall speed. The 
} igt -speeJ limit is 68 }lots .,· t by l ' t s ' 11. TI us, short-fielJ lanJings 

louJ<l e limited to a ~p "J ranl,!e o f U () 08 llo tS . it app ars th.,t this 
speed range can be inc.:r 'ased sligl tly by th' use of ... somewhat lower flap 
angle. 

Conversions etwe 1 condi lOTS with ani without lift augmentations are to 
be carried out between 100 antI 105 knots at f] ap angl es of SO degrees using a 
speed margin of 20 percent with respcct to the stall speed without aUgl tlentation. 
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'Ill previ ly nticn d illUC'~ ;lr h: n the' Intrl pr sented in 
igur 55 through 58. In the e, tail - o f lift, L, is presented in the 

nondimensional fonn of L/'I and plott d v r us th sp d parameter q/(To/ ). 
lIer in, q is th fr str mn dynamic pr ,sur, 'I is th ~ tati fore vector 
xi ting when th wing flap e:; :ir ing blown, and S i th wing r f renee area. 

Tll fir t two of th _ figur sh data or SO <.1 grees flaps and for RO 
degrees flaps wi h th a _ iat·o o <.MJ1W. h nn 1 s. In h th r th'O figur . , 
th lift data ar id nti -a1, and th only di ] i " In th di ff rent 
CMnwash. 

'Ill lif ataar alltaJ.-nfrrnth L)/ArrK'st-;t24aJlopr " n din 
thi fonn for as us. I· r (j gi (/1 '10. til : talJ sp d for a;- quir d wing 
lift L can easily be Ul1n d, and th i n f th maneuver margin with 
sp d can easily b visual iz d. I cL 1;m ing T , for exampl , due t 
RPM chang or ngin (ai Itll , C,"Tl 1'1Ipi 1 i l ~ rHJ/ 1 d. A1 ,for u gi en 
airpJane weight, he':U1 ) I f attack ano d~lW~l! h I htain d from h se 
curv s once To an I h d iff 'renc h >tween th win ] i ft and th a1 rp] anc '.V i ght 
( r trim Ji ft) 1. k 1 \VIL 

'Ih ]ift from th \~inl tunn I dn ta i : n r rt I h pr <; nt f Till us 1 ng 

L 
T o 

(99) 

'Ih peed parameter ish n in tl f1' m th tlD111] data us 1 ng: 

lh value 'Ie i ' relnt d t 
Figure 5 shows a 'ketch with the 
ffidency 0 th f]UlJ s st m csul 

of Tc. alu of T /Tc for vnri ll. 

in thi figur, and 1 at r te" " h 

(laO) 

he thYW"t ou pIt T at th wi ng nozzle. 
d finition of To ~d Te. A higher ejector 
" in a high r valu of To [or a given value 
t t and various flap angles are presented 

improved valu s. 

A hjgh e ficjency r "uJts not only in n high lift at zero forward velo
city, but also throughout the nti r STOL peed range which is obtained here 
by multiplication of To/T with L/ro ; 

(101) 
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\ i n~( 'llOrd ~U1J s pan is 

Bu I fa 1 ) a, rv 1 nne. 
ilblc I eau.., the ) llgth am) \ icl I III It 1:ltlOll () tlH 

:lIrn s t i J nt j ca 1 h ,t~ • 'n t ill' \ 11 Jld 111111 [ JII( lk 1 :1I1t1 til 

I,n rg d i f r r 'n' 'i III t) :Ill I 1<'.., :1 t c n'itant ang 1 s r ~ ttn k hav(' 
h found for tw d i r r~l nt t ' !'i ( 

. 
/ II ' t st ...C)4 ~Uld l'sts r p rtcd in n 

I ))- 4()lO). 'Ihes Ii rr r ne('''' ill h'lilV d to 'it 'In ~1] SO from til djff rent 
gomctry of th wing - /) Jy illt r,' · t i m. I ' :Jtl'it' til' wing 1 i ft c fficien . 

L 
is high, r lativ ] min c.:h at) ~ 's in h' , h'1P / th wingl ad di tTl huti on 
ncar he fu'clag y's H - in J ( ' ) . t i ( I )' igni f iean t ) ul change. in h 
s rength of th trai 1 ing vorte l I' , 

.' I ;uH.I , thi ... rna :tr ng]y affect the downwD.5h 
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(t the tai 1. Because th' WI ng I od i nt rs t i em of th rTiJdi (jed Buffalo j s 
rrlativ ly unsophi ticat d, it i believ d tha the downwash level will b 
clo r to that of TN 0 - 4610 than 0 the t t 94. 

It i~ suggest d that '10 ' e attenti n he iven to th fairing of the wing 
hody in rs c ion d1\rin~ th up- orning win I nmne] t ts . that a h tter 
downwash pr diction --In b mad anu that th confidenc in the flyin qualiti s 
pr di tion can be impro d. AIs, if during til J i f time f th ai rplan , the 
fairings ar impl'oV d, 'eri uo; c ns id'Jali ns rnu: h gi II t til ' lang(' of 
th dCMllwash] eve 1 . 

In \ iew of th di f:'r nce.' in dCMT1wtl. h 1 1, :1 di f r nc(' in th 
di trihution ov r the spnn f th h ri z ntal ni 1 W[\ ' rxp t('c\. '111 1S 

lead to diffC'r nt tail im 1 s f attac\., , t which h" t~ai] s talls. Ta i 

d Wl .... nsh 
cui I 

tall 
i one f the c l1s i erati 11 that· ul J limit th s p ·d T:m (' . pr vi 1 
shown. IIOn' v r, a mp:lris n ( J f th ai 1 lara t ri o ti c. at prac i <1lly 01 -

stant tail angl of, tta k an I \ ~ IT)'ing levator ,L'gl !.hows no ~ignjficant 
diff rene (S f gur 60.) Th IS , the t1iJ hara teri ,t ar pT ,ently 
a sum d to b indep nd nt f lo.vm ;L"h ' Ii . t rtioll., 

lh to i 1 character i t i ' S u· d ilr pr ' s ('n te lin f i gur 61. They are 
c1 nved from lllC 7-20 and are th' tail charact ri stics f th urunodified 
Buffalo. A ch ck of th ai 1 lift curv lope shay' agreement wi th the W is -
sing r lifting surface th oT)'. 

Anoth r pe d ] im.i at i n i th f 1(J\\' S pclrat i on of th' 1 adi ng edge . 13t 
10\~ r surface ' (L.E. slat "'ta l1 . 'rh lift co fi j 'nt - at \yhich thi occurs 
IS plotted v r s l.l!. 'L at a = 0 in figure , and 1) aincd from test 294 for 
ariou levels of CJ. '111C ordinat CL at ~ - ( i s a n a5Lr uf th flap 
ff ct on lift 3l1d it valu i : in r 'asi ng \ jth f lap d f] tion as well as 

hlowi g. 

At O\\'er lift co fncien s tha.n ho' for " tn]] on ' e~ , th wind tunnel 
data have shown an in l' as in 1 ngitudinaJ s ahi'JiL' for al: fJap - lam case-. 
A decrease in stahi] ity as noticed in til f1 <lpS up as. IVhi1e it i' not 
expected that thl :5 crj ti (1], a c lo. cr ana] i ' f the mollified aircraft 
s hould be made during hc ign ph AirpJane buffeting' exn cted i.n 
the s talled r gion. 

'Ihe el vator versu p d dwract ri tics 'h m ir th~ beginning of this 
e tion were given onJy for idle rui e engine thrust (T R = 0), SOllle aft 

center -of -gra ri ty cases from those lIata are nO\y repeated in figLJ.'e 63, and 
compared wjth characteristics wlth maximLDn cTUjse engine thrust at TeR = 10,000 
potmds. It is seen that :.he levat:J r angJ versus peed relation (flaps down) 
is significantJy Je s stable with the> thrust than without. Al'-"o, it is Sc;e71 
that conditions with thrust require u mu\~ larger levator-down deflection. 
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Th ff t f h nJis nginc th 1 l~' t 1. de t nninc( fran 

l10c :: 
l1M 

(106 ) 

aC"~c) 
('I' c) 

wh r 6 1 is th m ment dl;mg( c1u{' t () t h 
man nt ann a 

l'ui: ngin tl r11. t ;I't ing on a 

107) 

'Ih' m m nt ann I : appr' illnt('1 
no zl(' rltnti n. 'I'll nl:l~'nitl,lc 

., , f l' ( t, \ ; I ry i n g I i 1~ h t 1 wit h " 1'\ lis 
6( (' i..., Ill "" ' Ilt d : qwrat Iy in figllr 

til ru. t 

4. 

It sh ulu h r' 'all ' d that til ti i ll : l h' lt'1011t Tllisl' ng l nc thrust at 
fon.Jard 'ent 1' - 1':1\ i ty I cat i 11 5 and rlap~ . 0 I grccs she v larg upward le -
at r d f1e ti ns, part i 'lIla)'I' :-It I v 51w lis . Pres nt data with the cruise 
n In thnl~t at (1ft "nt r r gril it)' 10' :lt i Ib ;Uld na <.; 80 ( gr (5 s how 

1arg uO\.Jl1\.Jnrd <.lent" ions, ;lls( at 1\ specd . t s 11,(' Ie sp<.: I, the full 
el vat r travel i s c nsum Ll. '111' stahi li z r an I Ie should h carefully auju·t d 

thnt the upJimit and d wnlimit i s r adl d at tl' . an spe d. 'Ihis sp eu i ' 
call d h r he 1 ngitudina] 1I1inimLnTl c ntr I ~l u Vmin. '111 xisting air -
craft stabj liz r ins talla ill provitl'· s me gr lUlU adjll tmcnt capahi1ity. 

'1'0 obtain this sp 'ul, U:1ta h;l e heen pl( t u in fi .'.url )S, assuming that 
the spr au hetw n th f r :md ;lft 'e nter (r gra it lim it i: 10 p'r nt ~1AC. 

sim ibr pl t is mnde in Cigur uo, as ' um 'ln hat tIllS spread i 5 percent 
MJ\C. R ' ul11l1t vi1lu"s of min ~ Ir present! ' I in figlll'\ 67, showing 51 knots 
for th J() - perc nt cas, and ~ "n ot s f t' th 5 p{ rcen case. 'Ih 51 "nots 
s p cd limit i:-; comlatihlc \ ith th 50 kJ1tt :., s t:ll1 spe d hlith onc '1'64 engine 
in !1 nIt iv, shO\.Jl1 hc f or r r F : 80 degrec:.,. 

Stick - fix d longituuinal s tul ilit d(1/ /dJ , v r "us "p d is shmn in 
figure 68 for flaps 50 degrees and maxilllLUTl 1 ift augmentation. lhe airplane 
shows a _Jight instabi1it at v ry low sp tis which i cOlT1non to many V/SrOL 
nirpl;-mes. At a highe r flap ,mgle, th airplane is Slightly more stahle. At 
Jess Ii ft :mgm ntation th" :1irplane i ~~ ignifi "i1l1tly 11101' tab1. 

'111(" data i" derived from lCm/dCL jn figuy" 69, using 

dM M cdrrd: 
::: --::: 

elL L 
d

To 

::: (dC~~ del 
' A 

(108) 
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' J1 ~ i" .- t ah iIi ty 1 v 1 (I('m/ \("1,) A i 
' cntrihution, hoth "h wn in ig\1T 

, I i v d I r 11 a t 'I i 1 f f a 1 
70. Th tai 1 . ntrihlJti n i 

and a tail 
d riv d frOOl 

d ' ( ~ . 1 ( 109 

wh T(' dE/dais htain'd from t -; t ~q :t :t IllIltti n f) f h ... p d !1nr:lJll (r as 
shewn in the Supp rti1i~ r dynami ' I ;It.l ~ , t I(n. 11l( tai) of f V:IItH S ;11so ar 
has d n t st ... ~) 4 <.l:1t:1 and pres('ntt'tI in figu 71. 

'Ih initial II S( til pit 'h ae" ) T:lti n ap;11 i lit) , 0, I ', "hChll in lig\1r 
7 wit h t! IC S t ah i 1 i z r :I d.i \l t <. d S t1 1 t hat III i 11 'lU1 h r a c.h d. \ i t h t h 
" nt r f grl i 1 " 1 \ I 'It . () I r'l\nt 1I\C (ill t n.luncti n \.;ith ;111 a t limi 
of 40 perccnt), n pi tdl ace 1 tat I n i ' a ;Ii lall1 :It ',llin ' In 'C':l 11 I vat t 

apability is c nSlDT1('d r r s t',ldy stat quiliht ' illl1l, IVlth lin in r':Js r 
sp tI, an in rease in n 'apahi I it I S btain tI, hut tl1 t;trg(' t llhl( f n . 36 
ralls c i s r ach d nl)' at ~p«( Is llh ( 0 h.n t !.; . 

T btain th tUT'et alu(' at 1;mlin 1 srl' Is o f' 00 t () S kn ts, h G nter 
f g ravi ty for -I' L ] ant.! i ngs ' hOlll I not ('XC(('t! th f n.;anJ Ii rn it f 3, :n-

p r'(mt ~'''C. TI1i . f rwart.! limit is 'XCl' detl ill th full - fu 1 eonditi n h' 
CIUS th fuse] age sid -m Wlted 'I ()4 nR i ne<.; f r ' \ he fu 1 t he]o a d 
fOTi.;ard in h fu Jag . 

'Ihe swn of the pitd1 down and pit 'h - Ip 'ap<lhilit i : pr 5 nt din figur 
73. The above pitch acceleration capability is presented for ru1 airplane 
w ~ ight ,- r 40,000 P lU1ds . At :1] \1e1' \.J ight, f'l( 1 hrlS heen 'onslnncd fr m n ar 
the c nter of th llirpJan, LUld th In m nt r illertia i " n refore, not sig 
ni fica.,tly T duc t.!. Sin" the I itch aec( 1 rllti n i , primuri 1 a fWl ion of 
th ratio of th' fOTi4ard sp d t o the' m III III r in rtia (for giv n nt r of 
gra ity locations), th pi dl aT 1 rn1i Il i s p 'tel to b alequute fr low 
airplan weigh ' on]y \ h 'n these l ;lIlding s p d ' lIr n t r dll( d. 

'IhrlL<;t v ctoring with th' ro a uhl T IiS( ('ngin' nozz] S has been analy-
zed for the ]anding approach. R ' ul or 40,Oon ll11d 30,000 pounds gross 
weight are presented in figure 74 and 7S. The level of the cruise thrusts 
is as l.Dned to b TeR = ], son pOlmd' total. In th is ana] ys is, b fo;' entering 
the final approach, th f1 aps a1" fi r' t d fleeted j n 'ud1 a way that thrust 
and drag equilibrium xis s in level f] ight at (¥ = 0, using thi cruise engine 
thrust of ] ,sao pOlmds. Simultaneous]y, a lj ft and weight equi libdum is 
esta lished at this flap angle and €X = () hy prop r]y adjusting the 1'64 engines. 
ubsequently, the landing gl 1 de is corrunenc d \,,1 thout readjust ing the lift 

augmentation . This is done by rotating the flaps to 80 degiees and rotating 
the cruise nozzles a certain amolmt forward for f]ight path control commen
surate with the sink rate of 13 ft/sec. 
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The firures show that TeR • 1,500 is about the minimum level for the 
flight path control. It is expected that nonnal SrOL 1311dings ar"~ carried out 
with mdnimum thrust levels of the cruise enpines, in g~neral, in order to con~ 
serve fuel, to reseT"·" a good thrust margin for waveoff, to minimi 7e hot gas 
ingestion, foreign object damage (FOD), and possibly ground erosion ~ust prior 
to landing. It should be noted that the inlets of tJ1C fuselage side-mounted 
T64 engines may be prone to thi!. hot gas ingestion and FOD, (i f no screens are 
used) and relocation of these engines foreward on the fuselage is recclITl11ended. 

The landing analysis also shows that thrust levels of the '1'64 engines used 
in the lift equilibrium (To) does not excced the one-engine-out level of 

To - (~)T'in.'IX.-t. 1.24 (8600)(t)- 8,000 pounds (110) 

in all cases except at high wcight at 60 knots. An increase of 'feR, a or speed 
may alleviate this concH tion. No grotmd pffects are considered in the afore
mentioned computations. 

The above equilihritml conditions at level flight at a • 0 are obtained 
from figure 76, where the lift coefficient is presented as a function of the 
flap angle for various values of the speed parameter. Also, the coeffi cient 
CD of the net drag (which includes the thrust from the augmentation but no 
thrust from the cruise engines) is indicated. 

It is seen that a change of flap angle docs not significantly change the 
lift so that merely a decrease in flap angle is not adequate to accommodate 
lightweight condi tj ons at speeds of 60 to 65 knots. I k""ever, the effect of a 
variation in augmentation is strong. Also, a change in angle of attack does 
not vary the lift adequately to accommodate the light weights. This indicates, 
that lift contr.:>l is most £:fficiently accomplished by augmentation control. 
Flight path control is accomplished by cruise engine thrust and nozzle angle 
control. Figure 76 is based directly on the NASA/Ames wind tunnel test 294. 

The nese wheel lift-off speed is p'!:'csented in figure 77 as a function 
of airplane weight. It is shown that the airplane can be rotated at speeds 
nruch lower than needed for takeoff. 

The speed is computed by using moment equilibrium equations about the 
reference point indicated in figure 78. 
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where 

(112) 

(113) 

(114) 

(115) 

The 1alue of x/cas a functj on of LITo is obtained us ing figure 79, where the 
location of the center of gravity can be found from the ratio of M/(Toc) to 
LIT. The fi~ure is based on test 294 data. 

Main gear lift-off speeds at the ground roll attitude (a = 0) and maximum 
augmentation are presented in figure 80. The figure shows that the main gear 
tends to lift off before the desired lift-off speed of 60 knots is reached. It 
is recorranended to use less thi'm maximum lift augmentation during the takeoff 
ground roll until the desired speed is obtained. Lift-off will then occur 
when maximum augmentation is applied. 
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l..1icral and directional stabilit, .md control. D TIle aileron deflections used 
: .. the present analysis ar(l sho~, in·~"fi·gure 81 as a function of speed. At 
:-.pt!cds below 65 knots, the deflections ar(.~ mechanically limited to 16 dcgrees 
tl,l, and 75 degrees d~ with a droop neutral position of 20 degrees. At higher 
:'!Jceds, the downward deflections are hinge moment lind ted. At speeds above 
approximately 100 ktlots, the drc.)op is reduced to zero. 

111C deflections shown ar~ the minimum deflections obtainable within 0.5 
sccond for speeds below 100 knot s, and 1. 0 second for higher speeds. Larger 
deflections are possible at a lower deflection rate, except where mechanically 
I imi ted. The large deflecticns at low speed arc aerodynamically effective 
hecause of the use of boundary layer control:.BLC) on the aileron upper surface. 
Bccause of this, no aerodyn~unic nose balance is used, and the hinge moments are 
relath"ely high. 

In case of a hydrauli c system failure, at least half of the deflections 
from neutral are available at a decreased deflcction rate. In case of a failure 
in one of the BLC systems, at least half of the aileron surface is aerodynami
cally effective to the deflection angles shown because half of the surfaces are 
still fully blown due to the dual BLC system. In case of a cruise engine fail
ure, the hydraulic flow supply from the ptIDlpS of the remaining engines with 
full rpm is adequate to obtain full deflections with a reduced rate without 
accunlulator. With accunlulator, a normal rate is obtained. 

Spoiler deflections are used in conjunction wi th the ailerons and are also 
shown in figure 81. 

The rudder is identical to the unmodified airplane. 'n1e deflection capa
bility (not graphically shown here) is 25 degrees. A large geared tab deflects 
to a total of 50 degrees in the same direction when the rudder deflects to 25 
degrees. This produces a high effectiveness, but introduces a large hinge 
moment. 

The reasons for the larger aileron deflection capability for that airplane 
th~l for the unmodified Bullalo at low speeds are twofold. First, the reduc
tion in wing size reduced the portion of the wing area over which the ailleron 
is effective so that a larger deflections is ~eeded for the same roll control 
at the same speed. SecondlYt the speed fer landing and takeoff is reduced 
requiring an additional defl{!ction capability to obtain compatible roll accel
erations. Target value for roll acc:eleration capability was set originally by 
NR at 40 rad/sec2, but accelerations as high as reasonably possible beyond 
that value are desired for testing purposes. 

The maximum deflection of 75 degrees is chosen because higher deflections 
tend to show a diminishing return for the surface effectiveness with BLC, 
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particularly at high angles of attack (~.(·l\ figure 82.) The blowing for the BLC 
is limited to the critical momC'ntUJr. t' '(·rrkit'nt (It r l'l'lwe 9). 

(116) 

At higher momentum cOf'fficients, a dimin ish in.l~ return from the effective
ness of the BLC is encOlmtered as evidenL'c~d by a sf.'l'ic..'s of experimental correla
tions, an example of which is shown in figure 83. At these higher momentum 
coefficients supercirculation is produced which is reserved more effectively 
to the augmentor flap blo.ving. 'nlC' BLC nozzles :IT(' sized to meet this critical 
coefficient at half the thrust output of the T<>4 c'ngines so that full BLC is 
nvai lab Ie at the reduced lift augmentation associated wi th ION-weight landings. 

The maximum trailing edge up deflections of the ai loron at low speeds is 
linti ted to approximately 15 degrees because higlH:"\r I.lcflections decrease the 
effectiveness of the spoiler. (See figure 84.) This based on experimental 
data fOlUld in NACA ACR lD07. Figure 84 shows that application of a spoiler 
system is beneficial to ohtain maximum roll control. 

At ION speed, the ailerons are drooped at neutral deflection. It was felt 
that the droop shOUld be held to within 20 degrees hecause of (1) hinge moment 
considerations at the conversion speed of 100 knots, and (2) large adverse 
yawing moment due to aileron deflection when the droop is large (figure 85). 
The figure is valid for relatively small deflections starting from the drooped 
condition. 

The favorable yaw from the spoi ler de fleet ion is not strong enough to over
come the adverse yaw characteristics of the ailerons, especially at high angles
of-attack. (See figure 86.) The fig1..1re is presented for maximlDn deflec-
tions, and includes nonlinear aerodynamic effects. 

A number of airplane characteristics were analyzed based on the previously 
described control surface deflection capability. 

The steady-state sideslip characteristics with full-rudder deflection in 
the positive direction are presented in figure 87 as a flUlction of speed. The 
figure shows that the aileron change with sideslip is stahle. The figure also 
shows that sideslip angles of 17 to 19 degrees C[U1 be maintained with full 
rudder at landing speeds of 60 to 65 knots. Ample aileron control is available 
at those speeds. However, with increase of speed the aileron deflection limit 
becomes lower and is marginally inadequate at the high-speed end attainable in 
conventional flight, as well as in the trrulsition flight regime near 100 knots. 

One reason for insufficient aileron control in conventional flight with 
full rudder is found in the fact that the aileron span has been reduced in 
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comparison wi th tht! unmodified airplane. Since no BLC is used in this flight 
mode, a reduction in span results in less roll control capability. 

To avoid control problems, a, choice of the following limitations or 
changes may be made: 

1. Restrict the rudder mechanically to about one-half of its maximum 
travel at speeds in excess of 90 knots. 

2. Restrict sideslip angles to less than 10 degrees at speeds in excess 
of 90 knots. 

The second item is recommended. 

The sideslip angles and aileron deflections in figure 87 are computed 
from 

(117) 

where 

(8 N) 8~ 
0 

!J£ Tob 1 + 8aSp ~d6sp~ (To5')6Rw,x '-86 a 
-

N dc5 a 
81' b 

0 

p. 
!J 

ora 

8ri 
0 

C~) d6sp t86sp) (118), 
~N Tob 1 + d:L 86a (rob) Jlr.1Ax 86 a ' Tob 

86a 
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and 

All terms in these equations are a function of the speed parameter q/(To/S). 
Nonlinear effects are also included in figure 87. 

Result in terms of this speed parameter are presented in figure 88. It 
is seen that the sideslip angle with full rudder decreases when the speed param
eter decreases. This decrea~e stems from an increase of airplane directional 
stability due to power effect as discussed under Directional Data. Conversion 
for the sp~ed parameter to the velocity V is carried out using To • 9,900 
pounds. 

A large sideslip capability is available for crosswind landings. The 
present capability depends on a large aileron deflection which, in turn, 
depends on a large aileron BLC. Thus, the lift augmentation which supplies the 
air for the BLC should not be reduced to less than half after landing touch
down until considerable weight is carried by the main landing gear. 

Figure 89 shows the helix angle pb/e2V) as a function of speed as 
another important lateral control parameter. It is seen that the target value 
of 0.07 per radian is met at all speeds with ailerons fully deflected. This 
target value is taken fram MIL-F-878S. 
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where 

(121) 

The vertical velocity of the wingtip, p(b/2), is also shown in the figure. 
1be target value of 10 ft/sec is met at speeds higher Ulan 50 knots except near 
the trwlsition speed with ailerons drooped. TIlis target value is also taken 
from MIL-F-8783. 

The initial roll acceleration capability is presented in figure 90 as a 
function of speed. At the minimum control speed of 51 knots (longitudinal 
characteristics), the roll acceleration is 0.60 rad/sec2; and, at a minimtun 
landing speed of 60 knots, the acceleration is 0.85. This compares favorably 
to the target value of 0.40 set 'previously by NR. The acceleration is computed 
from the simplified form 

A~ (T b) 
T b 0 

o max 
•• 
o • (122) 

The initial yaw acceleration capability is given versus speed in figure 
91. The NR target value of 0.18 rad/sec2 is met at speeds above 50 knots, 

and a value of 0.27 is reached at a minimtun landing speed of 60 knots. The 
yaw acceleration capability is reduced by about one-third when the rudder has 
to overcome the adverse yaw fram full aileron deflections. 

The acceleration to obtain from the simplified form 

.. 
I/J • 

~Nb) max (Tc b) 

where in case of zero roll inputs 

(ACL)vertical tail 
max 

v v 

(123) 

(124) 
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The minimum speed for one-enginl·-out roll control is 44 knots (independent 
of weight) and is determined from fi~re 92. The available roll control shows 
in this figure is computed from 

(125) 

Full-roll control is available even through one hydraulic pump is inoperative. 
The required roll control is computed from a lOO-percent rpn Orpheus engine 
thrust with the exhaust nozzle rotated to the vertical position. 

The avaialbe aerodynamic yawing moment for the critical one-engine-out 
condition in yaw is presented in figure 93 in parametr.ic form. The maximum 
sileslip angle used is equal to the maxtmum level flight sideslip with full 
rudder and symmetric power. However. the use of a larger sideslip angle is 
possible with approximately 5 de,~rees bank. 

The value in the figure are derived using the following equation for the 
given sideslipp and maximum rudder deflection 6 Rmax: 

N 
8fb o 

8 + 8 
a 88 sp 

Sp 

(126) 

The aileron and spoiler deflection for this equation is derived from the roll-

.. 
I 

ing moment equilibrium Nt 

~ ~ 
8-T b 8Th 

o 0 
-~ + -8... + 
8/3 max 88 ~ax 

R 
• 0 (127) 
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The equation is derived by eliminating the sideslip angle from the yawing 
moment equation with the help of sideforce relations. 

(128) 

The available aeror:ynwnic yawing moment is converted in figure 94 to a 
function of speed for the maximl.D1l sideslip angle. The bank angle is found not 
to be limiting because its magnitude is approxXmately 5 degrees. Comparison 
in this figure with the yawing moment required to make equilibrium with an 
asymmetric yawing moment from an urpheus engine at 100-percent rpm yields a 
minimum control speed of 40 knots. 

Canparison with longitudinal characteristics shows that the minimum con
trol speeds 'in yaw and roll from one-engine-out considerations are less than 
the longitudinal minimum control speed: 

TABLE XXXVI 
Condition Vmin 

One-engine-out yaw 40 KEAS 

One-engine-out roll 44 KEAS 

Longitudinal control limit 51 I<EAS 
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Conclusions and recommendations. - The takeoff distance is 890 feet and 
the landing distance with 100 percent thrust reversal is 883 feet. These dis
tances are canputed for all engines operating, an obstacle height of 50 feet, 
a gross weight of 40,000 pounds, sea-level standard-day conditions, and a land~ 
ing and takeoff speed of 60 knots. Adequate speed margins, maneuver margins, 
and rate of climb exists at this speed Witil one engine inoperative. 

Ferti distance ie· 135 nautical miles and six srOL takeoffs and landings 
can LH!"1flaae with full fuel in a normal srOL takeoff and landing pattern. 

The minimun pennissible flying speed at 40,000 pOWlds gl,,:. weight is com
puted to be 51 knots. 111is speed is set by the one T64 engine out stall speed. 
At tl!is speed, a higher weight may be carried with improved wing-body inter
sections. 

srOL landings at speeds from 60 to 68 KEAS are expected to be safe. The 
lift augmentation for conversion betwf.»dn the conventional and srOL flight mode 
should be activated at 100 to 105 KEAS. In the conventional mode, flaps should 
be operated bet'Ween 110 and 125 KEAS. The maximt..lIl aerodynamic flight limit is 
160 KF..AS for fixed wing leading edge slats. This coincides with 'the qear limit 
speed. 

The target pitch acceleration of 0.36 rad/sec2 is obtained at 60 KEAS and 
center-of-gravity locations aft of 35-percent MAC. The roll and yaw acceler
ations at that speed are 0.85 and 0.27 rad/sec2, respectively. Lightweight 
landings are not recommended, at lower speeds in order to preserve the 
Ditch acceleration capability. ~1inimum control speeds in roll and yaw are 
not critical. 

It is recommended that the fuselage side-moWlted T64 engines be relocated 
to the front or top of the fuselage in order to avoid center-of-gravity 
locations that are too far forward for low speed STOL landings witll nearly full 
fuel. Possible hot air reingestion and FOD near the groWld prior to touchdown, 
and possible adverse aerodynamic interference on lift may also be alleviated 
by a relocation. 

Aerodynamics Supporting Data 

Axis system and sign convention. - The stability axis system is used for 
all longitudinal data. The body-axis system is used for all lateral
directional data. 

The sign convention used is preSented in figure 95. 
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Aircraft drag and longitudinal data. - Power-off drag data (fixed landing 
gear) are shown in figure 96 for the wing with and without leading edge slats. 
M equivalent Cp • 0.0070 was used for defini.ng the minirnun drag coefficient. 
At the wetted area of 4,837 square feet transpor'c aircraft vary fran a CF • 
0.0045 to 0.0080, and the 0.0070 is selected and accounts for all the inter
ference effects of the various nacelles and engine pods and the T64 engines 
shut down during cruise. The minimum drag coefficient of 0.0424 is based on a 
wing area of 800 square feet for the air vehicle without gear. The landing 
gear drag is estimated and indicates a drag increment of 0.062 at the minimum 
drag CL. To complete the drag polars shown, the drag due to 1.I.ft and slat drag 
representative of the slats on and off is taken from the model data presented 
in figure 7 of NASA TN D .. 4l60. 

Power effects on drag are shown in figures 97 and 98 for SO-degree and 80-
degree flap angle at zero angle of attack. The data are obtained fram the 
NASA/Ames test 294. They include the effect of the lift augmentation without 
intake manentum drag, and do not include the thrust effects of the Orpheus 
cruise engines. 

The asymptotes in the figures are obtained from 

D 
- • CDpower off qS 

To 
~ CDpower Of~ (129) 

Lift cruise slopes are presented in figure 99 for the tail-off case, and 
in figure 100 for the tail-on case. The data points of figure 100 are obtained 
from the Ames test 294 using 

L 

~To • dCL (qS~ = 

da da To/ 
(130) 

The asymptote represents the power-off case ruld is determined fram 

• (131) 
da 
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At zero forward speed, a point is Canpllted for guidance in the extrapolation of 
the data, and is obtained fran 

L 
d-

To - ...... -.. 
da 

D (d sin ~\ l D ~ I. 1 ) 

To ,da f \ T~ \57.3 
where D/To is taken from above drag curves at zero speed. 

(132) 

The downwash at zero angle of attack is given in figure 101 as obtained 
from NASA/Ames t~st 294, and in figure 102 as obtained from TN D-4610. Large 
differences in dawnwash levels are found between these tests. However, the 
rate of downwash as a function of the speed parameter is almost identical 
between these two sources. (See figures 103 and 104.) 

The downwash data are assumed directly applicable to tlle modified Buffalo, 
because of the very similar wing aspect ratio aOO because the tail surface is 
sufficiently far aft so that the effect of the bound vortices (i.e., the tail 
length difference) is minor in comparison to the effect of the trailing 
vortices. 

Elevator effectiveness is presented in figure 105. It is obtained from 

• 

Airplane damping in pitch is given in figure 106 and obtained using 

8 T;C . *l . 
d 9c 

y 

(133) 

(134) 
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The airplane damping in angle of attack in figure 107 is derived from 

(135) 

-v 

Lateral and directional data. 

Aileron characteristics: The rolling moment due to aileron deflection in 
the conventional coefficient form ~Cl is presented in figu~e 108. It is 
est~ted using Weissinger lifting surface theory, to which an experimental 
factor is applied to account for the aileron-to-wing chord ratio with BLC as 
shown in the section of aerodynamics control system considerations. 

Figure 109 shows the aileron effectiveness in a fonn more suitable for 
the STOL investigation, using 

,e 
aTh 

C.2 5 i! q S b q 0 - ~ CL (136) 
a I) a Tob 5a To 

S 

Simi1arily. the yawing moment due to aileron deflection in figure 110 is 
obtained from 

N aTh" 
o 

a 8 a 
(137) 

Hereincn6 is a function of aileron droop as shown in the section describing 
aerodynami~s characteristics of the control system. 

With spoilers deflected, the aileron trailing edge up deflection (from 
horizontal) is taken as only 55 percent effective. This is based on NACA ACR 
1007. A reduction is expected because of the spoiler wake. 

The aileron hinge moments are shown in figure III and are based on DATCOM. 
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Spoiler characteristics: The ro11ina moment and yawina moment coeficionts 
in their conventional fom Ilre presented in figure 112 and are based on DATC;O~t. 
They can be used in conjunction with aileron delfections, provided the aile
rons are deflected downward. Conversion to SlOL parameters is carried out in 
fi,aures 113 and 114 usina 

aft 
(t) 

0 

• c, 
88 sp asp 

N 8U \) - • C 
cH>sp asp 

Spoiler hinge moment characteristjcs are based on the corl'elations 
presented in figure 115. 

(138) 

(139) 

Rudder characteristics: The lift coefficient of the vertical tail ~$ a 
function of rudder deflection is given in figure 116. It is estimated on the 
basis of Weissinger lifting surface theory and experimental values of oa If) 6 • 
Note that the rear portion of the rudder rotates to a total of 50 degrees when 
6R • 2S degrees. 

STOL sideforce derivatives, yawing moment derivatives, and rolling moment 
derivatives are presented in figure 117, 118, and 119, and obtained from 

8l eeL) Sv To q 
• - - (140) 

aS R tlb R S T 0 v -S 

N dT'b Sy (~) (})-0;)v (~) 
0 

(141) - Vv oaR S 
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(142) 

Sideslip derivatives: The rolling moment due to sideslip is given in 
figure 120. The asymptote shown represents the condition at zero thrust from 
the lift augme~tation engines. The asymptote is derived from 

(143) 

where (CiS )power off is taken equal to the WlI1lodified Buffalo chaI'Cu:'l.erlstics 
based on DHC information. (TIle effect of wing aspect ratio difference is 
negligible. ) 

The power-on values are obtained by applying increments to the power-<)£f 
value. These increments are taken from NASA/Ames wind tunnel test 294. 

Similarily, the yawing moment and sideforce derivatives are obtained (also 
considering the change in the wing reference area), and a~e presented in 
figures 121 and 122. 

Roll derivatives: The asymptote for the damping in roll in figure 123 is 
obtained from the Weissinger lifting surface theory. It represents the power
off portion according to 

• (144) 
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+ 

The power effects are obtained by applying to it the ratio of the power-on to 
power-off lift curve slopes from the longitudinal sect jon of the report 

~ £-
a T b o 

.a~): pm;er on 
L ... 
~-
17 T b 

o 

a(~) pm;er off .. . 

C~1 
• power on • (145) 

C~~ 
a (1. 

power off 

The derivative of yaw due to rolling is presented in figure 124. '111e 
asymptote is detennined from 

(146) 

Th/ yawing moment due to roll with power effect is computed from an 
equation which is derived as follo,.;s: The yawing moment depends on local 
drag changes (aD/To) /8(1 and a rotation of the local lift vector L/To through 
an angle .d a , where tan .6(1.. (~Y)/V. Calling y* the lateral distance where 
the local drag and lift vector changes can be presented as one force change 
and calling f* a factor representing the reduction of the forces due to three 
dimensional effects in the roll mode (rather than in the pitch mode), the 
yawing moment can be expressed as 

264 

(
a ~ ) (~y* \ 

N • f* .1 _0_ -) (57.3) (2y*) To -
2 aa \ v 

f* (sin .1 (1.) (2y*) '1' 0 (147) 
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Assuming that.101 is small, i.e .. that V is not relatively small, yields 

or 

N 

T b o 

() N 2 

8'1~; ~ ~(f) 

I (~Y*)ll 
57 .. , -.;~ -y- ~ 

( aJl) 1 To L 

T 2" 57.3 - ~ 

(148) 

(149) 

This equation is used for figure 124 assuming that f* • 1/2, and y* • 0.58 b/2. 

Yaw derivatives: The rolling moment due to yaw is presented in figure 
125. The asymptote representing pm"er-off values is detennined using the 

lJATCGI methods. The power-on values are obtained from an equation derived 
as follows. The forward velocity at the local wing station is 

• 
VLDC :: V + ry (150) 

so that 

d VLOC c d (ry) (151) 

At a lateral station y* the local lift forces from the q-changes can, per 
c.lefinition, be considered concentrated into one force at each wing panel. This 
force amounts to (using f* to account for three dimensional effects in the 
rolling mode). 
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so that 

L 
d -. T o f" C 

. 

a~\ 
oq 1 p (V + ry"') d Cry"') (153) 

;zf, .;f y* 1 0"T' '" '" 
( 

L ( (154) 

d -;:- • d -:-:- - . 2 • f. - ..2.. \ V + rb':': \~ .2d rtl:t:.) 
1.'0 b lob 2 Oq") b -; b -~b 

~ 
d·---£'" 

Tob 

p 

T :.Q. 
S 

( 
rb y'" ) y'" 

V+--V-
2V ~ .Q.. 

2 2 ~
rb y'" ) 

d -- V 
2V b 

2 

(ISS) 

(156) 

Ntunerical data presented here are based on f'" • 1/2, y'" • 0.58 b/2, and 
r II: O. 

The damping in yaw is presented in figure 126. The damping is detennined 
mainly from the vertical tail using 

Sy]~. ~.~=-(.~C~\.v.~.b. 
s b ~ ~ Ba 1 \" !o...E.... 

S 2 S 2 

(157) 

] 
An additional contribution is taken into accOlUlt for the wing. based on DATCOM. l 
Power effects on the wing contribution are negligible. J 
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